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Week 12 (Tues. 11/15 & Thurs. 11/17), we will be hosting a fishbowl debate in class. 
 
 
What is a fishbowl debate? 
 
A fishbowl debate is a form of debate or dialogue where a few chairs are 
arranged in an inner circle and the remaining chairs are arranged in a 
circle(s) outside the fishbowl. A few participants are selected to fill the 
fishbowl, while the rest sit on the chairs outside the fishbowl and observe. 
Participants of the inner circle discuss the topic, and then switch positions.  
 
The Scenario 
 
The year is 1640 and religious wars have been ravaging Europe for nearly a 
century. Ten schools of reform have agreed to hold a symposium and discuss their religious and political 
views to prevent further violence. Three representatives of each school will be in attendance. The 
symposium will be held on neutral ground in Los Angeles, California on Tuesday, November 15 and 
Thursday, November 17. 
 
The Participants 
 
The symposium will be attended by three representatives from each of the following Reformation 
schools: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructions 
 
On Tuesday, November 1, you and two partners will be assigned a reformer and/or reformation school. 
Together, you will research the basic beliefs of that Reformer or Reformation movement. During the 
fishbowl debate on Tuesday, November 15 and Thursday, November 17, you will pretend to be the three 
representatives sent to represent your school at the symposium. Each member of your group will spend at 
least 5 minutes in the center of the fishbowl defending the views of your assigned Reformer and/or 
Reformation school. As part of your preparation, your group will also research one primary source written 
by your assigned Reformer or member of your assigned Reformation school. You will complete a 2-page 
analysis of that document and submit it along with two drafts and a copy of the primary source on 
Tuesday, November 15. See the following pages for more details. 

 

 

1. Martin Luther – Lutheran 
2. John Calvin – Calvinist 
3. Ignatius of Loyola – Catholic Jesuits 
4. Erasmus of Rotterdam – Catholic 
5. Huldrych Zwingli – Zurich Protestant 
6. Anabaptist 
7. Church of England – Anglican 
8. Thomas More – Catholic 
9. Presbyterian 
10. Oliver Cromwell - Puritan 
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Preparing for the Fishbowl Debate 
Tues. 11/15 & Thurs. 11/17 

 
On the day of the fishbowl debate, you and your partners need to be prepared to clearly articulate and 
defend your assigned Reformers and/or Reformation school’s views on religion and politics. Note: Since 
you will be playing the role of a representative and proponent of your assigned Reformer, you will be 
asked questions directly and should be prepared to answer in first person (I, we, our belief, etc.) The 
following questions may be asked by the debate mediator (me): 
 

• What are your basic religious views? 
• Why do you think the Catholic Church requires reform? Which teachings of the Catholic Church 

do you question? What concerns you about the current state of the Catholic Church? 
• How should we go about dealing with problems in the church? 
• What role, if any, do you think the government should play in religion? 
• Is it necessary to enlist political leaders to support the aims of a reform movement? 
• Is it permissible to compel and/or force people to follow Catholic and/or Protestant beliefs? 
• Is it permissible to use violence and/or force to promote and/or defend religion?  
• What do you think is the “real” cause of violence and war in Europe right now? 
• Which of your fellow Reformers do you find most agreeable and disagreeable? Why?  

 
 
Although your research should focus on the philosophical and theological views of your assigned 
Reformer and/or Reformation school, to successfully complete this project you will also need to know a 
little about the context of the Reformation and religious wars. You should also spend some time 
researching your opponents so that you will be prepared to debate your views critically and creatively. To 
help you get started this packet includes: 
 

1. Introductory section on the European Reformation with readings and video links (complete by 
Thur. 11/03) 

2. Biographies of all of the reformers whose representatives will be attending the symposium 
(read/skim by Tues. 11/05) 

  
 
Note: Since every group member will spend at least 5 minutes in the center of the fishbowl, it is highly 
recommended that you complete every step of the project together. Every group member must be 
prepared to answer all of the possible questions and defend their position.  
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Primary Source Analysis 
Tues. 11/15  

 
On Tuesday, November 15, before we commence the fishbowl debate, your group will submit one short 
primary source analysis paper with a clearly articulated historical question, two rough drafts with mark-
ups, and a copy of the primary source. All documents must be submitted in hard copy. 
 
Instructions  
 

1. Find one primary source document written by your assigned Reformer or member of your 
assigned Reformation school. 

2. Read the document and discuss with your group members. 
3. Formulate a historical question: What does this documents reveal about _________________? 

(Note: You should use the potential debate questions as a guide.) 
4. Write a 2-page response to your historical question. Make sure to briefly introduce your source 

and provide a clear thesis that addresses your historical question.  
5. Circulate the primary source analysis among your group members for revision. Revise twice! 
6. Submit the following on Tuesday, November 15” 

 
 
 
 
 
Format 
 
Your primary source analysis should be: 2-pages, double-spaces, 12pt font, 1-inch margins. Make sure 
to briefly introduce your source and provide a clear thesis statement. Don't forget to cite examples from 
the source to support your analysis.  
 
Finding Primary Sources 
 
Since your analysis is only 2-pages, it is highly recommended that you choose a short primary source (2–
3 pages) or excerpt from a longer source. Finding sources should be a fun and interesting experience, not 
a laborious task. Here are some tips: 
 

1. Start by reviewing the Hannon Library’s guide to finding primary sources: 
http://libguides.lmu.edu/c.php?g=323806&p=3141247#s-lg-box-9679878  

2. Ask a librarian for help. You can now do that online: http://library.lmu.edu/gethelp/  
3. Schedule a research consultation with a librarian: 

http://library.lmu.edu/forms/researchconsultationrequestform/#d.en.3009  
4. Don’t wait until the last minute. The book or source that you need might be checked out or only 

available at a different library. If you wait until the last minute, there is a chance that you will not 
receive the source in time to complete the project and analysis. 

5. If you find yourself stuck, don’t forget that I am here to help! 
 
 

• Final source analysis with historical question included at the top of page 1. 
• Two rough drafts with mark-ups. 
• Copy of primary source  
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PROTESTANT 
REFORMATION1 

 
The Protestant Reformation2 
 
Today there are many types of Protestant Churches. For example, Baptist is currently the largest 
denomination in the United States but there are many dozens more. How did this happen? Where did they all 
begin? To understand the Protestant Reform movement, we need to go back in history to the early 16th 
century when there was only one church in Western Europe - what we would now call the Roman Catholic 
Church - under the leadership of the Pope in Rome. Today, we call this "Roman Catholic" because there are 
so many other types of churches (for example, Methodist, Baptist, Lutheran, Calvinist, Anglican - you get the 
idea). 
 
The Church and the State 
 
So, if we go back to the year 1500, the Church (what we now call the Roman Catholic Church) was very 
powerful (politically and spiritually) in Western Europe (and in fact ruled over significant territory in Italy called 
the Papal States). But there were other political forces at work too. There was the Holy Roman Empire 
(largely made up of German speaking regions ruled by princes, dukes and electors), the Italian city-states, 
England, as well as the increasingly unified nation states of France and Spain (among others). The power of 
the rulers of these areas had increased in the previous century and many were anxious to take the 
opportunity offered by the Reformation to weaken the power of the papacy (the office of the Pope) and 
increase their own power in relation to the Church in Rome and other rulers. 
 
Keep in mind too, that for some time the Church had been seen as an institution plagued by internal power 
struggles (at one point in the late 1300s and 1400s, church was ruled by three Popes simultaneously). Popes 
and Cardinals often lived more like kings than spiritual leaders. Popes claimed temporal (political) as well as 
spiritual power. They commanded armies, made political alliances and enemies, and, sometimes, even 
waged war. Simony (the selling of Church offices) and nepotism (favoritism based on family relationships) 
were rampant. Clearly, if the Pope was concentrating on these worldly issues, there wasn't as much time left 
for caring for the souls of the faithful. The corruption of the Church was well known, and several attempts had 
been made to reform the Church (notably by John Wyclif and Jan Hus), but none of these efforts successfully 
challenged Church practice until Martin Luther's actions in the early 1500s. 

                                                
1 Source: Khan Academy https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/renaissance-and-
2 Essay by Steven Zucker and Beth Harris.  
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Lucas Cranach the Elder, Martin Luther as an Augustinian Monk, 1520, engraving, 6-1/4 x 4-3/16 (The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art) 
 
Martin Luther 
 
Martin Luther was a German monk and Professor of Theology at the University of Wittenberg. Luther sparked 
the Reformation in 1517 by posting, at least according to tradition, his "95 Theses" on the door of the Castle 
Church in Wittenberg, Germany - these theses were a list of statements that expressed Luther's concerns 
about certain Church practices - largely the sale of indulgences, but they were based on Luther's deeper 
concerns with Church doctrine. Before we go on, notice that the word Protestant contains the word "protest" 
and that reformation contains the word "reform"—this was an effort, at least at first, to protest some practices 
of the Catholic Church and to reform that Church. 
 
Indulgences 
 
The sale of indulgences was a practice where the church acknowledged a donation or other charitable work 
with a piece of paper (an indulgence), that certified that your soul would enter heaven more quickly by 
reducing your time in purgatory. If you committed no serious sins that guaranteed your place in hell, and you 
died before repenting and atoning for all of your sins, then your soul went to Purgatory - a kind of way-station 
where you finished atoning for your sins before being allowed to enter heaven. 
 
Pope Leo X had granted indulgences to raise money for the rebuilding of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome. These 
indulgences were being sold by Johann Tetzel not far from Wittenberg, where Luther was Professor of 
Theology. Luther was gravely concerned about the way in which getting into heaven was connected with a 
financial transaction. But the sale of indulgences was not Luther's only disagreement with the institution of the 
Church. 
 
Faith Alone 
 
Martin Luther was very devout and had experienced a spiritual crisis. He concluded that no matter how "good" 
he tried to be, no matter how he tried to stay away from sin, he still found himself having sinful thoughts. He 
was fearful that no matter how many good works he did, he could never do enough to earn his place in 
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heaven (remember that, according to the Catholic Church, doing good works, for example commissioning 
works of art for the Church, helped one gain entrance to heaven). This was a profound recognition of the 
inescapable sinfulness of the human condition. After all, no matter how kind and good we try to be, we all find 
ourselves having thoughts which are unkind and sometimes much worse. Luther found a way out of this 
problem when he read St. Paul, who wrote "The just shall live by faith" (Romans 1:17). Luther understood this 
to mean that those who go to heaven (the just) will get there by faith alone - not by doing good works. In other 
words, God's grace is something freely given to human beings, not something we can earn. For the Catholic 
Church on the other hand, human beings, through good works, had some agency in their salvation. 
 
Scripture Alone 
 
Luther (and other reformers) turned to the Bible as the only reliable source of instruction (as opposed to the 
teachings of the Church). The invention of the printing press in the middle of the 15th century (by Gutenberg 
in Mainz, Germany) together with the translation of the Bible into the vernacular (the common languages of 
French, Italian, German, English, etc.) meant that it was possible for those who could read to learn directly 
from Bible without having to rely on a priest or other church officials. Before this time, the Bible was available 
in Latin, the ancient language of Rome spoken chiefly by the clergy. Before the printing press, books were 
handmade and extremely expensive. The invention of the printing press and the translation of the bible into 
the vernacular meant that for the first time in history, the Bible was available to those outside of the Church. 
And now, a direct relationship to God, unmediated by the institution of the Catholic Church, was possible. 
 
When Luther and other reformers looked to the words of the Bible (and there were efforts at improving the 
accuracy of these new translations based on early Greek manuscripts), they found that many of the practices 
and teachings of the Church about how we achieve salvation didn't match Christ's teaching. This included 
many of the Sacraments, including Holy Communion (also known as the Eucharist). According to the Catholic 
Church, the miracle of Communion is transubstantiation—when the priest administers the bread and wine, 
they change (the prefix "trans" means to change) their substance into the body and blood of Christ. Luther 
denied this change during Holy Communion. Luther thereby challenged one of the central sacraments of the 
Catholic Church, one of its central miracles, and thereby one of the ways that human beings can achieve 
grace with God, or salvation. 
 
The Counter-Reformation 
 
The Church initially ignored Martin Luther, but Luther's ideas (and variations of them, including Calvinism) 
quickly spread throughout Europe. He was asked to recant (to disavow) his writings at the Diet of Worms (an 
unfortunate name for a council held by the Holy Roman Emperor in the German city of Worms). When Luther 
refused, he was excommunicated (in other words, expelled from the church). The Church's response to the 
threat from Luther and others during this period is called the Counter-Reformation ("counter" meaning 
against). 
 
The Council of Trent 
 
In 1545 the Church opened the Council of Trent to deal with the issues raised by Luther. The Council of Trent 
was an assembly of high officials in the Church who met (on and off for eighteen years) principally in the 
Northern Italian town of Trent for 25 sessions. 
 
Selected Outcomes of the Council of Trent: 
 

  The Council denied the Lutheran idea of justification by faith. They affirmed, in other words, their 
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Doctrine of Merit, which allows human beings to redeem themselves through Good Works, and through the 
sacraments. 

 
  They affirmed the existence of Purgatory and the usefulness of prayer and indulgences in shortening a 

person's stay in purgatory. 
 
  They reaffirmed the belief in transubstantiation and the importance of all seven sacraments 
 
  They reaffirmed the authority of scripture and the teachings and traditions of the Church 
 
  They reaffirmed the necessity and correctness of religious art (see below) 
 

The Council of Trent on Religious Art 
 
At the Council of Trent, the Church also reaffirmed the usefulness of images - but indicated that church 
officials should be careful to promote the correct use of images and guard against the possibility of idolatry. 
The council decreed that images are useful "because the honour which is shown them is referred to the 
prototypes which those images represent" (in other words, through the images we honor the holy figures 
depicted). And they listed another reason images were useful, "because the miracles which God has 
performed by means of the saints, and their salutary examples, are set before the eyes of the faithful; that so 
they may give God thanks for those things; may order their own lives and manners in imitation of the saints; 
and may be excited to adore and love God, and to cultivate piety." 
 
Violence 
 
The Reformation was a very violent period in Europe, even family members were often pitted against one 
another in the wars of religion. Each side, both Catholics and Protestants, were often absolutely certain that 
they were in the right and that the other side was doing the devil's work. 
 
The artists of this period - Michelangelo in Rome, Titian in Venice, Durer in Nuremberg, Cranach in Saxony - 
were impacted by these changes since the Church had been the single largest patron for artists. Now art was 
being scrutinized in an entirely new way. The Catholic Church was looking to see if art communicated the 
stories of the Bible effectively and clearly (see Veronese's Feast in the House of Levi for more on this). 
Protestants on the other hand, for the most part lost the patronage of the Church and religious images 
(sculptures, paintings, stained glass windows etc) were destroyed in iconoclastic riots. 
 
Other developments 
 
It is also during this period that the Scientific Revolution gained momentum and observation of the natural 
world replaced religious doctrine as the source of our understanding of the universe and our place in it. 
Copernicus up-ended the ancient Greek model of the heavens by suggesting that the sun was at the center of 
the solar system and that the planets orbited around it. 
At the same time, exploration, colonization and (the often forced) Christianization of what Europe called the 
"new world" continued. By the end of the century, the world of the Europeans was a lot bigger and opinions 
about that world were more varied and more uncertain than they had been for centuries. 
 
Please note, this tutorial focuses on Western Europe. There are other forms of Christianity in other parts of 
the world including for example the Eastern Orthodox Church. 
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INTRODUCTORY VIDEOS: Watch by Thursday, November 3. 
 
1. Introduction to the Protestant Reformation: Setting the stage (KhanAcademy) 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/renaissance-and-reformation/protestant-
reformation/v/protestant-reformation-1  
 
2. Introduction to the Protestant Reformation: (Martin Luther KhanAcademy) 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/renaissance-and-reformation/protestant-
reformation/v/introduction-to-the-protestant-reformation-luther-2-of-4  
 
3. Introduction to the Protestant Reformation: Varieties of Protestantism (Martin Luther KhanAcademy) 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/renaissance-and-reformation/protestant-
reformation/v/introduction-to-the-protestant-reformation-3-of-4  
 
4. Introduction to the Protestant Reformation: The Counter-Reformation (Martin Luther KhanAcademy) 
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/renaissance-and-reformation/protestant-
reformation/v/introduction-to-the-protestant-reformation-the-counter-reformation-4-of-4  
 
5. Religious Warfare Across Europe During the Reformation  (Study.com)  
http://study.com/academy/lesson/religious-warfare-across-europe-during-the-reformation.html  
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“MEET	YOUR	FELLOW	REFORMERS” 
 

The following entries are from The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, 
edited by Hans J. Hillebrand (1996). 
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The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation
Edited by Hans J. Hillebrand

Oxford Reference

Luther, Martin  
(1483–1546), reformer and theologian.

The world-historical event of the Reformation was triggered and substantially shaped by the monk and professor Martin
Luther. His religious struggle over a “gracious God,” his existence “between God and the Devil” (Oberman), led to a schism
within Western Christendom and to the emergence of Protestant churches. In the process, Luther himself remained in a
peculiar way a figure suspended between the Middle Ages and the modern era. Luther's reform work, carried out in the
context of other political, social, scholarly, and intellectual changes leading to the modern age, influenced these changes and,
in turn, was influenced by them.

From Youth to Professor of Theology

Luther was born in Eisleben and spent his childhood in neighboring Mansfeld, where his father ran a small business mining
copper-bearing shale. In accordance with the circumstances of the times, his upbringing in a family with many children was
strict. But one can hardly explain Luther's complicated development as an adult by reference to a problematic childhood, as
Eric Erikson argued. Martin attended school in Mansfeld and Magdeburg, where he lived with the Brethren of the Common
Life, and in Eisenach, where he was part of a devout circle of students who probably instilled in him a deep sense of piety.

It was his father's wish for Luther to become a lawyer. Accordingly he enrolled at the University of Erfurt in 1501 and four
years later completed the prerequisite studies of liberal arts with a master's degree. At the beginning of his subsequent study
of law symptoms of a crisis began to emerge that included a fear of death and questions about the purpose of life. During a
trip in the summer of 1505 when a bolt of lightning struck him down, he vowed: “Help me, Saint Ann, I will become a monk.”
He determined to devote the rest of his life to the service of God. Thus, much against the will of his father, he joined the large
monastery of the Observant Augustinian friars in Erfurt. One year later he took his monastic vows and set about becoming a
priest and later a student of theology.

Although Luther was an extremely conscientious monk, he did not have the assurance of living up to God's strict demands.

http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780195064933.001.0001/acref-9780195064933
http://www.oxfordreference.com/
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780195064933.001.0001/acref-9780195064933
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As a priest when he was celebrating Mass he did not feel pure enough to be able to face God, even as he saw Christ only as
the judge. The scrupulous practice of confession brought only temporary relief. Lasting well into his time in Wittenberg, these
anxieties (Anfechtungen) resulting in what was considered particularly sinful, namely, doubts about his own salvation, led
Luther to lose faith in monastic life—generally considered a safe path to salvation—and in the common notion of work-
righteousness. This conflict fueled the energy for reform. In his theological studies, which he completed with uncommon
speed, Luther was shaped by nominalism, the prevalent school of thought in Erfurt. This school of thought held that if one
strives with all one's might, God will not deny his grace. Luther formulated critical notions about the predominant influence of
Aristotle in theology. A particular characteristic was his early and strong interest in the Bible, which he nurtured through
intense prayer and meditation. In 1510/11 Luther was sent to Rome on business for the Observant Augustinian friars. He
made ample use, although not to his complete satisfaction, of the Holy City's abundant availability of grace and indulgences.
The lax piety in Rome and secularization of the papal court did not particularly irritate him; the mission itself was
unsuccessful in that the special policies of the Observants were not endorsed by the curia. When Luther afterward no longer
agreed with the policies of the Erfurt monastery, Johannes von Staupitz, vicar of the German Observant Augustinian friars,
transferred him to the monastery in Wittenberg.

Staupitz himself held a professorship in Bible at the new university in Wittenberg, from which, however, he intended to resign.
He thought of Luther, who in 1512 was awarded the doctorate in theology, as his successor. Luther was at first reluctant but
eventually assumed the professorial chair. Later he relied again and again on the authority of the office of teacher thereby
conferred on him as justification for his reforming work. Two years later Luther was appointed preacher at the town church of
Wittenberg, an ecclesiastical responsibility he fulfilled for the remainder of his life and one that he considered as important as
his professorship.

Luther's first lectures on the Psalms as well as on Romans, Galatians, and Hebrews (1513–1518) illustrate the evolving
theology of the young professor. Hermeneutically, he adhered at first to medieval conceptualizations, but he already
emphasized the literal sense of the Bible, which was understood to express Christ, while also making use of the philological
resources provided by biblical humanism. In his lectures on Galatians he arrived at the important distinction between law and
gospel as the two ways in which God is revealed. Theologically, Luther had drawn this important conclusion from his
experiences: humans must declare themselves sinners before God and reach conformity with the crucified Christ; only then
are they able to accept their situation before God. Luther found this theology of humility confirmed in German mysticism
(Johannes Tauler and the Theologia deutsch) and in Augustine's anti-Pelagian writings. At the same time, he became
increasingly aware that his views were in opposition to nominalism. In addition to this theology of humility he began to
understand that God offers righteousness through Christ. Some scholars have seen this awareness as the decisive turning
point in Luther's theology. But for the time being Luther remained undecided, probably because he was reluctant to abandon
the strict theology of humility.

The Breakthrough of Reform, 1517–1521

The Reformation consisted of a multifaceted ecclesiastical, theological, academic, and political set of events. Its trigger was a
dispute over the selling of indulgences. The rebuilding of Saint Peter's basilica in Rome was to be financed through a plenary
indulgence, which, in return for a payment of money, promised the living and the dead the remission of ecclesiastical
penalties for sins and thereby possibly the avoidance of purgatory. In Germany Archbishop Albert of Mainz was persuaded to
authorize the sale of indulgences in his territories by allowing him to use part of the revenue to pay off the debts he had
incurred in taking over the archdiocese of Mainz. In the context of his pastoral responsibilities Luther came in contact with the
Dominican Johann Tetzel, who was selling the Saint Peter's indulgences near Wittenberg. Luther repudiated the practice
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because it undermined the seriousness of penance and competed with the preaching of the gospel and acts of charity. Since
the church had not promulgated a doctrine on indulgences at that time, Luther, as a professor, saw himself entitled to discuss
the topic critically. On 31 October 1517 he presented his objections in a letter to Archbishop Albert of Mainz and enclosed in
it ninety-five “Theses on the Power of Indulgences,” which were meant as the subject of a disputation at the University of
Wittenberg. The posting of the theses on the door of Wittenberg's castle church was first reported by Philipp Melanchthon
after Luther's death. Since the theses as subject of an academic debate would have had to be published in one way or
another, however, the scholarly dispute about the actual posting of the theses, pursued mainly by Erwin Iserloh in 1966, is
largely irrelevant. The theses deployed their explosive effect after they had been printed at the end of 1517, and a bit later
when Luther had elaborated his views in German as well.

The theses on indulgences can be understood as an expression of a strict theology of humility. According to Luther's own
account, a decisive theological breakthrough must have occurred in the spring of 1518 that—befitting the location of his study
—is also referred to as the “tower experience” (Turmerlebnis). In struggling to understand Romans 1:17 Luther realized that
God's justice did not consist of a demand but a gift given by God to humans out of grace, which must be received through
faith. Therein lay the message of the Reformation. In its consequences it was bound to lead to a virtually complete
restructuring of theology and to a conflict with an ecclesiastical system that placed much emphasis on works.

In December 1517 Archbishop Albert forwarded the theses on indulgences to Rome because he saw in them a challenge to
papal authority. Counter to Luther's intentions the matter thus escalated into a conflict over ecclesiastical authority. In the
summer of 1518 Luther was summoned to Rome, first because of suspicion of heresy, later because of allegations of
rampant heresy. At this point the “Luther case” became enmeshed with politics. At the Diet of Augsburg in 1518 the
succession of Emperor Maximilian was under discussion. The Papal Court sought to prevent the election of Maximilian's
nephew Charles, and therefore solicited the support of Luther's sovereign, Elector Frederick III of Saxony. Hence, Frederick
was able to arrange for Luther's examination by the papal legate Cajetan to be conducted in Augsburg instead of in Rome.
Luther contested the biblical justification of indulgences, refused to retract, and finally appealed to a papal council.

Since Rome at first did not take vigorous action against Luther (because of the electoral complications just noted) the dispute
played itself out in the academic realm, in which a professor from Ingolstadt, Johann Eck, had begun to oppose Luther. The
conflict came to a head in the summer of 1519 at a disputation in Leipzig. Eck forced Luther to declare that not only the pope
but also councils could be in error. Therefore scripture remained the sole norm of teaching, alongside righteousness by faith,
the second pillar of Luther's principle. Eck regarded his maneuver as a great success, but the learned humanist public saw
Luther as the victor.

Displaying admirable creativity and profiting from the linguistic skills he had acquired in the meantime, Luther began to
develop a far-reaching reform program, which he set forth in numerous pamphlets. (Luther, indeed, became the most
published author of the century.) At the University of Wittenberg Scholasticism was replaced by the study of Greek and
Hebrew, as well as by biblical exegesis. Luther recruited the young humanist Philipp Melanchthon to Wittenberg; he became
his most important colleague. Luther's commentaries on Galatians and on the Psalms were soon considered the most
dependable interpretations of these books. His “Sermon von der Bereitung zum Sterben” (Sermon on the Preparation for
Dying; 1519) set out a new “art of dying” centered on Christ. His “Sermon vom Wucher” (Sermon on Usury; 1520) marked the
beginning of Luther's increasingly critical assessments of prevailing economic practices. In addition, Luther re-evaluated the
status of marriage in relation to celibacy, which heretofore had been considered a superior state. His “Sermon von den guten
Werken” (Sermon on Good Works; 1520) linked all Christian behavior to faith and redefined the ordinary vocation as a new
way of rendering godly service to one's neighbor. Luther collected his general reform proposals concerning the church in his
pamphlet An den christlichen Adel deutscher Nation von des christlichen Standes Besserung (To the Christian Nobility of the
German Nation Regarding the Improvement of the Christian Estate; 1520). On the basis of the concept of a common ministry
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shared by all the baptized, he called on the Christian authorities to carry out reform within the church and in society.
Particularly sensational was De Captivitate Babylonica Ecclesiae Praeludium (On the Babylonian Captivity of the Church;
1520), with its definition of the sacraments as divine promises linked to visible signs. Luther reduced the seven sacraments to
baptism and Communion, and the notion of the sacrifice of the Mass he repudiated as an abomination. These notions implied
the dissolution of the church as a sacramental institution. Finally, Von der Freiheit eines Christenmenschen (On the Freedom
of a Christian; 1520), arguably his most famous writing, expounded on the one hand the Christ-given inner freedom from sin,
death, and devil, and on the other defined the Christian life as service to one's neighbor.

After the election of Charles V as emperor, and with Eck's prodding, the Roman proceedings against Luther resumed. In the
summer of 1520, they led to the drafting of a papal bull that threatened Luther with excommunication and rejected some
forty-one sentences culled from his writings. Luther not only responded to it in print but also burned a copy of the bull,
together with a copy of canon law, on 10 December 1520. In so doing he broke publicly with the legal system of the church.
The ecclesiastical ban would now have been followed by a ban of the empire as a secular measure. At his election, however,
Charles V had promised not to ban anyone without a legal hearing. Accordingly, protests from the pope notwithstanding,
Luther was cited to the Diet of Worms in 1521, but only for the purpose of retraction. In an appearance of great historical
import, Luther refused to retract, claiming that his conscience was bound by common reasoning and scripture. Subsequent to
the recess of the diet, in the Edict of Worms the emperor put Luther and his followers under the ban. This measure yielded
only partial success. Soldiers of Frederick III of Saxony staged a mock assault on Luther during his return trip from Worms
and arranged his hiding at Wartburg castle.

The Spread of Reform

At this critical juncture in the Reformation Luther needed to disappear from public view, not only because of political threats
but also because anticlerical sentiment was increasing. Above all, a practical reform program had to be undertaken. In his
solitude at Wartburg Luther made a threefold contribution to its implementation. In his De votis monasticis indicium (On
Monastic Vows) he supplied a theological justification for the view that monastic life is not a higher form of Christian faith and
that it contradicts the righteousness of faith as well as Christian liberty. Wherever the Reformation was influential this view led
to the virtual collapse of monasticism and thus to momentous changes in church life. In 1523 Luther also advocated the
closing of convents. While at Wartburg castle Luther completed the Christmas and Advent sections of his Church Postil, a
collection of exemplary sermons that became one of Luther's most well-known and most widely used writings. As a result (as
well as through the numerous printings of individual sermons) Luther became the most influential preacher of his time. At the
suggestion of Melanchthon, Luther translated the New Testament into German in a matter of eleven weeks at Wartburg in
order to enable laypersons to have direct access to “God's word.” The German New Testament (Das Newe Testament
Deutsch) appeared in 1522. In embarking on the translation of the Bible Luther accepted one of his most ambitious tasks,
which occupied him until the end of his life. Not until 1534 did he complete the translation of the entire Bible, with the
assistance of his colleagues in Wittenberg. Constant efforts went into the improvement of this work. Luther succeeded in
creating the standard German translation of the Bible for centuries to come, which deeply influenced the German language.
Rival undertakings by Catholics (Hieronymus Emser, Eck, Johann Dietenberger) were merely modifications of his work. The
Lutheran Bible strongly influenced the Low German, Scandinavian, and English Bible translations. In comparison to medieval
translations, Luther's was linguistically superior in its readability. Through its prefaces and marginal notes it sought to buttress
a Protestant understanding of the Bible.

Without Luther's presence, difficulties arose in Wittenberg when attempts were made to introduce reform. Against the will of
the conservatives and the elector, Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt celebrated an evangelical Communion for the first time
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on Christmas of 1521. A new church order was promulgated and iconoclasm ensued. As a result of these disturbances in
Wittenberg, Luther's conservative friends implored him to leave Wartburg. In his “Invocavit” sermons (March 1522) Luther
opposed almost all of the innovations of the new church order on the grounds that it was necessary to consider the “weak.”

Luther did not reject the new order, but he saw no other way than to proceed more cautiously. He granted the congregation
the rights to pass judgment on doctrine, to appoint evangelical preachers, and to manage its property. Luther wrote a
baptismal ceremony in German and a slightly altered Latin liturgy (Formula Missae, 1523). His effort to create new German
hymns (psalms, catechetical, and festival hymns) proved to be exceedingly successful and became the beginnings of an
evangelical hymnal.

In 1524 Luther urged town councils to establish schools. Later he admonished parents to allow their children to attend those
schools. He wanted to provide an educated younger generation for the church as well as for society—even education for girls
was intended. His appeal was successful. A Protestant school system developed that was far superior to its Catholic
counterpart.

In 1526 Luther began to undertake, under the aegis of Prince Elector John, a comprehensive reorganization of the Saxon
church. In addition to the Latin Mass he created a “German Mass.” In its preface he mentioned the possibility of holding
spontaneous worship in people's homes for those “who seriously wanted to be Christians,” but granted that it was not yet
possible to do so. He saw a particularly urgent problem in guaranteeing the financial support of pastors and parishes. Since
the bishops had failed to endorse the new ecclesiastical order, Luther appealed to the prince elector to implement “as a duty
of love” those reforms by constituting a visitation commission comprised of theologians and government officials. This
temporary arrangement was not aimed at state rule of the church although it later led to the governance of the church by
secular authorities.

The superintendents, the pastors of the large town parishes, were originally to act as bishops, an office that Luther strove to
preserve. During the visitations and in other connections Luther had the sobering experience of how profoundly difficult it was
to replace the collapsing old order with a new piety and a new ecclesiastical morality. Therefore, in 1529 he sought to
counteract widespread religious ignorance by writing the Small Catechism and the Large Catechism (for pastors). The Small
Catechism—with its characteristic sequence of Decalogue (law), creed, Lord's prayer, baptism, Communion, and power of
the keys, with related prayers and a summary of the duties of domestic life, all in concise and memorizable format—has
probably become the most widespread and most effective text of Luther and Lutheranism.

Luther's reflections on order also included his assessment of the basic relationship between the realm of the secular and the
realm of the divine, which he developed in Von weltlicher Obrigkeit, wieweit man ihr Gehorsam schuldig sei (Secular
Authority and the Obedience One Owes It; 1523). He wrote the tract when Catholic ducal Saxony prohibited and threatened
to confiscate his writings. According to Luther, the role of secular authority consisted in preserving external peace. Christians
take part in this task out of love for others. The authorities must not intrude into one's relation to God with respect to matters
of conscience and salvation because they have no competence to do so. This notion was Luther's contribution to freedom of
conscience. Political power serves to maintain the secular order, not to ensure salvation. It has no autonomy independent of
the norms of the word of God; however, Luther himself was not always entirely in conformity with this principle. In addition to
the concept of two kingdoms, Luther later also propounded the notion of the three estates—family (economy), state, and
church—which, theologically, were not clearly distinguished. Although Luther recognized the authority of political decisions,
he raised objections to such decisions if he deemed it theologically necessary.

Crises of the Lutheran Reformation
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Until 1523/24 the reform movement was shaped mainly by Luther. A series of divisions occurred subsequently that resulted in
the diversity of the movement of reform. It became apparent that Luther's message could be received in different ways.
Luther himself saw these disagreements as the work of the devil rising up against the newly unfolding gospel. Disagreements
between Luther and Karlstadt had already hinted at this turn of events, which became more intense when Thomas Müntzer
began to introduce a harshly anticlerical reform in Allstedt (1523) motivated by a mystical commitment to atonement and a
prophetic claim to an eschatological sense of mission. This reform was directed toward the elimination of all things profane
and all godlessness, even if force was necessary to achieve that end. Luther pushed to have Müntzer expelled from Saxony
as a revolutionary.

The demands of the insurgent peasants in 1525 had a biblical foundation and included the free exercise of evangelical
preaching, the abolition of the tithe, as well as the abolition of serfdom, which was deemed irreconcilable with human
redemption through Christ. Although the Peasants' War was clearly influenced by the Reformation, Luther repudiated the
peasants. His critique of the social injustice of the feudal lords notwithstanding, he declared that the peasants' disobedience
toward the authorities was wrong and that the intermingling of personal Christian freedom and social freedom was erroneous.
Here he saw Müntzer's influence at work, since he had become involved in the uprising in Thuringia. Luther warned the
peasants several times to reach a peaceful settlement. When the peasants' uprising threatened to turn into bloody chaos,
Luther, in his tract Wider die räuberischen und mörderischen Rotten der Bauern (Against the Murderous and Plundering
Hordes of the Peasants), urged the authorities to exhaust all peaceful means but to crush the uprising by force if necessary.
Luther's tracts on the Peasants' War scarcely influenced the course of events, but they compromised his reputation
permanently. After the swift defeat of the peasants and the severe persecution that followed, criticism welled up in his own
ranks as well. Luther maintained his point of view, particularly as regards Müntzer, who in the meantime had been executed;
Luther could not bring himself to strike a conciliatory note. The Peasants' War did not lead him to waver in his work of reform.
Shortly after the war, to demonstrate that he stood firm in his cause, he married the former nun Katharina von Bora, although
he did not expect to live much longer.

Even before the Peasants' War a conflict between Luther and the humanist Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam had broken
out. Luther had realized as early as 1516 that his notion of justification could not be reconciled with Erasmus's moralism.
Erasmus kept a distance from Luther, who to him was too impetuous. At first, however, he expressed empathy for Luther's
critique of the church. This neutrality aided the cause of reform. In the long run Luther's efforts to keep Erasmus out of the
controversy were unsuccessful. In 1524 Erasmus agreed to attack Luther theologically in De Libero Arbitrio Diatribe (On the
Freedom of the Will). The central question at issue was whether humans were able to contribute to their salvation or whether
this was entirely foreordained by divine predestination. Erasmus wanted to leave salvation almost entirely up to divine grace,
but at the same time he wanted to emphasize a person's moral motivation; beyond that he did not want to speculate about
such elusive questions as predestination. After a year's hesitation Luther replied with De Servo Arbitrio (On the Bondage of
the Will). Driven by the deepest insights of his faith, he insisted on clarity about the human will and on the certainty of
salvation according to God's merciful grace. In his response he addressed such daunting problems as God's inscrutability
and the origin of evil. Although the dispute was not conducted dogmatically but exegetically in terms of understandings of
specific biblical passages, De Servo Arbitrio is probably Luther's most significant theological tract. It did not end the dispute,
which years later flared up once again. Not even the rudiments of agreement were attained. Quite to the contrary, Luther's
mistrust of Erasmus's smooth formulations increased more and more. But the break with Erasmus did not mean a total
dismissal of humanism, to which Luther owed a great deal and to which many of his followers, most notably Melanchthon,
remained indebted. But Luther's harsh alternatives did not even succeed in convincing his colleagues in Wittenberg. These
were the causes of subsequent disputes and discord within Lutheran theology.

The most difficult, protracted, and important conflict among the reformers concerned the Lord's Supper. Widespread dispute
regarding the real presence of Christ's body and blood in the Lord's Supper probably existed both in mystical spiritualism and
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in humanism. By contrast, Luther never shared such discontent, given his commitment to the objective effect of God's word.
Already in 1523 he was opposed to the rendition of the word est (“is”) in the words of institution as significat (“signifies”),
which had been proposed by the Dutch humanist Cornelis Henricxzoon Hoen. In his tract Wider die himmlischen Propheten
von den Bildern und Sakrament (Against the Divine Prophets of the Images and Sacrament; 1524/25) Luther opposed
Karlstadt's devaluation of the spoken word and the Sacrament in favor of mystic inwardness. Expelled from Saxony, Karlstadt
found acceptance for his ideas in Strasbourg and Basel. At the same time Huldrych Zwingli advocated a symbolic
interpretation of the words of institution, and he became Luther's main opponent in the ensuing conflict. In addition to
disagreements over the words of institution and thereby the real presence of Christ's body and blood in the sacrament, the
issue increasingly became a christological one. In Luther's opinion Christ's humanity is part of his divine nature, for both are
joined in one person (communicatio idiomatum). Therefore Christ can be present in the Supper through his suffering and
death.

In 1528 Luther sought to end the dispute with the formidable tract Vom Abendmahl Christi. Bekenntnis (On Christ's
Communion. Confession). Subsequently, other efforts to resolve the conflict became more significant. During the Colloquy of
Marburg, arranged by Philipp of Hesse in October 1529, where Luther argued against Zwingli, Johannes Oecolampadius,
and Bucer, no agreement on the question of the real presence was reached, and Luther refused to recognize the opposing
party as brothers. Bucer, who had always suggested the spiritual but not the bodily presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper,
nonetheless continued to strive for Protestant unity. After difficult negotiations, in 1536 he and several southern German
Protestant towns, but not the Swiss, recognized in the Wittenberg Concord that even the “unworthy” would receive the body
and blood of Christ through Communion. In effect, Luther had enforced his view that the objectivity of the sacrament of
Communion is independent of its recipient.

Consolidation of the New Church

As with any revolution, the problems of consolidation arose for the Reformation as well. Admittedly, this phase is not as
spectacular as the earlier stages, but one must not depreciate Luther's later accomplishments, as has frequently been the
case. At the Diet of Augsburg in 1530 when Charles V attempted to reach an agreement with the Protestants, Luther, still
under the ban at Coburg, participated from afar in an advisory function. He criticized the Augsburg Confession, written by
Melanchthon, because of its emphasis on the commonalities with the traditional faith. Luther astutely realized that agreement
with the Catholics could not be reached, and therefore he called for religious peace despite existing differences of faith. Not
without reservations, he consented to the Protestant defense alliance known as the Schmalkald League, although it was
difficult to reconcile this stance with obedience toward the emperor. His efforts were essentially directed at keeping peace.

Luther did not expect the religious controversy to be resolved through the ecumenical council in 1537. His Schmalkald
Articles, drawn up for this purpose, define the disagreement of the Protestant and Catholic churches: the doctrine of
justification, the “article that makes or breaks the church.” The multiple postponements of the council confirmed Luther's view
regarding Rome's reluctance in matters of reform. In numerous writings, especially Von den Konziliis und Kirchen (Of the
Councils and Churches; 1539), he elaborated on the difference between the true and the false church. When the pope urged
the emperor to wage a religious war against the Protestants, Luther was aroused to tremendous wrath, which he vented in
Wider das Papsttum zu Rom vom Teufel gestiftet (Against the Papacy in Rome Founded by the Devil; 1545).

In the context of his teaching Luther produced interpretations of Galatians, the Psalms, and Genesis, which for a long time to
come wielded significant theological influence. In the 1530s disputations were reintroduced in Wittenberg. The theses for
these disputations often provide the most precise formulations of Luther's central theological notions. Here Luther discussed
scholarly differences in Wittenberg, such as the dispute over the continued validity of the law with Johann Agricola, who
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wanted to eliminate the remaining tension between the law and the gospel.

Luther's anti-Semitism warrants mention. He had originally shared the general Christian anti-Jewish attitude, but later
advocated the civic emancipation of Jews since it represented the only hope of their conversion. Unpleasant personal
experiences, his disagreement with the rabbinical interpretation of the Old Testament, and (probably untrue) information
about Jewish agitation against Christianity aggravated him to such an extent that from the 1530s onward he regarded the
coexistence of Christians and Jews as no longer possible. In Von den Juden und ihren Lügen (On the Jews and Their Lies;
1543) he demanded their banishment and the destruction of their homes, synagogues, and books. Luther's driving motivation
came from his conviction that the Jews had violated faith in Christ. But precisely on those grounds his advocacy of the use of
force against Jews cannot possibly be justified.

Luther continued to be involved in the reform politics of electoral Saxony, but his advice was not always heeded. He
occasionally became occupied with the problems of other Lutheran territories, for example, when reform was instituted in the
duchy of Saxony and in the electorate of Brandenburg (1539), in which his influence was limited. Regarding the bigamy of
Philipp of Hesse Luther soon had to realize that his consenting “counsel of confession” had been a grave misjudgment that
he had made on the basis of insufficient information. Not to be underestimated are Luther's letters of recommendation for
pastors and schoolteachers as well as his advice to pastors regarding the often difficult situations within congregations.
Personal contacts and correspondence took place with numerous followers of the Reformation in almost all European
countries. In this respect Luther exerted his greatest influence on the Scandinavian countries. On the whole Luther never saw
himself as the great strategist of the Reformation; instead, his abiding concern was the preaching of the gospel.

With the outbreak of Meniere's disease in 1527, Luther's health weakened. In 1537 kidney stones threatened his life. He felt
increasingly weary of life, even though his energies continued to be formidable. In 1546 he successfully mediated in a
controversy between the counts of Mansfeld, and he died in the course of that effort in his native city of Eisleben. He was
interred in the castle church in Wittenberg. His friends mourned the departed “charioteer of Israel.” They were conscious of
the incisive changes in theology, church, piety, society, and politics that he had effected. On that occasion Melanchthon did
not conceal the tensions in Luther's rich personality: his furious polemicism that at times knew no bounds and his defiant
stubbornness whenever he was suspicious and saw the devil at work. Nonetheless, many positive qualities must be
mentioned: the precision of his mind and the ability to modulate his formulations; the ability to listen, which undoubtedly
related to his musical talents (and made Luther a poet); his delight in the gift of life and creation; his conviviality, of which his
Tischreden (Table Talks) are the magnificent witness; and his carefree liberality and childlike trust in God that allowed him to
go his way despite all temptations. Luther never saw himself as a saint, but as a beggar and a sinner who depended on
God's mercy. In this fashion, he was able to live with his own contradictions.

Legacy and Reception

That Luther was a figure of world-historical significance is shown by the fact that historical reflection to this day has not been
able to free itself from preoccupation with him. This reflection is as multifarious as was he himself. All of the Reformation was
molded by him more than by any other. This also applies to his adversaries within Protestantism, and even Catholicism did
not remain unaffected by Luther's influence. Lutheran orthodoxy attributed to him a special divine calling. On 31 October
1617, the centennial of the assumed date of the posting of the theses, festivities to commemorate the Reformation were held
for the first time. Pietism rediscovered in Luther's faith a vivacity that affected even ethical activities, but at the same time it
attempted to extend his reformation of doctrine to include a reform of life. The Enlightenment relied on Luther as the critical
searcher after truth. Luther's contribution to the German language, already recognized in the baroque period, was particularly
emphasized in the period of German classicism. Since the beginning of the nineteenth century Luther has been fashioned
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into a national hero. The culmination to this view was represented by the inscription of Luther into a German history of
calamities that can be traced to Hitler, as argued by, among others, Thomas Mann. The Catholic image of Luther up until the
twentieth century has been marked by the nasty Commentaria de Actis et Scriptis Martinis Lutheri (On the Acts and Writings
of Martin Luther; 1549) by Johannes Cochlaeus. The more reasonable Catholic appraisal of Luther introduced by Joseph
Lortz (1939/40) represented an integral part of an overall ecumenical rapprochement. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
subsumed the Reformation under the history of revolutions. They judged the role played by Luther as partly positive and,
because of his opposition to the peasants, partly negative. This ambivalence has shaped Marxist historiography.

As a result of the critical edition of Luther's works published since 1883, a new engagement with Luther's theology has
ensued in Germany, Scandinavia, and the United States as well, which has partly denominational, partly critical-historical
roots. For a while this interest was biased either in favor of the young Luther or in favor of Lutheran theology. Now both
tendencies have been balanced. But the intensity of Luther scholarship has decreased.

The reception of Luther in the United States cannot be easily told. It depended on the respective groups supporting it, and
they varied in their assessments. In the early nineteenth century Luther was seen from the points of view of the
Enlightenment and Romanticism. Anti-Catholicism used him for its purposes. He found an enduring but not unvarying interest
among American Lutherans. By 1883 he appears to have been integrated into American history largely as a heroic figure.
Under the influence of professional historical inquiry a process of distancing occurred in which Luther's impact on the modern
world was both appraised and relativized. One problem of contemporary scholarship consists in continuing to understand the
religious and theological impulses in Luther's work.
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Calvin, John  
(Fr., Jean Cauvin; Lat., Johannes Calvinus; 1509–1564), French reformer in Geneva.

He was born on 10 July 1509 in Noyon, a town in the Picardy region of France. His father, who had raised himself from
simple circumstances to a burgher's position, was a trustee for the cathedral chapter in Noyon. His mother, who died during
his youth, was much given to popular piety. John and his older brother received church benefices to provide for their study of
theology. From 1523 Calvin studied first with Mathurin Cordier at the Collège de la Marche in Paris; he then devoted himself
to the liberal arts at the Collège Montaigu. After a break with the cathedral chapter, his father urged him to give up his study
of theology. From then on he was to devote himself to the study of law in Orléans. In this way he escaped a Scholasticism
tinged with speculative one-sidedness and could ground his faith, unmediated, upon the Bible and church fathers. Calvin was
spurred on in these studies by a succession of educators who either were adherents to a Christocentric spirituality called the
devotio moderna, such as Cordier, or were scholars already influenced by Martin Luther, such as Melchior Wolmar, scholar of
the New Testament in the original Greek.

After the death of his father, Calvin went to Paris in order to deepen his knowledge of the biblical languages and classical and
Christian antiquity at the newly founded Collège Royal. This college was intellectually influenced by Desiderius Erasmus and
Faber Stapulensis and formed an intellectual polar opposite to the archconservative Faculty of Theology of Paris (Sorbonne),
which at that time was also involved with the Inquisition. It was during this period that the twenty-three-year-old Calvin
published his first work— a commentary on the Stoic philosopher Seneca's tractate De clementia (Concerning Clemency) in
order to exhort King Francis I in a disguised manner to more religious toleration. With the coming of Luther's Reformation,
Calvin made acquaintance with the French “Circle of Reformers” (Reformisten) who gathered around Bishop Guillaume
Briçonnet of Meaux. The members of this group read both Luther and Erasmus and found the former to be in no way a
heretic, despite this judgment by the Sorbonne in 1521. A medical doctor from Basel, Nicolas Cop, who was Calvin's friend
and whom Calvin had given theological counsel, was surprisingly named rector of the University of Paris on I November
1533. When Cop gave his inaugural address on the beatitudes of Jesus and justification by faith “without the works of the
Law,” the Inquisition stepped in (A.Ganoczy, 1987, pp. 80–83).

Because of his association with Cop, who was suspected of Lutheranism, Calvin had to leave Paris, fleeing to Basel. There
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he probably completed his final turn toward the reforming faith. It remains controversial whether Calvin really experienced a
“sudden conversion to being instructed” through the gospel, as Calvin wrote a quarter century later in 1557. The
contemporary documents are less indicative of a sudden “conversion” and more supportive of a gradual spiritual
development, which bore fruit in a theological work, Christianae Religionis Institutio (Basel, 1536). For this compendium of
evangelical faith, the young autodidact worked mainly from Luther's two catechisms, the Freiheiteines Christenmenschen
and the Babylonische Gefangenschaft. Accordingly, the succession of chapters are “Law,” “Confession of Faith,” “Prayer,”
“The Sacraments,” “The False Sacraments,” and “Christian Freedom.” The young author drew on the works of Martin Bucer,
Philipp Melanchthon, and Huldrych Zwingli only to clarify individual questions.

The epistle Calvin wrote to open his book is dedicated to Francis I and is revelatory of Calvin's attitude toward the church at
the time. The “pious” (meaning those who are maligned as “Lutherans” by their enemies) are neither religious zealots, nor
schismatics, nor sectarians, nor anarchists who seek to attack the church and royal authority. They belong to the “true”
church of Christ, as opposed to the “Church under the papacy,” which in visible form (meaning power, wealth, and the use of
legal power) raises its claim above consciences. In contrast, the “true” church possesses as marks, in the sense of the
Augsburg Confession, only the pure preaching of the word and the right administration of the sacraments (CR 1,21; compare
Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche [hereafter cited as BSLK], Göttingen, 1967, p. 61). Written in the
pleasing Latin of the humanists, the Institutio represented a palatable systematic synopsis of Reformation doctrine. Its
success spurred on the twenty-seven-year-old lay theologian to further self-guided study. For that reason he wanted to settle
in evangelical Strasbourg, but an undesired layover in Geneva radically altered his plans. Guillaume Farel—who had already
preached the evangelical faith in this free imperial city for four years without being able to give fitting structure to the church—
made Calvin swear to become his fellow worker. Calvin conceded and took the title of “lecturer in holy scripture.” In 1537 he
created a church ordinance with his Articles concernant l'organisation de l'Eglise. This provided for the celebration of the
Lord's Supper at least once a month, with exclusion of the unworthy. Calvin wrote a catechism and a confession of faith that
“all citizens must be obliged by oath to follow and to keep” (CR 22,85). As “servants of God,” the civil magistrates were bound
to promote “pure religion.”

Nevertheless, the Geneva city council turned against Calvin and the party of the pastors. On 23 April 1538 the council
expelled Calvin and Farel. Disappointed, Calvin wanted to withdraw to Basel, but he gave in to the pressing invitation of
Bucer and in Strasbourg took over the leadership of the French-speaking parish congregation. He remained there three
years, creating an order for worship according to the local practice and publishing an expanded version of the Institutio in
Latin (1539) and French. He took part in religious dialogues in Frankfurt, Hagenau, Worms, and Regensburg, where he met
Philipp Melanchthon. The relative openness of his theology manifested itself when he consented to a compromise over the
doctrine of justification in Regensburg, which, however, proved to be futile.

In the meantime the church in Geneva was admonished by letter to return to Catholic unity by Cardinal Jacopo Sadoleto, the
bishop of Carpentras. The adherents of the expelled reformers asked Calvin to answer the cardinal. Calvin did so without
hesitation and used the occasion to lay out again his conception of the true church. The church rests not on the centuries-
long consensus of human tradition but rather solely on God's word (CR 5,392); with this the Holy Spirit is most closely
connected and protects the church through the repeated sending of prophets (CR 5,393f). After the church had reached a
nearly ideal form in the first centuries, it was now in need of reform, to which Calvin and his followers knew they were called,
without the least intention of introducing schism or spreading new doctrines (CR 5,393). The “Answer to Sadoleto” made a
great impression upon its readers, and in 1541 Calvin was recalled to Geneva, where without delay he wrote a new church
ordinance and order of worship, as well as a new catechism, all of which were approved by the city council. He also
undertook to put into effect the schema of a doctrine of four offices, which he had first conceived in Strasbourg and was
based on the pattern there. The first office—that of “pastors,” who were ordained by the laying on of hands—was charged to
arrange the service of the word through preaching and the sacraments. Pastors were also to form together a group (a
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collegium), known as the Compagnie des Pasteurs (“Company of Pastors”), and to gather regularly for Bible study, pastoral
counsel, censuring conduct, and drawing in new members. (Calvin himself was probably never ordained; possibly it sufficed
for him to be aware that he was following a prophetic calling.)

The second of the four offices—that of “teacher,” to the extent that teaching was not exhausted by the pastors—was
dedicated to the religious instruction of school pupils, catechumens, and theology students. The third office, that of “elders,”
fulfilled the assignment of overseeing how members of the congregations conducted their lives. The elders formed with the
pastors the “consistory,” in which both secular and ecclesiastical needs were administered. (In Geneva the city council
members selected the elders.) Because their service amounted to a practical proclamation of the word, the deacons took
their place during the Lord's Supper next to the pastors, with whom they distributed the bread and wine.

In his new catechism, Calvin departed from Luther's understanding of the law. The divine law was intended not only to reveal
the sinfulness of humanity but also to function as an order for the covenant and to spur on moral progress. The law serves a
lively faith: whoever obeys it performs an act of faith. In this context one may evaluate the disciplinary proceedings on
doctrine in Geneva, during the course of which Calvin also made use of Inquisitorial methods. Thus, in 1544 Sébastien
Castellion was forced to leave Geneva. He was a rector of the Geneva Latin school who had rejected the place of the Song
of Songs in the canon and had criticized the symbolic interpretation of Christ's descent into hell as portrayed by Calvin.
Castellion went to Basel, where he wrote his famous tract on toleration De haereticis, an sint persequendi (Whether Heretics
Should Be Persecuted). Jérome Bolsec met a similar fate in 1551 after rejecting Calvin's doctrine of predestination. Doctrinal
proceedings were carried out against the Spanish physician and humanist Michael Servetus; this episode remains the most
enduring blot upon Calvin's reputation. Servetus held the opinion that the doctrine of the trinity meant not the unity of three
persons but rather the three manners of working of the one God; he accused the reformer, as well as Rome, of falsifying
Christianity. Calvin went so far in his reaction that he even relied on the support of the archiepiscopal Inquisition of Lyon
concerning the heresy of Servetus. When Servetus later came to Geneva, Calvin allowed him to be condemned to death
after several unsuccessful attempts at conversion. On 27 October 1553 the Spaniard was burned at the stake. The Reformed
congregations of Basel, Bern, Schaffhausen, and Zurich and later Melanchthon himself gave their approval.

Calvin showed greater patience in conflicts with other reforming theologians from Switzerland and Germany. After clarifying
the doctrine of the Lord's Supper, Calvin gave his signature in 1541 to the version of the Augsburg Confession, written by
Melanchthon, according to which the body and blood of Christ are really and truly offered “with the bread and the wine” to the
communicant (BSLK 65,45f). In 1549 Calvin contributed greatly to the effort that produced the Consensus Tigurinus (Zurich
Consensus), a synthesis of his own theology of the Eucharist with that of Heinrich Bullinger, the disciple of Zwingli.

In the city of Geneva itself the reformer never fully succeeded in winning a complete following for his strict church ordinance.
The Geneva patriots, for a period of time under the leadership of syndicus Ami Perrin, offered bitter resistance until their
defeat in the elections of 1555. They especially resented the regulation of private life through a consistory set up by
“foreigners.” From the outside world, however, Geneva won a growing regard; it was already becoming one of the most
important centers of the reforming fellowship. Calvin carried on a brisk correspondence with many people, especially those
persecuted in France, as well as with rulers, for example, in England and Poland. Contributing to this dissemination was the
Geneva academy, founded in 1559 on the model of Lausanne. It had two divisions: the schola privata was for elementary
instruction, and the schola publica offered more advanced studies, including a curriculum in the liberal arts, biblical
languages, and theology. Students came from all over the world— Francy, Germany, the Netherlands, Scotland, and eastern
Europe. Many became pastors and professors who would spread the Reformed faith, such as Kaspar Olevianus, the later
professor at Heidelberg; Philip Marnix van Saint Aldegonde, an early figure in the Dutch Reformed churches; and John Knox,
the Scottish reformer. The students in the academy were obliged to subscribe to the Geneva Confession of Faith. On the
other hand, they had access to a philosophy and theology library, which probably even in Calvin's time included such
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authorities as the Catholic Scholastics Thomas Aquinas, Cajetan, Catharinus, and Pighius, as well as the humanists
Erasmus, Faber Stapulensis, Vatable, Guillaume Budé, Pietro Bembo, and Sadoleto. In addition, the newest editions of the
church fathers were available there. Finally, the dissemination of Genevan ideas was facilitated by a series of publishers,
such as Henri II Estienne and Robert I Estienne, Jean Crespin, Conrad Badius, and Jean Rivery.

Calvin's health could not long keep pace with the enormous burden of work pressing on him. After a final, painful illness, he
died on 27 May 1564, at the age of 55. His wish was to be buried at an unknown place without witnesses or ceremony in the
belief that the glory of God should not be overshadowed by honoring people.

As a theologian, Calvin exerted a universal and lasting influence, not only in the ecclesiastical arena but also in social and
cultural realms. The intellectual stream that sprang from “Calvinist” theology (the reformer himself rejected the name
Calvinism; CR 20, 76f) “transmitted through means of a doctrinal, structural, confessional and missionary dynamic a world
view grounded in religion and led to specific forms of secular structures in state and public affairs, economics and careers”
(E. W. Zeeden, “Calvinismus,” in Staatslexikon: Recht, Wirtschaft, und Beruf, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1958, pp. 339–347) His
theology can be regarded as an imposing synthesis of wisdom and knowledge that addresses the entire person—mind and
heart, individually and collectively—from God's initiative toward the goal of salvation. From an intellectual perspective
Calvin's synthesis employs the advances made in biblical and classical studies by humanism, together with logic and
dialectic, as instruments for formulating the truth of faith. The actual “systematic” (which Karl Barth called “dogmatics”) is
found in the Institutio, to which Calvin continually added and expanded after its first publication in 1536. That which is
formalized in the context of the Institutio, however, rests on fundamental and comprehensive exegetical work, which
presupposes studying the scriptures in their original Hebrew and Greek. There is no impulse whatsoever to neglect the Old
Testament in favor of the New Testament. Calvin strove to explicate scientifically all of canonical scripture, including the letter
of James, which Luther had wanted to reject. Calvin equally endeavored in his sermons to explain the scriptures with a view
to the life of faith. His works printed in Corpus Reformatorum fill fifty-nine volumes. Characteristic of Calvin's hermeneutical
approach is the first sentence of the Institutio, “The sum of our wisdom …” consists of two parts: the knowledge of God and
of ourselves. It is no less unthinkable to speak about people in a meaningful manner apart from their relationship with God
than to speak of God apart from the divine relationship with people. Anthropology is turned theocentrically, and the doctrine
of God answers the question, how does God's lordship over people and the world come about? At one time the first human
was fully related to God and bore the image of God “in his spirit and in his heart”; also his body was illuminated by the image
of God. The first human possessed “free will” until “his spirit fell into corruption” and became “guilty of the divine judgment.”
Nevertheless, Calvin maintained with Augustine that reason “was not completely destroyed” but rather made susceptible to
error. The Holy Spirit overcomes this misery through the holy scripture and the grace of illumination. Wherever a person is
justified thanks to Christ, Christ's Spirit effects the renovation of the lost image of God. God is the one God and so the triune
God. Even in turning graciously toward sinners, God manifests himself in the fellowship of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit in love (see A. Ganoczy, 1989).

The characteristics of God are not understood statically but rather as “virtutes,” as effective manifestations of power through
which God works in history. God does this through creation and through revelation, the means by which he confronts reason
and leads it into the way of truth. The glory of God is simply unapproachable for people. The ability to comprehend the
knowledge of salvation is fulfilled only where Christ as the “image of the Invisible” (Col. 1:15) is appropriated. This concept of
the self-communication of the transcendent is essential in comprehending correctly Calvin's much-discussed doctrines of
divine omnipotence and providence. Nothing happens without the “hidden will” of the creator. As such, God predetermines
everything. Neither our election nor our damnation may be attributed to pure accident or chance. “Divine predestination”
cannot be seen apart from Jesus Christ. In him, who is the salvation of all humanity, the decision of God for people is
completed, and the miracle happens that out of evil good comes forth. Jesus Christ comes to us as the condescension of
divine majesty, to which we are incapable of ascending. “The merciful God Himself has therefore made Himself our redeemer
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in the figure of the Only-begotten.”

Calvin shows a preference for Johannine Christology, which proceeds from the Logos, the eternal Word become flesh.
Therein also lies the last reason that Calvin's doctrine is truly reformist: the content of the Word in the divine-human
relationship is present on all levels—eternal and incarnate Logos, or Christ as the Word simply and completely, and the
scripture, gospel, sermon, and sacramental deeds of the Word of the mediator in his church. Closely related to the working
Spirit of God, the Word must be heard, believed, and followed by all. The Word has “chosen for himself the womb of the
Virgin as a temple”—that is, a truly human existence. The Son of God has lowered himself to become “like us in all things
except for sin,” “our brother.” “Although he governed all things, he manifested himself as a man, who prayed, and not just in
appearance did he do this, but he has shown his true love to us” (CR 73, 441). “In our flesh and in our nature justification
must be accomplished for us” (CR 74, 225). As Jesus suffered and took the cross upon himself, the omnipotence of God
remained “equally hidden.” Thus, the cry of the crucified one—“My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?”— becomes
comprehensible. From such depths sprang the resurrection and the exaltation of the true man: “He ascended, that he might
fill all things [Eph. 4:10]… he went away from us, in order that he might be present in a much more useful manner than during
his earthly life.” “Christ has ascended into heaven; there he intercedes for us”; therefore, he remains eternally the mediator of
our salvation, the royal and priestly intercessor. The exalted one effectively connects himself with believers through the
working of his Spirit, who continually bridges the “distance” between heaven and earth. Thanks to the connecting Spirit of
God, the justification earned by Christ for sinners flows into progressive sanctification.

Both of these “moments” of the one grace are “two connected things,” inseparable as the “light from the sun,” which “cannot
be separated from its fire.” Without the spirit of rebirth there is no justification. “We cannot be justified by faith alone as a gift,
if we do not also live a holy life.” Like Luther, Calvin professes the “imputation” of Christ's righteousness to the sinner, but he
also emphasizes the role of conduct in the practical sanctification process stemming from justification. In visible ways people
should be renewed images and children of God, truly a “second creation.” “This renewal does not come to completion in a
minute”; people are directed toward continual renewal, rebirth, purification, and sanctification. It is necessary that “the Lord
guide, lead and direct our heart through his Spirit” and that his grace continually precede us so that his grace may “effect in
us the willing and the completing.” The “outward helps” of this progressive transmission of sanctification are the church and
the two sacraments. In the “true” church, Calvin sees the “mother of all the pious.” Agreeing with Cyprian, he says, “Whoever
has God as father must also have the Church as mother.” Outside of “her bosom there is no hope for forgiveness of sins and
salvation.”

Horrified by the practice of certain Anabaptists of his time, Calvin ascribed especially an important role, both of protecting and
instructing, to the teaching office of the ecclesiastical community. No one should read the scripture “alone, for himself,” thus
neglecting exegetical preaching and the tradition of the Fathers. For God himself has joined his Spirit to preaching in order to
preserve the unity of believers in the truth revealed through preaching, even though it consist of the pitiful words of humans.
The church “is the faithful watchwoman” so that “God's truth should never disappear from the world.”

In truth God does not care only for pure doctrine but also for the fulfilling of the lives of his adoptive children. Therefore, God
instituted the sacraments. How can they enrich life? They do so in that both baptism and the Lord's Supper transmit the
reality of Christ himself: he is “the substance of all sacraments; for in him they have all their firmness, and they do not
promise anything apart from him.” Hence, their task is shown to be identical to that of the Word. Baptism is “the sign of
consecration, through which we are received into the fellowship of the Church, in order to be planted into Christ and counted
among the children of God.” In the Lord's Supper Christ is “truly given to us through the signs of bread… and wine …, so that
we may grow together with him into one body … and also experience his power.” Calvin anticipates some of the modern
theory of the symbolic, in that he sees in the cultic actions, as it were, the accomplishment of a communication in which God
“tempers himself” in his self-communication, thereby allowing his “spiritual goods” to be experienced through physical means.
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The sacraments, however, do not represent merely cognitive symbols; they are, to quote Augustine, much more “a visible
form of an invisible grace.”

Concerning the real presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper, Calvin's sentence is important: the visible elements, signed by
God's Word, become something “which they were not before.” This means that here an event occurs without analogy: “we
say, that Christ condescends to us both in the outward symbol as well as in his Spirit, in order truly to make our souls alive
with the substance of his flesh and blood.” As matter that mediates between people and God, the sacraments must be
preached and received in faith. They possess, therefore, a fundamentally dialogic structure, not the character of “one-way
speaking.” Should someone merely receive the Sacrament without active participation and without faith—that is, as a pure
formality—the Sacrament would remain fruitless for that person, as, for example, a seed thrown into a fire. Calvin
understands the Sacrament not only as a mirror but also as a seed, which should bring forth fruit.

In order to understand what Calvin thought ecclesiastical office required, one should take into account his doctrine of the
“four offices,” which Calvin strove to translate into practice in Geneva, together with his fundamental theological judgment of
the apostolate, the responsibility of leading the congregation. He could not imagine a church without leadership, although
leadership admittedly implied something other than “lordship.” The term he uses is diakonia, a concept that holds for “all
offerings of service in the Church.” Calvin's conception was drawn from the apostle Paul, a “minister of the gospel” (minister
evangelii). Apostles “serve God and Christ” in order to promote the honor of God and Christ. They “serve the Church for
salvation.” As those sent out, they “represent the person of the One whose place they take.” They do this as interconnected
colleagues, as equals and peers (collegae et socii), under the one Lord. Only thus do they become, together with others,
bearers of charisma, “fellow workers of God” and organs of the Holy Spirit. Unlike Luther, Calvin did not make a common
“priesthood of all believers” the foundation of his doctrine of offices. Calvin explained his view first as an attack against
Roman Catholic clericalism and second as a pronouncement concerning the fundamental equality and freedom of all
Christians. Next to the unique, extraordinary services of the apostles, prophets, and evangelists (Eph. 4:11), the reformer
ascribed to pastors and teachers an enduring ordained commission. With historical acuity he recognized the function of the
presbyter and the bishop in the ancient church as a structure of pastoral service justified by scripture. They were “charged to
individual congregations.” The difference between presbyters and bishops (episkopen) was only one of degree. The name of
“bishop” was applied to the elected president over the presbyterium. “Archbishops” and “patriarchs” had as their essential
function the convoking of synods and general councils, and this only in correspondence with the Christian principal of the
common search for pure doctrine and familial unanimity. According to the model of the ancient church, Calvin always
ascribed to deacons a meaningful role in social care. At the election of official servants in the ancient church, the “consent of
all the people” was sought in order to avoid demagoguery. Ordination, with the laying on of hands (which Calvin, with
reservation, accepted as a biblically sanctioned “third sacrament”), was to take place under the “direction” of the bishop
through the “college of presbyters.”

On the question of papal primacy over the church universal, Calvin's utterances reveal great complexity of thought. He
recognized the functional primacy of Peter within the college of apostles on the basis of his exemplary confession of the
Messiah, the propriety of the preeminence of the Roman patriarchate because of its apostolic founding and antiquity, and the
recognized authority of the patriarchate for arbitration. There is, however, a strict rejection of the papal claim to be
monarchical head of the entire church, bishop over all bishops, vicar of Christ, and pontifex maximus. The possibility
remained open that the ministry of Peter, once renewed according to its original purpose, could take over a legitimate
ministry to the worldwide communio ecclesiarum. The ministry of Peter and arrogation of control over the gospel were
contradictory; ministry to true doctrine was necessary on all levels. From that position the reformer's optative statement on
the “succession of Peter” should be understood: “If God wanted that this succession, with which they falsely pride
themselves, should reach up to the present day, we would gladly give the deserved honor. The pope would be certainly the
successor of Peter, if he only adopted the task of the Apostle. But wherein consists the succession, if not in the continuity of
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doctrine?” A primacy contrary to the gospel deserved to be called Antichrist, a name introduced by Luther.

Calvin's theology distinguishes itself through its strong relationship to society. It contributed to the formation of the modern
state and to the development of awareness among the bourgeoisie of their place in the economy. His faith that God's word
possesses the character of action led him to a high estimation of work and vocation. The law of God also fulfills the role of
leading to a disciplined use of freedom in social coexistence. The church itself must be free, especially in its relationship with
the state. This belongs together with his politica administratio, to the media salutis. Secular society and the state are derived
from God's will in creation and redemption. Consequently, they must also protect against anarchy and tyranny. Secular
legislation may not ignore the double commandment of love. The Christian is obliged to obedience to secular authority, even
when that authority conducts itself against the law. Nevertheless, the Christian must offer resistance when the secular
authority demands that which is contrary to God. For his time Calvin held that the best possible form of social organization
would be an oligarchy tempered by democracy.
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Ignatius Loyola  
(1491?–1556), founder of the Society of Jesus and Roman Catholic saint.

Born into a noble family in the Basque territory of northern Spain, he was baptized Iñigo, but beginning about 1537 he also
used Ignatius, particularly in official documents. He had the chivalric and academically sparse education of his class. His brief
military career ended in 1521 when he was wounded at the siege of Pamplona. While convalescing at Loyola , he underwent
a profound religious conversion, during which he became aware of the importance of attending to his feelings of “consolation”
and “desolation,” which would become a consistent point of reference in his religious teaching.

He spent a year in prayer and mortification at Manresa (1522–1523), near Barcelona, where he experienced temptations and
aridity of spirit but also deep and refreshing mystical insights. He conversed with others about “the things of God,” the modest
beginning of the dedication to ministry characteristic of him and his future disciples. He began to put reflections about his
experience on paper, and they formed the substance of his Ejercicios Espirituales (Spiritual Exercises), which he continued
to amplify and revise for the next twenty-five years.

After a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, he decided to pursue a university education in order better “to help souls,” his characteristic
expression for ministry. He studied in several cities of Spain (1524–1528), where he also taught catechism, guided persons in
his Exercises, and collected a few companions. In both Alcalá de Henares and Salamanca, his teaching fell under suspicion
of the heresy of the Alumbrados, members of a Spanish mystical movement of the times. He was vindicated, but similar
charges against his Exercises would be made for decades. He then studied at the University of Paris for seven years (1528–
1535), where in 1533 he received his licentiate in philosophy, after which he devoted a year and a half to theology without
taking a degree.

In Paris he gathered a new group of six students, whom he guided in the full course of the Exercises. They were the nucleus
of the future Society of Jesus and included Francis Xavier, the great missionary to India and Japan, and Diego Laínez,
theologian at the future Council of Trent and Ignatius's successor as head of the order. In 1534 they bound themselves to go
to Jerusalem to work among the Muslims or, if they could not secure passage, to offer themselves to the pope to do ministry
wherever he saw fit. They traveled to Venice, where practically all of them, including Ignatius, were ordained as priests in
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1537.

Since war prevented going to Jerusalem, they offered themselves to Pope Paul III, and then in 1539 they decided to found a
new order, which Paul III approved on 27 September 1540. The founding was formally a corporate venture, the work of the
now ten members of the group. Some of the original number would later challenge the claim that Ignatius was the sole
founder, but he was no doubt the center and guiding spirit from the beginning, as his unanimous election in 1541 as superior
general for life testified. During the next fifteen years, moreover, he continued to shape the new institution in ways that for the
most part would be definitive.

With headquarters established in Rome, he set about governing the rapidly growing and geographically sprawling
organization coming into shape before his eyes, as from a handful of members it grew by the time of his death to a thousand,
located in most countries of western Europe and in India, Japan, Brazil, and elsewhere overseas. A number of colleagues
aided in this task, none more important than Juan Alonso de Polanco, his secretary from 1547, and Jerónimo Nadal, whom
from 1552 he several times invested with plenipotentiary powers and sent to almost every Jesuit community in Europe.

During these years he composed with Polanco's help the Constitutions of the society and wrote almost seven thousand
letters, the largest extant correspondence of any sixteenth-century figure. From 1548 he enthusiastically promoted the
running of schools as a primary ministry of the society, an important change from an earlier emphasis on itinerant ministry of
preaching, lecturing, teaching catechism, hearing confessions, and fostering spiritual and corporal works of mercy. Following
a crisis in leadership and authority in Portugal (1552–1553), he shifted his emphasis from poverty to obedience. By 1550 he
had come to see combating the Reformation as a primary objective for the society.

He was more interested in religious experience than ideas. Opposed in principle to the Reformation, he never attempted to
deal directly with the contested doctrinal issues. Having only late in life begun an education that included the Latin classics
and scholastic philosophy and theology, he developed an appreciation for them but showed no desire to become a
practitioner of their skills.

Despite his large correspondence, the man behind the words remains somewhat elusive. In this aspect, he resembles Calvin
more than Luther, with whom he is often compared. Nonetheless, during his lifetime he won the admiration of his colleagues
for his courage and perseverance in difficult undertakings, for his prudent and generally flexible advice, for his ability to help
individuals achieve peace of conscience, and for what seemed to be an abiding, even mystical, awareness of God's
presence in his life. The success of the society was largely secured by his ability to choose capable assistants.

The Spiritual Exercises

The Exercises is without doubt Ignatius's most important and characteristic writing. It was virtually complete by 1540, and
only minor changes were made thereafter until its first printing in Rome in 1548. Intended as a manual for the person guiding
others through the program it outlines and basically structured into four “weeks” or major parts, the book is not laid out in
continuous discourse and lacks literary grace. It consists of interspersed pieces from different literary genres—meditations,
prayers, declarations, procedures, sage observations and rules. Points critical for understanding it sometimes appear in
seemingly subordinate or supplementary locations.

The Exercises are not an exposition of doctrine but a detailed program, in outline form, for a month of prayer and reflection
on one's life and on the central mysteries of Christianity. It has been called with some accuracy “a recipe for conversion.” It
gave the first effective codification to what came to be known as the religious retreat. Although the text is structured for the
ideal situation of a month of seclusion, it allows a great deal of flexibility about the length of time one might spend in the
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Exercises and about the circumstances in which one might do them.

In its concepts, images, and directives the book stands squarely within the late medieval tradition, so that the search for its
sources has consistently been frustrated by the commonplace nature of its ideas. In a general way it reflects some aspects of
the devotio moderna, with which Ignatius was surely familiar. The only specific source identified as definitive for some key
elements is the Vita Fesu Christi by Ludolf of Saxony (1300?–1378), which Ignatius read in Spanish in 1521 during his
convalescence at Loyola . But the structure and orientation of the Exercises, as well as the development and emphasis that
Ignatius gives to certain ideas, make the book original.

The rules “for the discernment of spirits,” although located in a quasi-appendix, provide a key for understanding the entire
text, which is based on the presupposition that God speaks directly to the person in ways registered through motions of
consolation and desolation experienced within. Perhaps the best-known section of the Exercises is another quasi-appendix,
the rules “for thinking with the church,” the last section of any substance added to the text, between 1535 and 1540.
Important for what these rules reveal about Ignatius's attitude on certain religious issues of the day, they relate only indirectly
to the rest of the book and were never seen by Ignatius or Jesuit commentators as its culmination, as some critics assume.

The Constitutiones

Among the many tasks facing Ignatius in 1541, few were more important than the construction of constitutions. Ignatius made
notes and drafted important statements but did not set about it in a fully systematic way until 1547, after he had secured
Polanco as his secretary. Although the traditional interpretation that Ignatius was the principal inspiration behind the
Constitutiones still stands, much of the wording and arrangement, many of the details, and the substance of certain sections
must be attributed to the secretary.

By 1550 Ignatius had a first draft reviewed by a few leading Jesuits and two years later sent Nadal to Sicily and then to
Portugal and Spain to propagate them. He continued to revise them until his death, after which they were formally approved
by the first general congregation in 1558. Many of their stipulations were abrogated by subsequent congregations, but they
remain the instrument of government of the order.

The Constitutiones were a strikingly original document, quite unlike almost all their religious or secular counterparts. Whereas
the constitutions of other orders are simply collections of ordinances, the Jesuit Constitutiones has a formal design based on
a developmental principle of spiritual growth from time of entrance until full profession in the order. Providing further
cohesion, for instance, are certain theological assumptions, of which the most important is that grace perfects nature. They
also contain Ignatius's most characteristic ideas, such as the ideal of pastoral adaptation to circumstances, of the moral and
ascetic mean between extremes, and of the deepest inner appropriation of religious values.

Other Writings

Between 1553 and 1555 Ignatius dictated in three relatively short periods of time an account of his life from 1521 up to his
arrival in Rome in 1538. Polanco and Nadal importuned the narration from him as a testament that would show members of
the order how and to what God had called him. Although Ignatius told of the external circumstances of his life, he was more
concerned to reveal how he was “taught by God” and learned how to discern between divinely and diabolically inspired
impulses.

Despite the critical problems endemic to any such personal memoir, it remains the most reliable source for the early life of
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“the pilgrim,” as he consistently referred to himself. Since Nadal utilized it in his encounters with other Jesuits as providing a
living incarnation of the meaning of the society that could be held up for emulation and appropriation, it had an impact within
the order. The original account lacks a title, but it is generally referred to as the “autobiography” or something equivalent.

Of the almost seven thousand letters that have survived, all but about 175 date from after Polanco's appointment as
secretary, and a large number were explicitly written by him “on commission” from Ignatius. Much of the correspondence has,
therefore, the same problems of attribution as the Constitutiones. Many of the letters concern details of government within
the order and practical matters of business such as the financing of the schools and the establishment of communities. But a
few to Jesuits address general issues, like the stipulation of obedience as characteristic of the Jesuit (no. 3304); the warning,
with an instruction, about being taken in by apocalyptic speculations (no. 790); and the principles for ministry in beginning a
new school (no. 1899). A large number are addressed to lay magnates about matters of mutual concern, and a number are to
women. The correspondence is a rich but practically unexplored resource for understanding the religious culture of the mid-
sixteenth century.

Ignatius composed a few sets of rules for the domestic discipline of the principal house in Rome and for other circumstances
that with modification became normative in the society, along with similar directives and job descriptions composed by others,
especially Nadal. Only some fifty pages of his personal journal, from 1544/45, escaped the destruction he effected for the
rest. They reveal that the spiritual and mystical visitations described in his autobiographical account continued, as did his
careful attention to them for providing guidance.

Reform and the Reformation

In his autobiography Ignatius mentioned the Reformation in only the most incidental and generic way, although he surely had
no sympathy with it even during his “pilgrim years.” When he and his companions drew up their plans for the new order in
Rome in 1539, they primarily wanted to establish for themselves an association that would more closely imitate the lifestyle
and especially the ministries of the early disciples of Jesus as they understood them, even though they had begun to take
account of Protestantism as in some way pertaining to their mission.

During the 1540s Ignatius urged or permitted a few Jesuits to accept invitations to work in Germany, but he gave no specific
instructions regarding their destination. When in early 1546 he sent a letter of instruction to the three Jesuits invited as
theologians to the Council of Trent, he still had no specific recommendations for them about reform of the Catholic church or
about how to deal with the Reformation (no. 123). The letter reveals Ignatius's interests and priorities by speaking principally
about the ministries the Jesuits were to perform at Trent.

In the last six years of his life, he increasingly saw the society as called to oppose the Reformation and especially to provide
for Catholics in areas where Protestantism was strong. After he sent Peter Canisius back to Germany in 1549, he continued
to encourage him as he emerged as a key figure in the confessional struggle. In 1554, on the eve of the Peace of Augsburg,
when it was clear that the program of Charles V for the restoration of Catholicism was collapsing, he answered Canisius's
plea for advice for Ferdinand by recommending strongly repressive measures (no. 4709). He urged Jesuits to write against
“the errors of the heretics” but wanted them to avoid polemics in the pulpit by simply presenting Catholic teaching in a
positive way.

Almost nothing he ever said suggests that he thought reform of the Catholic church was his task or the responsibility of the
Society of Jesus. He was a religious enthusiast intent on “the help of souls” through a pattern of ministry that in its intensity
and single-mindedness imitated the ministry of the apostles. He was thus intent on evangelization of the newly discovered
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peoples but also on fostering a deeper inwardness, devotion, and religious conversion in those who called themselves
Christians. He founded an organization that would pursue these ends, which, for all the distinctiveness that the Jesuits did
bring to them, were much in concert with the epoch and, as put in motion by Ignatius and his early companions, were rarely
explicitly related to reform of the Roman Catholic church.

No one has yet written a fully satisfactory biography of Ignatius. He died on 31 July 1556 and was canonized in 1622. His
feast day is 31 July.
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Erasmus, Desiderius  
(1467?–1536), humanist, reformer, moralist, and satirist.

He was the brilliant creation of a somewhat precarious union of Netherlandish piety with the revival of classical learning
initiated in quattrocento Italy. He was born in Rotterdam of unmarried parents; his mother was a widow, and his father at
some stage became a priest. The father was himself a devotee of Italian humanism who knew Latin and Greek and
supported himself in Rome as a scribe. Erasmus had a brother, Pieter, three years older, and the boys were orphaned by the
early death of both parents about 1484/85. Little more about his origins can be said with certainty.

Their family began the schooling of the two brothers locally in Gouda, whence they came, and they were then sent (about
1478) to the more advanced school of the chapter of Saint Lebuin at Deventer, where the new learning was available and
where by 1483 the headmaster was the humanist Alexander Hegius, a friend of the famous Rodolphus Agricola (Roelof
Huysman). After the death of their father in 1484 the two boys were sent by their guardians to a school at 's Hertogenbosch
to live, as at Deventer, in a hostel run by the Brothers of the Common Life. In 1487 both entered religious life with the
Augustinian Canons, Pieter at Sion, near Delft, and Erasmus at Steyn. Although he would later claim otherwise, evidence
from his own pen is abundant that the regime at Steyn was not entirely inhospitable to humanistic learning. It is also clear
that the lure of classical letters was stronger than that of the cloister. After his ordination to the priesthood in 1492, he found
an escape route in the service of Hendrick van Bergen, bishop of Cambrai, as Latin secretary, and never returned to Steyn.
In 1485 he was allowed to go to the University of Paris to study theology, where eventually he found a key to some financial
independence in the tuition of well-to-do foreigners.

Whatever he may have absorbed of the formal curriculum there, he turned increasingly to the study of classical letters and
the Fathers, while his profession allowed him to develop his early treatises on education, among them his epitome of Lorenzo
Valla's Elegantiae linguae latinae (first composed while he was still at Steyn and published without his authorization in 1529);
De copia verborum ac rerum (Foundations of the Abundant Style; 1512), the first version of what would become his
Colloquia, conversational discourses in Latin on a multitude of topics of the day; and his program for correct study, De ratione
studii (1511).
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In the spring of 1499 he traveled to England with his new pupil, William Blount, Baron Mountjoy, and with that journey he was
effectively launched on a lifetime of travel and study, supported by patrons lay and ecclesiastical who sanctioned his desire to
knit together the project of humanism and the Christian life. The result was his remedy for a reformed Christendom, the
philosophia Christi, or “philosophy of Christ.” The term distinguishes Erasmus's approach from the more familiar tradition of
the “imitation of Christ”: it was a patristic phrase implying a love of the wisdom found in the Word incarnate, and pointing as
well to the early sources of faith that Erasmus held would provide a unique catalyst to transform the life and very being of the
believer. It also reveals the stance of the Dutch reformer: that there was a primordial harmony, grounded on the Logos,
between the fruits of ancient moral wisdom and the gospel of Christ.

Like many other intellectuals of the fifteenth century he turned against the speculative, systematic approach of the “moderns”
to favor the “old theology,” the nonscholastic tradition in which lectio divina and meditation upon the sacred page constituted
the proper study of the theologian. Such a theology was to be used to edify the faithful through preaching and pastoral
direction, rather than to construct elaborate edifices of rational conjecture. Like his master, Lorenzo Valla, Erasmus added to
the older tradition the critical disciplines of classical study, insisting that the Christian life of the day could be revivified only
from texts restored in the context of their historic origins. The foundation of his program thus rested on two pillars: the reform
of education to proliferate the ancient, secular learning upon which a proper understanding of the key texts of the Christian
life depended, and the rehabilitation and propagation of those texts through the art of printing. He intended that from these
enterprises should come an informed Christian populace, lay and clerical, instructed in the service of the common good with
a Christian, not a pagan notion of service.

While many other humanists of the day shared these ideals, to an extent matched by no one else Erasmus undertook to lay
the foundations for all of this himself. Some of his writings on education have been mentioned already; to those must be
added De pueris instituendis (1529) on the early, liberal education of children, and above all his Adagia, the collection of
Greek and Latin proverbs that began as a modest work in 1500 and was expanded vastly through six editions to the end of
his life, accumulating commentary on the contemporary world as it accumulated proverbs. It provided singular witness to his
conviction that ancient wisdom remained a valuable guide—if a fallible one—to the conduct of the moral life, and that it had
an honored place in the full revelation of God's providence in Christ. It was also a by-product of and in part the inspiration for
a series of editions of Greek classical authors that is too extensive to be described here.

His works of moral instruction were many: on marriage, on Christian widowhood, on examination of conscience and
confession, on prayer, on preparation for death. To these may be added a commentary on the Apostles' Creed (1533),
expositions of the Psalms (1515–1532), paraphrases of the New Testament, and a lengthy, much-reworked treatise on
preaching, Ecclesiastes (1535). The most important of such writings as a résumé of the philosophia Christi was his
Enchiridion militis Christiani, (Handbook of the Christian Knight; 1503). This work, whose impact may seem difficult now to
understand, captured the religious imagination of a large part of Europe after its second appearance (1518), being widely and
repeatedly translated into a variety of languages. It was a handbook of personal discipline, largely Pauline in inspiration,
strongly oriented to the lay vocation, and remote from traditions of piety derived from adapted monastic devotion. To a degree
it was highly individualistic, envisaging a Christian society in which the mode of life is entirely secondary to the commitment
of each of the baptized to perfection in Christ.

Toward the restoration of the sources of Christianity his first extended contribution was an edition of the letters of Jerome
occupying the first four of nine volumes and prefaced by a life that is a lasting contribution to the humanist art of biography.
He edited and (in the case of the Greeks) produced Latin versions of works by Basil the Great, Hilary, Cyprian, Arnobius the
Younger, Chrysostom, Irenaeus, Ambrose, Origen, Lactantius, Athanasius, and Augustine. But the chief and most renowned
textual work was his edition of the Greek New Testament (1516), the first in print, with a new Latin version in place of the
Vulgate and annotations on the whole. The prefatory matter contained essays—the Paraclesis, Methodus, and Apologia—of
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independent importance as exhortations and guides to the study of scripture and as a defense of the undertaking.

Although much has been made of the fact that this was the first Greek text to appear in print, and that Erasmus substituted
for the standard Vulgate his own Latin translation, it is clear that most of Erasmus's effort and the focus of his interest over
many years lay in the Annotations. These were not a kind of critical apparatus but rather an independent work that is actually
an extended commentary on the Vulgate Bible—the standard text of the day. Like so many of his writings, it acquired
substance and controversial momentum in successive editions, attracting a corresponding intensity of criticism and praise. It
seems certain that his original intention was to publish the Vulgate with this commentary, that the idea of printing a rather
hastily assembled Greek text came to him only in Basel in 1515, and that the notion of producing a new Latin version in place
of the Vulgate was last.

For all of its peculiarities, Erasmus's Novum instrumentum in its successive editions deserves its place as his best-
remembered achievement. Of itself, it was a scholarly challenge to the religion of the day that was paralleled by no other
work. The fresh appeal of his humanistic Latin version and the interest of the Annotations insured wide popularity even
among those to whom the Greek remained inaccessible. The second edition of 1519 (now and henceforth titled Novum
Testamentum) was the basis of Luther's German translation, and through its being incorporated into the third edition of
Robert Estienne's Greek Testament (Paris, 1550) it influenced strongly the Greek Testament of Théodore de Bèze, the
standard Protestant text that in turn underlay the King James Version and the Elzevir Greek Testament of 1633, the textus
receptus. Although it carried with it a legacy of critical problems, it was the foundation of biblical scholarship for three hundred
years, until the era of higher criticism in the nineteenth century.

The prefatory material also contributed both to the success of the edition and to Erasmus's evangelical purpose. The
Paraclesis—meaning a summons or exhortation—complemented the call to mastery of ancient wisdom in the Antibarbari
with an exhortation to absorption in the self-revelation of God in Christ, the Word incarnate, discovered in scripture and
appropriated as the inspiration and guide of life. It was in the Paraclesis that Erasmus introduced the term “philosophy of
Christ,” and it was in the Paraclesis that he declared that scripture should be made available in the common language of the
people, “as if Christ taught such intricate doctrines that they could scarcely be understood by very few theologians or as if the
strength of the Christian religion consisted in men's ignorance of it”—brave words that he would have reason later on to
reconsider (John C. Olin, Christian Humanism and the Reformation: Selected Writings of Erasmus, p. 101, New York, 1987).
Nevertheless, the Paraclesis reveals the essence of Erasmus's personal faith and program for reform: the universality of the
Christian, baptismal vocation, the enduring moral value of pagan wisdom, the dangers of religious formalism and mere
ceremonial, the perversion of theology by inappropriate (Aristotelian) philosophical instruments and the damage done
thereby to the faith and peace of Christendom, and withal the scandal of laxity and of ignorance of scripture on the part of
religious professionals, monks as well as theologians.

The Methodus was expanded in the second edition of the New Testament into the Ratio verae theologiae, an account of the
proper approach to theology. Erasmus makes clear that, despite the sometimes edifying example of such ancients as
Socrates, it is in the scriptural portrait and teaching of Christ alone that it is possible to find the complete rule of life and
understanding. This is the proper object of theology, this treasure of sacred scripture understood in the historic circumstances
of its day. Like so much else of Erasmus's doctrine, his hermeneutic was derived from Augustine's De doctrina christiana,
advocating spiritual or allegorical exegesis to unlock the inwardness of the sacred text for the eye of faith; Jerome and Origen
were the models. He also recommended the use of the ancient rhetorical device of “places”—loci—to facilitate
understanding, and with loci theologici to harmonize the whole world of the Bible.

In the Novum Testamentum Erasmus emerged as an unprecedentedly formidable critic of contemporary theological and
religious practice, but it was by no means the occasion for his debut in that arena. As a commentator on the common life of
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his day he had already put to brilliant use the literary skills of his classical training. Although he was capable of turning almost
any utterance—from a personal letter to an annotation—to comic or satirical purpose, no doubt his most widely read and
lasting satires were those in his Colloquies and the Moriae encomium (Praise of Folly; 1511 and, with significant alterations,
1514). In addition, some of the Adagia blossomed into self-sufficient essays of the genre, notably Sileni Alcibiadis, Dulce
bellum inexpertis, and Scarabeus aquilam quaerit, along with some occasional pieces like Querela pacis (Complaint of
Peace; 1517) and Julius exclusus (1517), the last probably his work, although always vehemently disowned.

A common theme in all of his satires was the scourge of war, which was also addressed in his political writings, especially the
Institutio principis Christiani (1516), designed to instruct the youthful Prince Charles, the future Charles V. Close to this theme
in many works was an unmistakable republican vein combined with radical skepticism about the moral claims of all
established government. The rhetorical declamation Moriae encomium reveals the same concerns but forms an anthology of
his satirical targets. His style was that of his master, Lucian, and if the genre was congenial to his temperament, his purpose
was nevertheless deeply serious: in Moriae encomium the verbal play and paradox rest on a determined assertion of the
claims of the philosophia Christi. Such satire was a powerful instrument to dissolve the encrustations of unexamined belief
and practice, but it was a dangerous weapon. If the Lucianic light was meant to scatter the shades of superstition and
unreflective faith, it could also sear and burn. Whatever the benefit of his provocations Erasmus became as well an
impresario of disillusion, and it was this element in his writing that partly justified the otherwise doubtful allegation that he “laid
the egg which Luther hatched.”

Erasmus's disavowal of the systematic theology of his day meant, with his emphasis on persuasion, that his theological
principles must be derived often by inference, and from a host of sources. His moralism may also mislead the inquirer into a
belief that doctrine was unimportant and that he preached a humanized Christ. This was far from true, but one must
approach him through his perception of what was most needed in his day. One must also be prepared to find contradictions
and reconsiderations, and at all times be alert to the play of irony, which he could never for long abandon. The letter to Paul
Volz that introduces the second edition of Enchiridion is a good example of his vision. It contains a portrait of the church
original with him, which appeared also in the Ratio. Here the community of the faithful are ranged in three concentric circles,
focussing like the rings of a target on the person of Christ. In the innermost circle are the clerics in their various ranks, whose
obligation is to embrace the intense purity of the flame at the center and transmit it to those next to them. These are the
secular princes with responsibility to foster and protect a truly Christian society, not to pursue their own interests. In the
outermost circle are the common people who are to be nourished and encouraged by the others in seeking the one goal of
life: Christ and his teaching in all its purity. Erasmus's concluding observation is also important: since the perfection of
Christian service is in the interior dispositions rather than the external mode of life, it may be that the places people seem to
occupy in no way reflect the true, invisible relationship of individual believers to the one transforming presence—Christ.

With this doctrine of an invisible church whose true order is known only to God, he concludes his account of a Christian
commonwealth without specific institutional structure, worldly rank within it justified only by the responsibility of the powerful
to the good of all. Nothing in his other pronouncements contradicts this early picture. He held that the office of the pope was
not of divine origin (unlike that of the bishop) but was essential to preserve the unity of Christendom; he saw its prerogatives
as those only of pastoral duty and example. He was not a conciliarist, seeing no guarantees of final authority about the
teaching of Christ in any institutional order—papal, conciliar, episcopal, or congregational. Although such views would seem
to echo certain tenets of Nicholas of Cusa, or Jean Gerson, or William of Ockham, his own could scarcely be classified or
ordered, since his organizational principle was simply the text of scripture itself. It was precisely this, along with his rhetorical
style, that drew the fire of his antagonists, especially after the appearance of the New Testament and Moriae encomium, so
that after 1515 apologetics and polemic consumed an ever-increasing portion of his output.

No concise account can be attempted of his running combat both with Catholic and Protestant critics, but of these many
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controversies a representative one, the most important by far, was his historic debate with Luther. They shared much:
rejection of Scholasticism, belief in the centrality of the Bible in Christian life and understanding, hatred of religious formalism
and the kind of legalism represented by indulgences, emphasis on interior conversion to the following of Christ, and a desire
that the reform of the church be taken in hand by the princes. As early as 1516 Luther was beginning to sense that the
priorities of Erasmus were not his own, but in 1519 he was still ready to acknowledge his debt to the older man. By that time,
however, worried by the storm surrounding Luther's own writings—in particular, the allegations that he, Erasmus, had
contributed to Luther's views—Erasmus saw his own educational program threatened and feared that the revival of letters
would be blamed. Nevertheless, he defended Luther's right to be heard and taken seriously. His most revealing worry had to
do with faction; he hoped for arbitration by learned theologians under princely auspices, but Luther's tracts of 1520 made
such a course of action impossible. In a letter of May 1521 to Justus Jonas intended for circulation to the whole circle of
German humanists, Erasmus now protested the idea that matters of theological weight and delicacy should escape the circle
of the professionals, blaming Luther “for making everything public and giving even cobblers a share in what is normally
handled by scholars as mysteries reserved for the initiated” (Epistle 1202 in Collected Works of Erasmus, vol. 8., p. 203,
Toronto, 1988). This was far from the idealism of the Paraclesis.

When at length, under great pressure from all sides, Erasmus decided to enter the debate, he chose an issue of great
importance for his own program, that of the freedom of the will. More important than the debate itself for present purposes is
the instruction it provides in Erasmus's personal theology. From the outset he had been astonishingly indifferent—as it
seemed to many—to Luther's particular doctrines; his chief concern was Luther's readiness to create dissension. It was the
same charge he had brought against the scholastic theologians, and it reveals the importance of concord to his personal
system. While to some this attitude has seemed to mark Erasmus as a theological dilettante, his position was a weighty one.
It was grounded in the traditional notion of the consensus fidelium, the concord of the faithful. Earlier he had used it against
the complicated theology of Scholasticism; now he appealed to it against Luther's initiative. Unlike Luther, he insisted that
Christians do not share in the headship of Christ as individuals; rather they are made by the Holy Spirit one among
themselves. He always stressed the corporate understanding of the community of the church and did not believe that a
particular revelation could take precedence over the tested experience of the body of believers through the ages. That body,
moreover, was constantly instructed by the Holy Spirit, so that the self-understanding of the community of the baptized could
grow, but novelties could only be vindicated by ultimate acceptance. Hence Luther's views should be respected and put to
the test of time, but to advance them by aggression and discord was inadmissible. The Holy Spirit could not make itself
known to a church in tumult. In this view of the essentially social character of the activity of the Holy Spirit, Erasmus's
distance from Luther becomes most clear.

His part in the Reformation was the one he intended: to lay scholarly and critical foundations for a new era of scriptural and
theological understanding and for a better-informed Christian populace. His personal program did not foresee and lacked
entirely the popular appeal and prophetic vision of Luther, but by discrediting, probably beyond his own grasp, much of
conventional religious practice he helped to pave the way for a new religious culture. His educational and scholarly initiatives
survived to influence for all time all sectors of post-Reformation Christendom; his irenicism and passion for international
peace are appealed to still.
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Zwingli, Huldrych  
(1484–1531), Protestant reformer and founder of Reformed tradition.

Of the many designations that emerged from his life by which others sought to identify him, two in particular, Toggenbürger
and pastor, pleased him. With the one he celebrated his place of birth, the high Alpine valley of Toggenburg; with the other he
affirmed his calling, the role that was at the center of his adult life. The two suggest something of the commitments that would
shape his theology, its specific orientations, its references, and its allusions.

Zwingli was born on 1 January 1484 to a prosperous peasant family who lived and farmed in the Toggenburg Valley (in the
Swiss canton of St. Gall). As a Toggenbürger, Zwingli was heir to the political traditions of the Confederation of Swiss
Cantons—who had sworn allegiance against the emperor, their legal lord, and had achieved in practice real autonomy—and,
in particular, of the Swiss peasantry, renowned for its mastery of arms and its greater autonomy from its lords.

To be a Toggenbürger was also to be “of the land,” both cultivated lands and forests. It was to belong, as his father did, to a
peasant commune and to participate in its particular configuration of decision-making. Zwingli would draw upon his childhood
in the metaphors of his preaching: he would warn Martin Luther of the futility of jays' struggles on lime twigs; he would urge
the unity of a gaggle of geese against eagles; and he would find in marmots' and squirrels' responses to danger analogies to
explain the working of divine providence in human lives. His childhood in the Toggenburg Valley would bring to the
“shepherd” a specificity and immediacy. When Zwingli preached about the duties of the pastor in “Der Hirt” in 1523 (published
in 1524), he could cite how shepherds handled each sheep according to its temperament and strength and then explain, “so
must God's shepherd deal with his flock in various ways, but always prompted by love.”

Little is known about Zwingli's education. It was eclectic, guided by his father and his uncle: he studied Latin first in the
household of his uncle (1489–1494), at the time priest and dean in Wesen, then at Basel (1494–1496). He later studied at
Bern with Heinrich Wölflin (1496–1498), at the University of Vienna (1498–1502), and finally at the University of Basel, where
he received a baccalaureate in 1504 and a master of liberal arts in 1506. During those years he studied in the via antiqua, as
well as classical Greek and Roman literature and philosophy. Zwingli also came in contact with humanism, first as it was
articulated in the work of Wölflin and later, in Basel, as it was discussed in learned circles and as it was printed in the houses
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of Johannes Amerbach (1443?–1513) and Johannes Froben (1460–1527).

At age twenty-two, Zwingli was ordained and placed as “parish priest of Glarus,” one of the smallest cantons of the
confederation. There he would remain until 1516, traveling with Glarus troops to the great battle in 1515 at Marignano
(Melegnano), where he confirmed his opposition to mercenary service. At Glarus Zwingli began his pursuit of biblical
humanism in earnest—studying the church fathers and the Bible and applying to them the principles of humanistic
hermeneutics. As soon as it was published, he purchased Desiderius Erasmus's Novum Instrumentum, for which he learned
Greek, and sometime during 1514–1516, he returned to Basel in order to talk with Erasmus, “the most learned of all
scholars.” By 1516 Zwingli had embraced Erasmus's principle that Christian belief and worship must be based upon the word
of God itself. From there it was a short but pivotal step to the more radical “you must leave all [human learning] and learn the
meaning of God purely from his own simple Word.”

In 1516 Zwingli became people's priest at the Benedictine abbey at the great medieval pilgrimage site of Einsiedeln, where
his care of souls extended to pilgrims. There he saw firsthand the practices and the commerce of pilgrimages. During this
time Zwingli intensified his study of Greek, copying the Pauline epistles word for word from Erasmus's Greek New Testament
and reading the Greek fathers, in particular the Froben edition of Chrysostom, which included his sermons on the gospel of
Matthew. He would deepen and broaden his readings of the Latin fathers, sending for the works of Ambrose, Jerome, and
Cyprian, among others.

Zwingli's preaching at Einsiedeln, described by the Strasbourg reformer Casper Hedio as “elegant, learned, weighty, rich,
penetrating, and evangelical, clearly such as to return us to the effect of the ancient theologians,” brought him to the attention
of Zurich. When the position of people's priest at the Grossmünster in Zurich fell vacant in 1518, Zwingli, who sought the
position, was the leading choice. Support for Zwingli was not unanimous: his liaison with a local woman of humble status
nearly cost him the appointment, and he was required to break off that relationship as part of the terms of his appointment.
He first mounted the pulpit in the Grossmünster on 1 January 1519, his thirty-fifth birthday, and announced that he intended
to break with traditional practice: he would preach not from appointed scriptural texts, as was directed by the lectionary, but
right through the gospel of Matthew “from A to Z,” beginning the next day with the first chapter. Thus, with his entrance into
Zurich, he put into practice his conviction that Christian life must begin with the pure word of God.

Until Zwingli's death in 1531, Zurich would be his home. He was welcomed in 1519 by the canons of the Grossmünster, the
councilors, and many of the townspeople. He brought to Zurich his love of the Swiss Confederation, the opposition to Swiss
foreign involvements, his learning, and the power of his preaching. Zwingli's education, both formal and in the years
following, would lead him to a particular vision of true Christianity, but that vision would be forged within the specific
community of Zurich, with its social configuration, civic identity, traditions of worship, and relationship with its land. All of his
reformist writings would be published there, most by his friend, the publisher Christoph Froschauer (d. 1564).

In his Gebetslied in der Pest (Plague Song) of 1519, written while he was recovering slowly from his nearly fatal encounter
with the plague, Zwingli articulated the understanding of God and his own relation to him that would shape his work in Zurich:
“do what you will, nothing surpasses me, I am your tool, to make whole or break.” Throughout his life Zwingli held that God
could effect whatever he willed and that Zwingli himself was God's tool, acting out God's will in the world. Zwingli did not
divide divine omnipotence between potentia ordinata and potentia absoluta but held the potentiality of God's efficacy in the
world as itself absolute. For Zwingli God was not merely omnipotent but also active in the world, working through human
beings to effect his will.

In Zwingli's conception of human nature, intimated in the Gebetslied in der Pest but formulated most fully in 1524 in the first
full explication of evangelical religion, De vera et falsa religione (Commentary on True and False Religion), the influence of
Augustine was most explicit. Following Augustine's anthropology, Zwingli argued that man was by nature a sinner, and the
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nature of man's sin was self-love, the preference of self over God and neighbor. Zwingli contrasted divine and human
natures: while God was absolutely good, man was imperfectly wicked, and while God was powerful and efficacious, man was
fragile and dependent, an instrument of God's will.

By 1522 Zwingli was preaching against Roman practices—indulgences, the penitential system, pilgrimages, the cult of saints,
the worship of Mary, the hypocrisy of clerical celibacy, and monastic asceticism—and calling for worship derived solely from
the words of scripture. In January 1523 the Zurich town council convened what would be the First Disputation to discuss
formally the content and effects of evangelical preaching. For it Zwingli published his 67 Artikel, which asserted the
fundaments of his evangelicalism: Christ is the only savior for all humankind; the “catholic church” is defined as those who
believe Christ is Lord; scripture is the sole authority in defining things Christian; works are only so good as they are Christ's;
clerical celibacy, fasting, feast days, pilgrimages, special clothing, cords, signs, and orders or sects of the religious are false,
the theft of Christian freedom; God alone absolves human sinning; the necessary function of secular authority is the
restraining of human action; and scripture designates no purgatory and no separate priesthood. Perhaps Zwingli's biggest
victory in this disputation was the town council's formal endorsement of the principle of sola scriptura and, along with it,
Zwingli's evangelical preaching. Ten months later, in October 1523, the town council convened the Second Disputation to
discuss the place of images in worship and the nature of the Mass. Although this disputation was less conclusive, it made
evident the spreading circle of evangelical preachers, as Zwingli was only one of a number to present a range of evangelical
visions of reform in the discussion. By October 1523 Zwingli's intellectual and personal leadership of the Christian community
in Zurich was manifest.

For Zwingli God's speaking, the scriptures, had itself agency. In 1525, along with Leo Jud and Konrad Pellikan, he would
found the Prophezei, a learned circle whose activity was the mastery of biblical languages (Hebrew, Greek, and Latin), and
the study of the Bible, applying humanist principles of philology and classical literary theory. Meeting every week for the rest
of Zwingli's life and beyond, the Prophezei provided an early model of evangelical education.

Whereas Zwingli's understanding of God was explicit from his earliest days there, his conception of Christ, stated cryptically
in the 67 Artikel, was explicated only over time as he addressed specific debates in Zurich and beyond—on the nature of the
Mass, the place of images in worship, the function of baptism, the Eucharist, the nature of human salvation, and the
community of Christians. Beginning in 1523 Zwingli faced increasing pressure from his close associate Jud, various
iconoclasts, and nascent Anabaptists to reform worship in Zurich, on the one hand, and ever sharper criticism from those
loyal to Rome on the other. In a series of pamphlets published in response to such challenges during 1523–1525, he set forth
his understanding of the meaning of Christ's life and death as it pertained to the Mass: Christ's life was a moment in human
history when God took on human form, with its temporal finitude, out of love for humankind and made possible human
salvation; his death was a one-time sacrifice that absolved all humankind throughout history of Original Sin. Christ's death
was singular. It could not be reenacted in the Mass: no sacrifice reenacted by human beings could capture, even in
metaphor, the scope and magnificence of the original sacrifice God made for humankind.

In April 1525 the town council of Zurich abolished the Mass and instituted Zwingli's reformed Communion service, or Last
Supper. Christ's “presence” was defined there: “where two or three are gathered in my name, there shall I be.” In Zwingli's
Eucharist Christ was to be present not in body, not in the elements, but among the faithful, in spirit. There would be no
transubstantiation (no priest would facilitate the transformation of the elements) nor consubstantiation (no body or blood
would be present). The elements remained their simple substances, bread and wine. No priest would reenact in word or
gesture the Crucifixion. Instead, Christians in Zurich were to gather to commemorate the Last Supper; to recall through faith
and the simple elements of bread and wine, both administered to all those gathered, the historic moment when Christ lived
among men; and to affirm his lasting spiritual presence.
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Just as Zwingli was defining the reformed liturgy in Zurich, a group of his one-time followers began to baptize each other in
their new faith, Anabaptism. In responding to them, during the years 1525–1527, Zwingli explicated the meaning of Christ's
sacrifice for baptism. Since Christ's death had accomplished a cleansing for all humanity, both past and those to be born,
baptism, for Zwingli, did not save: infants who died before baptism were not damned. Indeed, he would suggest that Socrates
and other pre-Christian philosophers numbered among the saved. It was, rather, an initiation, bringing one into the
community of Christians. There one could enact one's faith and equally important, strengthen through companionship that
fragile faith. Baptism was not, therefore, a confirmation of faith but the ritual that signaled one's entrance into the Christian
community. Baptism enabled one to live among those who would help in the pursuit of a life honoring God.

By 1527 Zwingli had defined the two sacraments of his understanding of the church—baptism and Communion. All others—
penance, confirmation, marriage, extreme unction, and ordination—were no sacraments, according to scripture. Penance
was a matter of private piety between each Christian and God. Confirmation was made unnecessary by Zwingli's
understanding of baptism. Extreme unction belonged to the simple duties of each pastor. Ordination, like extreme unction,
had been falsely elevated to a sacrament; in Zwingli's church, synods, not bishops, would supervise the pastorate, beginning
with the first synod, which took place in 1528. Marriage, finally, belonged to the secular realm, which now enforced Christian
morality. In May 1525, with Zwingli's full support, the Zurich town council instituted a marriage court to adjudicate marital
conflicts, decide divorces, and ensure proper Christian behavior in each marriage in Zurich.

These debates also contributed to Zwingli's definition of the nature of the true church. The true church comprised all those
who believed in the life and death of Christ as Zwingli had explicated them from scripture. He would not allow that the faithful
might be discerned from the unfaithful by word or by act: rituals did not delimit its membership, nor did professions of faith or
works. Though the membership of each congregation could be known, the true church's membership—those who believed in
the meaning of its two rituals, baptism and Communion, who believed, in other words, in the reality of the community of
Christians as those among whom Christ was “present”—was not necessarily visible. The effects of collective faith were
visible, however. For Zwingli the true church was active. It sought to realize Christ's two commandments—to love God and
one's neighbor. The first meant that its members worshiped God himself, not in images or music but through Communion and
receiving God's word as it was preached, read aloud, and spoken. The second Zwingli would invoke in his discussion of
specific practices within Zurich: in Welche ursach gebind zů uffrůren (Who is the Source of Sedition; December 1524),
Zwingli would apply it to the obligations of lords to their tenants, the payment of tithes and the relations between peasants
and their lords, and the Christian poor. Faith for Zwingli could not be separated from the Christian's life in his or her
community. Faith did not, in other words, distinguish the individual Christian so much as lead to participation in the
community of Christians.

The last years of Zwingli's life were dominated by the effort to build a Protestant alliance. The nature of that alliance was
determined in October 1529 at the Marburg Colloquy, Zwingli's one meeting with Luther. There the differences among the
evangelical theologians were reduced, but one, concerning the Eucharist, was discovered to be irreconcilable. To Marburg
Zwingli brought techniques and categories of biblical exegesis learned from humanism, his intimate familiarity with Erasmus's
Greek New Testament, and the resonances it had for him in Greek patristic authors. For Zwingli Christ's “spiritual” presence
had reality, as it was understood in the Greek tradition. Luther's biblical understanding of “spirit” was distant from Zwingli's.
Moreover, for Zwingli Christ's physical presence could only be understood as temporal. Following Neoplatonism, Zwingli
argued that matter deteriorates and decomposes. As human, Christ was embodied; as body, Christ's person was temporally
finite. Christ's presence, Zwingli asserted to Luther, could only be spiritual; spiritual, that presence was nonetheless “real.”

Marburg represented the end of one kind of Protestant alliance among the leading theologians, but from 1525, when the
Reformation was instituted in Zurich, to his death, Zwingli was also building another kind of international Protestant alliance.
He worked to link first Swiss cantons, then south German imperial cities, and finally Protestant principalities in a common
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liturgy and ethic. Disputations were convened at Baden in 1526 and Bern in 1528, providing a forum for Zwingli's vision of the
Reformation. He wrote to town councils and preachers encouraging, even admonishing, reform. Constance would join Zurich
in 1527; Bern and St. Gall in 1528; Basel, Schaffhausen, Biel, and Mühlhausen in 1529; and Hesse briefly in 1530. With
these alliances, founded in shared liturgies and ecclesiologies, the confederation became confessionally divided.

Zwingli's vision of a Protestant Europe followed the model of the confederation: politically autonomous and diverse states
linked together through alliances and a shared vision of Christian life. These efforts also suggested something of the
particular balance Zwingli envisioned between the universal and the local in each congregation: they would share the
eradication of Roman practices, the institution of the central sacraments of baptism and Communion, and the ethic of
brotherly love. As he wrote in the Fidei ratio of 1530, the church would comprise many congregations. They would retain the
particularism of their own dialect, as well as all aspects of collective life outside the church—social and political
arrangements, and economic practices that were not immoral by Christian standards.

Zwingli's efforts were cut short by his death at Kappel on 11 October 1531, to many the inevitable conclusion of a life spent in
direct negotiation with the political powers of his day. Leadership of the church would pass to his successor in Zurich,
Heinrich Bullinger (1504–1575), who would bring Zurich into an international Protestant community. It suggests something of
the potency of Zwingli's influence that the Catholic troops on the field at Kappel believed it necessary not only to dismember
his body but to cut up his heart so that it might not become a relic for all those who believed he was indeed God's instrument.

In the summer before his death, Zwingli wrote an explication of his faith, Expositio fidei, to the French king Francis I (r. 1515–
1547). Zwingli's reconception of the relation between the church and public life was suspect to many of his contemporaries—
his church seemed too “political.” It would provide the foundation, however, for Calvin's particular conceptualization of the
church. So, too, Zwingli's understanding of the Eucharist, so abhorrent to Luther, though not taken up immediately, would
come to permeate many Protestant liturgies; it is the direct source for the Anglican liturgy. Though there is no Zwinglian
church today, Zwingli's theology shaped the Reformed tradition fundamentally—in its orientation to politics, its activist ethic,
its understanding of the nature of Christ's “presence” in the world, and its sense of itself as working God's will in the world.
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Anabaptists  

were groups organized around the baptism of mature believers and the major representatives of Christian nonconformity in
opposition to the Roman church, the established Protestant churches, and temporal governments in the German-speaking
Reformation. Even this loose description does not totally encompass the heterogeneity of the Anabaptists: small numbers of
French, Italians, English, and Slavs joined Anabaptist groups, and the commitment to baptism was unsteady among the
followers of Melchior Hoffman and some of their successor sects, such as Jorites and Batenburgers.

General characteristics among Anabaptists were social radicalism centering on a desire for restoration of the practices of the
New Testament church and an expectation of the end of the world, commitment to individual holiness of conduct, and
aversion to clerical, scholarly, mercantile, and governmental elites. Even Latin-educated Anabaptists and former clerics
joined those who could read only German and those who could not read at all in proclaiming a non-scholarly vernacular
biblicism as their authority, using biblicism together with, not in opposition to, beliefs in the direct inspiration of ordinary
people by the Holy Spirit in the last days of the world. Hence the cultural gap between educated leadership and uneducated
clergy and laity characteristic of the Roman church and the Protestant established churches was narrowed drastically among
Anabaptists. But the patriarchal principle of the domination of men over women was sometimes articulated and generally
practiced among Anabaptists. Women did have somewhat wider opportunities for prominence among early Anabaptists than
in the established Protestant churches (for instance, when they were the over-whelming majority of Anabaptists in besieged
Münster, 1534–1535), but these opportunities shrank with sect formation and organization; male predominance was the rule
among Anabaptists from the beginning.

There were three primary, overlapping expressions of the popular Reformation: the popularly directed Reformation pamphlets
(Flugschriften), the German Peasants' War of 1525, and the Anabaptists. The lines between Reformation pamphlet,
Peasants' War program, and Anabaptist tract are fluid. In Switzerland, the Tirol, Franconia, Thuringia, and Hesse the
commoners' resistance of 1525 had significant connections with Anabaptism: quite a few important Anabaptist leaders had
formerly participated in the Peasants' War, and the experience of the Peasants' War often turned commoners against the
established churches and made them receptive to Anabaptist missionaries. In addition, resistance to tithes and rents was an
issue that connected the Flugschriften, the Peasants' War programs, and early Anabaptism.
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Reformation nonconformity began when radical supporters of the Reformation found their anticlerical projects and activities
opposed not only by the Roman clergy and the governments but also by major reformers who had come into increasingly
friendly and settled connections with governments of the sort that led to the gradual establishment of Protestant confessions.
Among Luther's radical opponents in Saxony, persons such as Andreas Bodenstein Karlstadt, Jakob Strauss, Thomas
Müntzer, and Nicholas Storch attacked infant baptism as a glaring example of the empty ceremonialism that distracted the
laity from a genuine experience of the Holy Spirit, but they did not organize their followers around a renewed baptism of
mature believers. The antipedobaptism of Karlstadt and Müntzer did, however, become known to radical adherents of the
Zurich reformation, persons already estranged from Huldrych Zwingli because he supported and they rejected the continued
collection of clerical tithes in the villages around Zurich.

Mennonite and Hutterite tradition assigns the beginning of Anabaptism, correctly, to an adult baptism in Zurich in early 1525
involving Conrad Grebel, a Zurich patrician with a humanist education, and Georg Blaurock, a priest from Chur. This event
probably occurred at Felix Mantz's house on 21 January 1525; besides Mantz, Wilhelm Reublin and Johannes Brötli, priests
serving the villages of Witikon and Zollikon, and Andreas Castelberger, a peddler of Reformation pamphlets, were almost
certainly participants. The adult baptisms occurred immediately following the Zurich government's decision that this group's
objections to infant baptism were unfounded, and they were followed by household Communions, at a time when the Zurich
council and pastors had not yet instituted a Protestant Lord's Supper. Accordingly the household baptisms and Communions
were acts of defiance against the Zurich council and the Zurich church, which under Zwingli's leadership had been in the
process of throwing off Roman obedience since 1522.

Zwingli accused Grebel and his followers of aiming at a schism among the followers of the Reformation and the creation of a
separate church. But the symbolic interpretation of the Lord's Supper advanced by Zwingli was as equally radical a departure
from Catholic sacramental theology as was adult believers' baptism, and the Reformed churches had no intrinsic theological
reason to continue infant baptism. The dispute over baptism in the Zurich reformation was not intentionally schismatic but
part of a struggle over the forms of Reformed Protestantism. Similarly the issue of whether the civil government or an
independent church should control the ecclesiastical ban was settled differently by Zwingli in Zurich than by Johann
Oecolampadius in Basel or Calvin in Geneva. In the late sixteenth century the Reformed church of the northern Netherlands
was more a believers' church with government sponsorship (such as Balthasar Hubmaier tried to establish in Anabaptism)
than an established church as in Geneva and Scotland. Community chests, ostensibly to assist the poor, were a common
feature of all Protestant congregations, but they had different social functions: to consolidate the wealth of the conciliar elite
in Lutheran Zwickau, to enforce social discipline against “sturdy beggars” in Reformed Zurich, and to expropriate the wealth
of rentiers, who were henceforth to live from their trades, among the Swiss Anabaptists.

Anabaptism began, then, as a struggle over the character of Reformed churches, and traditional scholarship has overlooked
the continuing affinity between Anabaptist and Reformed. The later English observation that a disestablished Calvinist was a
Baptist and an established Baptist a Calvinist applies as well to the earlier Reformation in central Europe. Sectarian
Protestantism was not a doctrine of the church that inspired the first baptisms of 1525 but an accidental product of
disestablishment and persecution.

The aim of the first Anabaptists in Zurich was to restore the practices of the church of the apostles, but it is a mistake to try to
derive the character of Anabaptism generally from what we know of the first Swiss Anabaptists. The Anabaptist
congregations were radically decentralized. Claus-Peter Clasen enumerates twenty Anabaptist groups in a study that does
not even include the numerous groups in northern Germany and the Netherlands; there were in fact many Anabaptist groups,
most of them making exclusivist claims and condemning the others. Current scholarship distinguishes three major historical
families among sixteenth-century Anabaptists: those stemming from Conrad Grebel and Michael Sattler, those from Hans
Denck and Hans Hut, and those from Melchior Hoffman and Jan Matthijs. The Hut-Denck grouping are the heirs of Thomas
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Müntzer, who might well himself have become an Anabaptist had he survived the Peasants' War. Before his Anabaptist
career Hoffman was a radical apocalyptic lay preacher in the Baltic lands.

Until the 1960s scholars thought Anabaptism had spread from Zurich throughout the German-speaking lands. In fact we do
not know who baptized Denck, although he may have received baptism in Switzerland in 1525 after fleeing from Mühlhausen
at the end of the Peasants' War. Nor do we know who baptized Hoffman, although he had contacts with Hut-Denck
Anabaptists in Strasbourg in 1529 and may have been baptized there. What is more important is that Denck, Hut, and
Hoffman set a markedly different tone for Anabaptists in most of south and central Germany, north Germany, and the
Netherlands. The piety of Anabaptists in these regions differed widely from that of Swiss Anabaptists, whose influence was
predominant in neighboring Alsace, the Palatinate, and parts of Swabia. So it has become conventional to regard
Anabaptism as having had three beginnings: at Zurich in 1525, at Augsburg in 1526 when Denck baptized Hut, and at
Emden in 1530, when Hoffman brought Anabaptism to north Germany. But this classification is not entirely satisfactory in
accounting for the Anabaptism of the Hutterites in Moravia, who organized refugees from Swiss and south German
Anabaptism into communities that blended the piety of the various Anabaptist regions from which their followers originated.
Nor does it allow a place for the Marpeck brotherhood, led by the civil engineer and lay theologian Pilgram Marpeck, whose
eclectic theology combined ideas taken from Luther, Kaspar von Schwenckfeld, and Bernhard Rothmann, the spokesman of
the Münster Anabaptists.

Anabaptist groups differed in both belief and practice. Although all thought of themselves as living in the last days, the
apocalyptic urgency (and latent violence) of the followers of Hut, Hoffman, and Matthijs, the prophet of Münster, far
surpassed that of the first Swiss Anabaptists, the Marpeck brotherhood, and the followers of Menno Simons. (The Hutterites,
the group around Melchior Rinck, and the adherents of David Joris occupied an intermediate position.) Adult baptism was for
the Swiss Anabaptists a ceremony handed down from Christ and the apostles, to be literally observed. For Hut's followers it
was the sign of the covenant of the apocalyptic elect, protecting them from the wrath of Christ returning in judgment. Hoffman
suspended believers' baptism in 1531 when it led to the persecution of his followers, and although it was resumed by the
Münster Anabaptists and the Mennonites it was abandoned by the Batenburgers and Joris's followers. Hence the Melchiorite
sects were less firm in their commitment to believers' baptism than the Anabaptists of the south. Belief in direct inspiration by
the Spirit was strong in Hut-Denck Anabaptism and in the Melchiorite-Münsterite-Jorite tradition, but it was eclipsed by a
more prosaic biblicism among the Swiss Anabaptists, the Mennonites, and the Hutterites; only the Marpeck brotherhood
became self-consciously antispiritualist. The Melchiorite belief that Christ's flesh came directly from heaven was a theological
signature for all north German and Dutch Anabaptist groups until the Waterlanders abandoned it in the second half of the
sixteenth century. In Anabaptism it was opposed forcefully only by Marpeck, who developed a more orthodox Christology that
emphasized the reality of Christ's human nature. Denck and Hubmaier articulated a soteriology of synergism, a belief in the
cooperation of the will of God and the human will in the salvation process; this belief was implicit among all Anabaptist sects,
which in the manner of lay religion avoided the paradoxes about predestination so dear to the theologically sophisticated
major reformers.

Among Anabaptists, however, theology was rudimentary and differences of religious ideas were secondary to differences of
practice, which were more widely understood. Relations to rulers combined belief and practice. Aversion to temporal
governments, which protected the established churches and persecuted Anabaptists, expressed itself most commonly in the
declaration that rulers could not be Christians (Sattler and the Schleitheim Articles) or that they could be Christians only with
great difficulty (Marpeck and Simons). But the hostility to government could take militant forms among Münsterites and
Batenburgers, the “covenanters of the sword,” who convinced themselves that they were unsheathing their swords for
apocalyptic vengeance, a possibility that Hans Hut had earlier held before his followers. Only when Anabaptists lived under
friendly, nonpersecuting governments, as in Moravia and in the Dutch Republic in the late sixteenth century, could
“nonresistance” exhaust itself in exemption from military service and other civic duties thought to be religiously prohibited.
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Restoration of the Christian community of goods described in Acts 2 and 4 was a common ideal differently expressed among
the early Anabaptist groups. At first in Switzerland and south and central Germany community of goods was assumed to be
compatible with the continuance of the single-family household as the focus of living and working. Among the Swiss
Anabaptists the rule of community of goods was that everyone should work and that the wealthy should distribute their
property among the needy and eschew all profit from usury. Among south and central German Anabaptists Müntzer's
mystical piety of Gelassenheit (“yieldedness”) was focused on renunciation of ties to material possessions, a communist
spirituality. The two traditions blended in the highly organized Hutterite settlements in Moravia, which went beyond the
economics of the family to create economic units of about five hundred people living from the profits of advanced craft
production. By contrast, in Münster, community of goods was proclaimed but distorted by the prominence among the
Anabaptists of civic notables who continued in possession of their houses, by the lavish royal court, and by the necessities of
the constant siege. In reaction against Münster and the Hutterites, the Marpeck brotherhood and the Mennonites abandoned
the ideal of imitating the communism of the early church, but the Dutch Mennonites for centuries maintained a strong tradition
of philanthropy toward needy groups, some of them non-Anabaptist. The Swiss Brethren, as the Grebel-Sattler heirs came to
be called (c.1540), were the most radically laicist of the Anabaptists, repeatedly humbling and disciplining their would-be
leaders. Their religion centered on distinctive practices rather than on ideas or emotive piety.

Throughout the spectrum of Anabaptist groups the administration of the ban, which led to shunning of the excommunicated,
was a source of unending controversy. Particularly the issue of “marital avoidance,” that is, whether a banned member
should be shut off from family intimacies, aroused strong emotions and led to schisms. This and the closely associated
matter of whether Anabaptists should separate from non-Anabaptist spouses, and whether separated Anabaptists were
permitted to remarry in the lifetime of their spouses, were the questions most productive of sectarian division. This issue of
“mixed marriages” arose in Moravia and Münster, where many Anabaptists, in seeking refuge, had abandoned their spouses,
and in central Germany among the Anabaptist heirs of Müntzer. In the Netherlands in the last years of the sixteenth century,
when the Mennonites splintered into a half-dozen groups, the divisions began over the subject of marital avoidance. Quarrels
over the ban and marriage required no theological acumen. Like the controversies over the proper form of community of
goods that divided Anabaptists in Moravia, they fully involved ordinary Anabaptists as well as aspiring leaders.

The social composition of Swiss-south German Anabaptism has been studied more carefully than that of Dutch–north
German Anabaptism. The Anabaptism of the southern sects was a religion of commoners, including only 2 percent who were
of aristocratic birth or who had higher education. The majority of Swiss-south German Anabaptists were peasants, although
their leaders tended to be craftsmen, particularly after the persecutions of the late 1520s killed so many educated leaders. At
first, in the 1520s, 40 percent of Swiss-south German Anabaptists of known residence lived in cities, the rest in the small
towns, villages, and farms from which the Peasants' War rebels came. But Anabaptism was more rapidly suppressed in the
cities than in the countryside, so that in the later sixteenth century only one in twelve Swiss-south German Anabaptists was a
town dweller. The limited studies of north German-Dutch Anabaptism suggest that townspeople were proportionately more
numerous than in the south. It was above all a religion of craftsmen, although urban patricians joined the Anabaptists, not
only in Münster but in the cities of the Netherlands. Joris was especially successful in attracting aristocratic supporters. The
wave of apocalyptic fright that spread Anabaptism in the Netherlands in 1534 apparently affected all classes, while the social
polarization created by the Peasants' War in 1525 hardened the south German elites against popular initiatives in religion.

Because of their defiance of governmental control over religion, their real and imagined connection with the Peasants' War,
and their insurrectionary militance in Münster and the Netherlands (1534–1535), the Anabaptists were severely persecuted.
Catholic governments, such as the Habsburgs in the Netherlands and in the Tirol and the Bavarian dukes, were particularly
brutal, while many Protestant rulers evaded the imperial mandate of Speyer of 1529, which, with their agreement, had made
Anabaptism a crime punishable by death. But Zwinglian Zurich and Bern and Lutheran Saxony have prominent Anabaptist
martyrs to their account; Zwingli and Melanchthon showed particular enthusiasm for using the executioner to silence
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nonconformists. The Dutch Mennonites compiled martyrologies, Het Offer des Heeren and the subsequent Martyrs' Mirror,
which embedded memories of persecution at the center of their piety.

Claus-Peter Clasen has raised the question of actual numbers: he has been able to document 845 certain and probable
executions of Anabaptists in Switzerland, south and central Germany, and Austria in the period between 1525 and the Thirty
Years' War, and he concedes the possibility of two or three hundred additional executions. Estimates by twentieth-century
Dutch scholars of the number of Anabaptist martyrs in the Netherlands vary from about fifteen hundred (Samuel Cramer and
W. J. Kuhler) to at least twenty-five hundred (N. van der Zijpp). More recently Alastair Duke writes that up to the beginning of
the Revolt of the Netherlands the total number of executed heretics in the Netherlands, including Calvinists, “exceeded
1300.” In the Mennonite Encyclopedia in the 1950s Paul Schowalter made what was for that time a restrained estimate when
he guessed that the number of Anabaptist martyrs “would probably exceed rather than fall below 4,000.” The more recent
studies of Clasen and Duke suggest that that figure may be too high.

Pursuing his quantitative research, Clasen concluded that the sixteenth-century Anabaptists were numerically insignificant,
and therefore insignificant historically. He identified 12,522 Anabaptists in Switzerland, south and central Germany and
Austria between 1525 and 1552, conceding that the aggregate number may have been as high as thirty thousand—still
insignificant. It can be retorted that he studied the wrong regions. Anabaptism, to be sure, began in the Swiss-south German
area, but it was severely reduced in those regions (despite the importance of the Swiss remnant in the Pennsylvania German
settlements in America). Eighty percent of the Anabaptist executions that Clasen documented in his area of study occurred
before the beginning of 1534; after that the flames of persecution ebbed because their tinder was exhausted. Thereafter
Anabaptism continued predominantly in the refugee communities of Moravia and in north Germany and the Netherlands. At
the end of the sixteenth century Anabaptists constituted about 10 percent of the population of southeastern Moravia and a
similar percentage of the population of the Dutch Republic, roughly as numerous as the officially favored and politically
influential Calvinists. According to Alastair Duke they out-numbered the Reformed in some parts of the Netherlands (for
instance, Frisia, where another estimate puts them at one-quarter of the population). While not as prominent in the German
Reformation as in the seventeenth-century struggles in England, Protestant nonconformity was not numerically insignificant
in sixteenth-century central Europe.

There are measures of significance other than numbers of adherents. The Anabaptists give us a window on the popular
experience of the Reformation, because theirs was a movement initiated by ordinary laity free of the direction of clerical,
political, and university elites. The court interrogations that constitute much of the Anabaptist source materials are what
Arnold Snyder calls “oral deposits”—a sort of oral history of the Reformation of the common people of town and village. Even
these sources underrepresent the role that women must have played in sixteenth-century Anabaptism. Beyond more
attention to prominent Anabaptist women such as Anna Jansz or Hille Feiken and more ingenious quantitative research,
some of the history of Anabaptist women is no doubt irrecoverable, if one maintains the distinction between historical writing
and fiction. But sixteenth-century Anabaptism as revealed in the sources gives the purest expression of the popular
anticlericalism that animated the Reformation as a whole. Anabaptism preserved the radicalism of the early Reformation after
it began to ebb in the established Lutheran and Reformed churches.

See also HUTTERITES; MELCHIORITES; MENNONITES; MÜNSTER; RADICAL REFORMATION; and ZWICKAU PROPHETS.
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Anglicanism.  

As a distinct term, Anglicanism has its origins in nineteenth-century England. According to the Oxford English Dictionary
(1933, vol. 1, p. 327) it means: “Adherence to the doctrine and discipline of the reformed Church of England (and other
churches in communion therewith) as the genuine representative of the Catholic Church.” The word Anglican on which it is
based means simply “English” and in combination with Ecclesia refers to the Church of England, terminology dating from the
twelfth century. In 1215 the Magna Carta stated, “Quod Anglicana ecclesia libra sit,” that is, that the English church shall be
free. In that early usage the word Anglican simply referred to a geographical entity and did not, as it did later, involve doctrinal
considerations (see J. R. Wright, “Anglicanism, Ecclesia Anglicana and Anglican: An Essay in Terminology,” in The Study of
Anglicanism, edited by S. W. Sykes and J. E. Booty, London and Minneapolis, 1988, pp. 424–428). The phenomenon of
“Anglicanism” emerged historically with the development of the nineteenth-century quest for the uniqueness of the doctrine
and discipline of the English church and with the spread of that church beyond Britain to other parts of the world forming the
Anglican communion of autonomous churches voluntarily adhering to the doctrine and discipline of the English church. The
bishops of the Anglican Communion, assembled in the Lambeth Conference of 1930, recognized that the term Anglican at
one time had a “purely local connotation,” but now referred to the doctrine of the Catholic faith as contained in scripture,
stated in creeds, “expressed in the Sacraments of the Gospel and rites of the Primitive Church as set forth in the Book of
Common Prayer, with its various local adaptations; and safeguarded by the historic threefold Order of the Ministry” (Lambeth
Conference, London, 1930). This statement reflects the influence of the Chicago-Lambeth Quadrilateral with its emphasis on
scripture, creeds, sacraments, and historic episcopacy. It goes on to emphasize the freedom of its member churches to
agree or disagree on nonessentials and to interpret such essentials as have been mentioned with some degree of latitude.
That Anglicanism has set limits to freedom in the past is evident from the ways in which it has excluded those who refused to
use The Book of Common Prayer and to accept an episcopal polity. That it has been comprehensive is revealed by its ability
in the past to hold together widely differing groups, such as Anglo-Catholics, evangelicals, and liberals, in one communion
and fellowship.

It is on the basis of understandings of Anglicanism dating from the nineteenth century that the quest for Anglican identity and
Anglican roots has been conducted. Some, such as J. R. Wright, have argued for reaching back to New Testament doctrine
and the continuous history of the Church of England beginning with the Anglo-Saxon church. Others have pointed to the
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sixteenth century as the critical time in the formation of Anglicanism, and still others to the seventeenth century. John Spurr
argues that Anglicanism was invented between 1646 and 1552, in the era of the Restoration of the Stuart monarchy and the
Church of England, “which then found a heritage to be re-appropriated, cannibalized, or transformed into other ‘Anglicanisms’
” (The Restoration Church of England, New Haven, 1991, p. 396). Here a case will be made for locating the roots of what
subsequent generations called “Anglicanism” in sixteenth-century England, in the development of the English Reformation,
and especially in the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, without denying the existence of roots prior to that time and without arguing
that present understandings have not been influenced by events following the sixteenth century.

The formative influences in the development of “Anglicanism” in the sixteenth century were (1) political and intellectual and
(2) theological and ecclesiological, which at any given time were to be seen interacting and not altogether separable. The
political context was dominated by the emergence of a national or patriotic consciousness under the Tudor monarchs and
their parliaments. The understanding that “this realm of England is an empire…governed by one supreme head and king” (24
Henry VIII, c. l) was modified under Queen Elizabeth I. As supreme “governor” of the Church of England she prevented
foreign interference, such as that of the Church of Rome, and reformed the church, correcting “errors, heresies, schisms,
abuses, offenses, contempt and enormities.” In her reforming activities she was to look not to the example of the Church of
Rome or any other church but to the scriptures, the first four general councils, and any other council that identified heresy “by
the express and plain words of the canonical Scriptures,” or Parliament with the “assent of the clergy in their convocation” (1
Eliz. I, c.l).

Anglicanism began with the supposition that a national state is an independent political entity, that a national church rightfully
takes charge of its own affairs, and that it does so while maintaining continuity with the earliest church, with scripture and the
first four general councils, and with the early church fathers, revered for their adherence to scripture in unity with the church
catholic. The Church of England was the one, holy, catholic, and apostolic church in England. The national concept as
enunciated by statutes and in the preaching and teaching of scholars, lay and ecclesiastic, reflected the influence of the
Continental Reformation but also that of Erasmian humanism and the medieval understanding of the commonwealth. The
unity of church and state was affirmed by the theologian Richard Hooker (1554–1600), who said, “We hold that…there is not
any man of the Church of England, but the same is also a member of the Commonwealth, nor any man a member of the
Commonwealth which is not also of the Church of England” (Richard Hooker, Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity [1953],
book 8, chapter 1, section 2; hereafter, Laws). This was stated against the Puritan claim that church and state were two
separate corporations. The basic meaning of this for developing Anglicanism was not so much in the implication that there
could be only one church in England: Even in the sixteenth century there were Roman Catholics, extreme Puritans, sectaries,
and representatives of the Continental church worshiping apart from the established church. Rather the meaning was that the
church was rightly concerned with affairs of state and that the church was committed to the comprehension not just of the
elect but of all people in one communion and fellowship.

The commitment to comprehension was notably expressed as the Crown in Parliament pursued uniformity as well as
supremacy. The process began with statutes enacted under Henry VIII and was completed in statutes enacted under Edward
VI and Elizabeth I. Uniformity was to be pursued and maintained not through subscription to a set of doctrines, although the
Thirty-nine Articles of Religion (1563, 1571) provided for that possibility, and not through allegiance to a pope, but rather
through the use of a book of common prayer. The Elizabethan statute, the centerpiece of the Elizabethan Settlement of
Religion, revived the Edwardian statute (5 and 6 Edward VI, c. 1) that enforced the use of The Second Book of Common
Prayer, with a few significant revisions. The Church of England (including all citizens) was required “to say and use matins,
evensong, celebration of the Lord's Supper and administration of each of the sacraments, and all their common and open
prayers, in such order and form” as were found in the 1559 prayer book. Penalties for nonuse were provided, culminating in
“forfeiture of goods and imprisonment for life” (1 Eliz. I, c. 2). “Outward conformity” and the continuity of worship were
emphasized, along with the example of the early church (albeit that the church of the Middle Ages was recognized for its
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positive influence as well).

In a document called “A Declaration of the Queen's Proceedings Since Her Reign,” written in 1569 at the time of the rebellion
in the north, and intended to refute rumors and slanders concerning the queen, the principles of comprehension and outward
conformity were emphasized. Defending royal supremacy, the queen is represented as saying that the only authority she
knew was that provided by the laws of the realm of England, authority recognized by all estates, clerical as well as temporal.
She said that she neither challenged nor took to herself “(as malicious persons do untruly surmise) any superiority…to
define, decide or determine any article or point of the Christian faith and religion, or to change any ancient ceremony of the
Church from the form before received and observed by the Catholic and Apostolic Church, or the use of any function
belonging to any ecclesiastical person being a minister of the Word and Sacraments of the Church.” By such authority as she
rightly possessed she was so to govern that her subjects would “live in the faith and obedience of the Christian religion…and
consequently provide, that the Church may be governed and taught by archbishops, bishops, and ministers according to the
ecclesiastical ancient policy of the realm.” She further explained: “we know not, nor have any meaning to allow that any our
subjects should be molested either by examination or inquisition in any matter, either of faith, as long as they shall profess
the Christian faith, not gainsaying the authority of the holy Scriptures and of the articles of our faith contained in the Creeds
Apostolic and Catholic, or for matter of ceremonies, or any other external matters appertaining to Christian religion, so long
as they shall by outward conversation [i.e., manner of living] show themselves quiet and comfortable, and not manifestly
repugnant and obstinate to the laws of the realm, which are established for frequentation or divine service in ordinary
churches” (Queen Elizabeth's Defence of Her Proceedings in Church and State, W. E. Collins, ed., London, 1958, pp. 45–
47).

The policy enunciated here was not always observed, but it included principles based upon political necessities that were
formative in the development of Anglicanism. Thus the church was to be not a body of an elect few but of all the people who
outwardly conformed, chiefly by joining in public worship at their parish churches. They might be heretics, immoral, doubters,
but as long as they presented themselves in orderly fashion week by week at common prayer they were to be accounted
members of the church visible, which is the church catholic (Laws, book 3, chapter 1, section 7).

The ideal of the national church was to be tested and found impractical in the seventeenth century and beyond. As in other
countries there were to be churches, sects, and denominations contending against one another for the allegiance of the
citizenry. Yet the ideal of comprehension was to persist, and the conviction that church and state were involved in one
another and not ultimately separable was to live on as church leaders such as Coleridge, Arnold, Maurice, Gore, and Temple
found the church serving different but equally vital needs in the life of the body politic. Furthermore, the reserve evidence in
the official documents of the sixteenth century was to remain. Paul Avis has written, “It was no doubt for reasons of political
expediency, that Elizabeth I declined ‘to make windows into men's souls,’ but that policy came to acquire theological
legitimation as the expression of a principle of spiritual reticence” (“What is Anglicanism?” in The Study of Anglicanism,
edited by Sykes and Booty, p. 421).

Such political and intellectual considerations were to be developed theologically as the Elizabethan Settlement of Religion
was challenged by Roman Catholics and Puritans. Against the Roman Catholics John Jewel (1522–1571), writing the official
Apology of the Church of England (1562, 1564), asserted: “…we have searched out of the Holy Bible, which we are sure
cannot deceive, one sure form of religion, and have returned again unto the primitive church of the ancient fathers and
apostles, that is to say, to the first ground and beginning of things, as unto the very foundation and headsprings of Christ's
church” (J. E. Booty, ed., Ithaca, N.Y., 1963, p. 135), and in his Challenge Sermon (1559, 1560) claimed that Roman Catholic
teachings such as those on transubstantiation and papal authority were innovations unknown to scripture, the early church
fathers, or councils. In doing this Jewel was asserting the authority of scripture (with the tradition of the early church) while
through the use of reason distinguishing between essentials and nonessentials, the latter being alterable by a national church
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(see the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion, Article 6, on scripture, and Article 20, on the authority of the church), and allowing for
some differences on lesser matters not only among churches but within a church. The concern was for what a later age
would name “unity in diversity,” as well as for communion and community in church and commonwealth. Thomas Cranmer,
the architect of The Book of Common Prayer, regarded the chief end of the church through word and sacraments to be the
initiation and maintenance of communion between individuals and Christ, and among the people and peoples for the sake of
the commonweal.

The year after the appearance of The First Book of Common Prayer (1549), Cranmer stated that the sacrament, which he
preferred to call “the Lord's supper and holy Communion,” was ordained by Christ “to move and stir all men to friendship,
love, and concord, and to put away all hatred, variance, and discord, and to testify a brotherly and unfeigned love between all
that be members of Christ” (Writings and Disputations of Thomas Cranmer, edited by J. E. Cox, Cambridge, 1844, vol. 1, p.
30). This presumes a deeper or prior meaning, that persons should be in communion with Christ, whereby they have
salvation from sin and victory over death in everlasting life. Word and sacrament together effect such a communion. Cranmer
wrote: “as the word of God preached putteth Christ into our ears, so likewise these elements of water, bread, and wine,
joined to God's word, do after a sacramental manner put Christ into our eyes, hands, and all our senses” (Writings, p. 41).
Cranmer denied that Christ was corporally in water, bread, and wine, but affirmed that through word and sacraments Christ
was in the worthy receivers, word and sacraments being instrumental to change people, bringing them into communion with
Christ and with one another in Christ. As Jewel said, “that was not Christ's meaning that the wheaten bread shall lay apart his
own nature and receive a certain new divinity, but that he might rather change us, and (to use Theophylact's words) might
transform us into his body” (Apology of the Church of England, Booty ed., p. 33).

Richard Hooker reflected the influence of Cranmer, The Book of Common Prayer, and Jewel in arguing that the purpose of
the sacrament is to change people, not things, the things (bread and wine), being instrumental to that purpose. The
reasonable person of faith is content to know the purpose of the sacrament and does not speculate on the manner in which
Christ is present, in the way that Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Reformed theologians do: “What these elements are in
themselves it skilleth not, it is enough that to me which take them they are the bodie and blood of Christ.” Of the purpose and
effect of the elements he said: “…they are…such instruments as mysticallie yeat trulie, invisiblie yeat reallie worke our
communion or fellowship with the person of Jesus Christ” (Laws, book 5, chapter 67, sections 11–12).

The reticence (or purpose) expressed here is related to the emphasis on worship in the Elizabethan Settlement and the
sense of awe and wonder at the heart of that worship: the dynamic of angels descending with doctrine and angels ascending
with prayer (Laws, book 5, chapter 23, section 1); George Herbert's “God's breath in man returning to his birth”; and the
mystical understanding of mutual participation (“that mutuall inward hold which Christ hath of us and wee of him”; Laws, book
5, chapter 56, section 1). Thus it is that behind the reticence to spell out more than is essential in understanding the purpose
of any doctrine is the realization of human limitations in describing God's being and activities and an overwhelming sense of
divine beneficence and grace. A later age would look back to Hooker as the inventor of the three-strand theory of scripture,
tradition, and reason. Others have discerned this theory in the writings of Cranmer and Jewel as well. And Hooker does
speak of scripture, reason, and “the voice of the Church” (Laws, book 5, chapter 8, section 2). But when considering the
ways by which God communicates, he expressed awe and wonder: our knowledge “is as a drop of that unemptiable
fountaine of wisdom, which wisdom hath diversely imparted her treasures into the world.” The ways by which we receive
wisdom are not limited to scripture and tradition but are beyond number (Laws, book 2, chapter 1, section 4), although
scripture, confirmed by the example of the early church, indicates to us all that is necessary to salvation. All knowledge is
precious “whereby any part of truth is seen, …yea that principal truth [God's word in Scripture]… may receive from it some
kind of light” (Laws, book 3, chapter 8, section 9).

Hooker was responding to what he saw as the Puritan overemphasis on scripture and on human depravity, the implication
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being that nothing could be done without the express warrant of scripture. Hooker viewed the world, as others had done
before and have since, as the theater of God's gracious works and the creation as a whole as fundamentally good, though
flawed. There was no great gulf fixed between grace and nature. In his sermon on pride he stated: “God hath created nothing
simply for itself, but each thing in all things, and of everything each part in other hath such interest that in the whole world
nothing is found whereunto any thing created can say, ‘I need thee not’” (Works, vol. 5, Cambridge, Mass., 1990, p. 333).
Furthermore, scripture is illumined by non-Christian teachings, such as those of the Egyptians and the Chaldeans, the
Greeks and the Jews (Laws, book 3, chapter 8, section 9).

Thus, in its formative stages, Anglicanism was marked by spiritual reticence but also by a spiritual and intellectual openness
imbued with an atmosphere of awe and wonder. This openness was expressed in diverse ways: by Cranmer and his quest
for a central council of the non-Roman churches, by Lancelot Andrewes (1555–1616) in his prayers for the church of the East
as well as of the West, by Richard Field (1561–1616), dean of Gloucester, in his fervent ecumenicity, and by Richard Hooker
in his controversial statement that the Church of Rome was a true church, albeit an imperfect one (Laws, book 5, chapter 68,
section 9). This attitude or openness involves a relatively high estimation of humanity as made in the image of God, of
persons who, although incapable of salvation without the grace of revelation, are by the grace of creation capable of
discerning good from evil and much else. Reason, or “right reason,” as the Christian humanists spoke of it, could disclose
much about God and moral law. Said John Wilkins (1614–1672), bishop of Chester and warden of Wadham College, Oxford,
“The nature of man…consists in that faculty of reason whereby he is made capable of religion, of apprehending a Deity, and
of expecting a future state of rewards and punishments” (Principles and Duties of Natural Religion, London, 1675, pp. 18–
19). Openness toward creation led persons such as the naturalist-clergyman John Ray to write of The Wisdom of God
Manifested in the Works of Creation (1691). Anglicanism was to maintain a lively interest in natural religion and a seeking
spirit in regard to all of creation.

This openness was tempered by an insistence upon fundamentals and by the conviction that sin dulls reason and inhibits the
will from doing the good that reason illumines. Fundamentals were variously defined by the doctrinal articles of the Thirty-
nine Articles of Religion, by part 2 of Jewel's Apology, and by Hooker's emphasis on “one Lord, one faith, one baptism,” the
one faith defined by the creeds as found in rules of faith in the ancient church and in the sacraments of The Book of Common
Prayer (S. W. Sykes, “Fundamentals of Christianity,” in The Study of Anglicanism, pp. 235–236). When accused of teaching
freedom of the will without qualification, Hooker distinguished between aptness and ability. While insisting upon aptness to
choose the good, he denied ability to do good without the assistance of divine grace (Works, vol. 4, pp. 18, 101). Lancelot
Andrewes taught, with the Schoolmen, that “grace does not abolish nature but perfects it.” Humans, he believed, are fallen
sinners, but they are not totally corrupt. Their defect is corrected by grace, grace working to perfect that which is imperfect
(H. C. Porter, Reformation and Reaction in Tudor Cambridge, Cambridge, 1958, p. 393), and the means of grace are the
sacraments in which the word works and fallible humans are brought to saving belief in the fundamentals: one Lord, one
faith, one baptism.

The attitude being explored here influenced the theological understanding of Anglican ecclesiology. First, the church was
viewed as essential in every detail. To be in Christ was to be in the church, his body, to be baptized in the sacrament of
justification, and to be a participant in the Holy Communion, the sacrament of sanctification. Hooker said that the church “is in
Christ as Eve was in Adam… his church he frameth out of the verie flesh, the verie wounded and bleeding side of the Sonne
of man” (Laws, book 5, chapter 56, section 7). Anglicans were to emphasize ecclesiology and revere the church, but they
also, as did others, distinguished between the invisible church and the visible, the former perfect and known only to God, the
latter of mixed character, composed, as Saint Augustine taught, of a mixture of wheat and tares. Anglican theologians did not
dwell on the invisible church but focused on the visible. In tune with their commitment to a national, comprehensive, inclusive
church, the early Anglican theologians believed that the church was composed, as Hooker said, of those who are signed with
the marks “One Lord, one faith, one baptism. In whomsoever these things are, the church doth acknowledge them for his
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children.… Christians by external profession they are all, whose marks of recognizance hath in it things, which wee have
mentioned, yea, although they be impious idolaters, wicked heretiques, persons excommunicable, yea, and cast out for
notorious improbitie” (Laws, book 3, chapter 1, section 7). Hooker further said, “Manie things exclude from the Kingdom of
God although from the Church they separate not” (Laws, book 5, chapter 68, section 6). Richard Field, who wrote the first
great study of ecclesiology for nascent Anglicanism, agreed with Hooker, stating that heretics, schismatics, hypocrites, and
“wicked men, not outwardly divided from the people of God,” are all, with the sanctified ones, “in some degree and sort of that
society of men, whom God calleth out to Himself, and separateth from infidels, which is rightly named the Church” (Of the
Church, vol. 1, Cambridge, 1847, pp. 25–26). In refuting the claims of the sectaries that the church is composed only of the
elect, the perfect and pure, these Anglicans, stressing the importance of the church, believed that those whose attachment
was by outward observance only, were participants in a holy routine powerful enough to change lives.

That holy routine was, as was true of late medieval religion in general, strongly penitential. Such an emphasis on penitence in
nascent Anglicanism was defended in part on the basis of the conviction that God's first will is that all be saved; that God,
whose righteous judgment is made known through grace, is loving and merciful; and that by grace the mixed lot of people
composing the church in any given place is capable of repentance and new life. The traditional understanding of penitence in
terms of contrition, confession, and satisfaction (newness of life) was maintained. There was no sacrament of penance in
The Book of Common Prayer, although allowance was made for those having difficulty confessing their sins in public worship
and alone. They were urged to seek help from the clergy. As some have taught, the confessional was replaced by pulpit and
pew, the presentation of the word and the application of it to the lives of clergy and people, resulting in repentance and
forgiveness (H. R. McAdoo, The Structure of Caroline Moral Theology, London, 1949). It was also taught that although a holy
fear was needed in order for repentance to occur, “feare worketh no mans inclination to repentance, till somewhat else have
wrought in us love also” (Laws, book 6, chapter 3, section 5). This suggests that nascent Anglicanism was marked by a
salvific rhythm of contrition and praise with the recognition that there can be no true praise without contrition and no true
contrition without praise, which is the recognition of the mercy of God (J. E. Booty, Three Anglican Divines on Prayer: Jewel,
Hooker, Andrewes, Cambridge, Mass., 1977).

Anglican piety was focused on the God of love whose love is made known through all creation and all history, but chiefly in
the revelation of the sacrificial love of God in Christ on the cross. Thus, while sixteenth-century Anglicanism gave serious
attention to the Incarnation (see Andrewes's nativity sermons and Hooker's Laws, book 5, chapters 50–56), the Crucifixion
and Resurrection were ever before ordinary people in liturgy and preaching and in works of theology, beginning with
Cranmer. Cramer's Pascha nostrum (“Christ our Passover is Sacrificed for Us”) sets forth the fundamental theme in the
second section of the anthem drawn from Paul's letter to the Romans:

Christ being raised from the dead dieth no more;

 death hath no more dominion over him.

For in that he died, he died unto sin once:

 but in that he liveth, he liveth unto God.

Like wise reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto

 sin, but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord.

The same theme is found in a sermon of Jewel's in which Christ speaks through him to the congregation, in the holy sonnets
of John Donne (“What If This Present Were the World's Last Night”), in poems of Herbert (“The Altar,” “The Sacrifice”), and in
such sermons as that of Lancelot Andrewes on Zechariah 12:10 (“And they shall look upon him whom they have pierced”)
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with reference to John 19:37, preached at the court of Queen Elizabeth I. This sermon, which like many others at the time
(and like some of the poems of Donne and Herbert) was composed in a meditative style, pictures Christ on the cross, his
side pierced, water and blood flowing down, the water of baptism and the blood of the Holy Communion. The preacher asks
the congregation to look upon him whom we pierce with our sins, look upon him who pierces us with his love, look and
receive the water of baptism and the blood of the sacrament of his body and blood, look and respond in humility, so receiving
that we partake of mutual love and learn to love (Ninety-Six Sermons, Liturgy of Anglo-Catholic Theology, Oxford, 1841, vol.
2, pp. 134–137).

The political/intellectual and theological/ecclesiological influences converged in the production of a piety whose nature was
expressed in the concept of participation. The outward conformity insisted upon by the queen and statutory law aimed at the
comprehension of the greatest possible number of English citizens and involved participation in the church and its organic
complex of ministry, word, and sacraments. Such participation had as its purpose participation in Christ, in that essence of
Christianity, “One Lord, one faith, one baptism,” and was carefully defined by Hooker and others to emphasize
communication and not annihilation of the faithful in Christ. The model for mutual participation was found in the doctrine of
the Trinity, three in one and one in three. This participation of the faithful in Christ, “that mutual hold which Christ hath of us
and we of him” (Laws, book 5, chapter 56, section I), changes the sinful, bringing forgiveness and new life, life eternal.
Participation is a mystical reality known by its fruits.

This piety is mystical, but it is not irrational. The Holy Spirit ordinarily operates by means of human reason. Against some
Puritans who believed that what they professed they learned directly from the Holy Spirit, Hooker argued that the Spirit has
its reasons. It is not enough to be zealous in one's convictions, as are those who claim the direct influence of the Holy Spirit.
One must have sound reasons to support one's beliefs (Laws, preface, chapter 3, section 10). Such reason is not that of
Newtonian physics, limited to quasimathematical deduction and to quantitative inductive reasoning, but rather, as Jeremy
Taylor argued, “a transcendent that runs through all topics,” or, as Raymond Peterson puts it, “the entire human mind,
operating upon the complex and manifold data of human experience” (“The Theology of Jeremy Taylor: An Investigation of
the Temper of Caroline Anglicanism,” unpublished dissertation, Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1960, p. 60). The
implication was that, as in Joseph Hall's Divine Arte of Meditation (1606), intellect, memory, and the affections were
interactive and interdependent. Therefore, to counteract what some saw as an overemphasis on intellect, the affections were
cultivated; and to counteract an overemphasis on the affections, intellect was cultivated. The spirit of The Book of Common
Prayer may be characterized as “emotion controlled by reason or intellect.” The standard Anglican divine is identified as a
bishop or priest of the Church of England, or one of the churches of the Anglican communion, “a learned theologian” whose
writings include “a wide range of materials: theological treatises, polemical or apologetical tracts, catechetical works…, books
and essays designed to counsel the faithful in making moral-ethical decisions, sermons, liturgical forms, prayers and
meditations for personal devotions” (J. E. Booty, “Standard Divines,” in The Study of Anglicanism, pp. 163–164). The
standard divines include Hooker, Andrewes, Taylor, and others. And in line with the concern for intellect, memory, and
affections working in conjunction with one another, with early formative influences emanating from the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge, and the Inns of Court, there has been in Anglicanism a strong emphasis on education, presuming an
intimate relationship between theology and prayer and what T. S. Eliot identified as unified sensibility whereby a thought is
also a feeling and a feeling a thought. The emphasis on word and sacraments, and thus on sacramentality which includes the
word, is both influenced by this theme in Anglicanism and influences it. In all of this there is a strong insistence that the
individual be placed at the locus of salvation, the community that is the church, there to be wooed into participation and not
coerced.

Here is expressed an ideal, rooted in historical events, extracted and transferred to widely differing contexts, never fully
realized, never altogether the same in its various manifestations, rooted and yet always changing, holding firm to a few things
(“One Lord, one faith, one baptism”) but flexible in the many things (adiaphora), committed to the worship of the one God in
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whom all is interdependent, through whose incarnate word and living spirit all are made participants of saving grace and live
in the world as conduits of grace. The ideal and those who espouse it stand in danger of a simplistic comprehensiveness
without clear agreement on fundamentals, or, as W. S. F. Pickering has put it, they are in danger of “flabbiness,” uncertain
where authority is to be located and wavering in conviction. This accusation was made in the sixteenth century, and it has
been made in subsequent centuries. There were times when Anglicanism was viewed as being harshly authoritarian, as in
the Hampton Court and Savoy Conferences. But its survival in the sixteenth century was dependent in large part upon its
ability to maintain certain delicate balances: between church and state in one commonwealth, between outward conformity
and life-changing piety, between grace and nature, between fundamentals and adiaphora, between revelation and reason,
between word and sacraments, between authority and freedom, and between intellect and the affections. Its identity is to be
located not in a formula but rather in the midst of vital tensions.

See also HOOKER, RICHARD; JEWEL, JOHN; NONCONFORMITY; PRESBYTERIANISM; PURITANS; and SEPARATISTS.
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More, Thomas  
(Lat., Morus; 1477/78–1535), English lawyer, statesman, foremost early Tudor exponent of the active humanist life,
Catholic controversialist, and martyr; knighted 1521, beatified 1886, canonized 1935.

He was born in London, and was executed on Tower Hill, London. The second child and eldest son of John More (c.1451–
1530), lawyer, later judge and Sir John, and Agnes, née Graunger (d. before 1507), he probably attended Saint Anthony's
School in London, and was page in the household of John Morton, archbishop of Canterbury and lord chancellor, before
being sent to the University of Oxford, (c.1492–1494). Returning to London, he began legal training and from 1499 practiced
as a barrister. He lived some years in the London Charterhouse without taking vows. By January 1505 he had married Jane
(or Joan) Colt (c.1488–1511), with whom he had three daughters and a son; at her death he married Alice Middleton
(c.1471–1543), a widow.

Career

More may have been a member of the Parliament of 1504; he greeted the coronation of Henry VIII in 1509 with flattering
Latin epigrams. The next year he was again an MP and was made freeman of the Mercers' Company, for whom he
conducted negotiations. From 1510 to 1518 he was under-sheriff, an important City legal officer. In 1517 he helped to pacify
and to enquire into the disturbances of Evil May Day. He served on his first Royal Commission in 1510. In 1515 More went to
Flanders on the first of his six royal missions abroad. During this embassy he wrote the description of the utopian
commonwealth that forms the second part of his best-known work. His most important later embassies were to the Field of
the Cloth of Gold (1520) and to the “Ladies' Peace” of Cambrai (1529). Early in 1518 he joined the King's Council, becoming
a sort of royal secretary. Made under-treasurer and knight in 1521, he was appointed speaker of the House of Commons in
1523, and in 1525 chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. The “Eltham Ordinances” of 1526 required More to be in constant
attendance on the king.

Though More's reluctance to agree to the annulment of Henry VIII's marriage to Catherine of Aragon was already clear in
1527, when he was first consulted, he succeeded Thomas Wolsey as lord chancellor in October 1529, being only the second
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layman in that office. A month later, More opened the first session of the “Reformation Parliament,” and further sessions in
1531 and early 1532. On 16 May 1532, the day following the Submission of the Clergy, More resigned. Thereafter, he lived
as a private citizen, though continuing as religious and clandestine political controversialist. Implicated in the affair of the
treasonable prophecies of Elizabeth Barton, the “Nun of Kent,” in 1533–1534 but exonerated, he was examined concerning
his views on the divorce and the supremacy before the King's Council on 6 March 1534. Having refused to swear the oath
presented to him, the exact content of which is not known, he was committed to the Tower of London on 17 April. His
imprisonment was regularized by an act of attainder of More and John Fisher, bishop of Rochester, on 3 November. Between
30 April and 14 June 1535, More was several times interrogated in the Tower. On 1 July he was tried and condemned in
Westminster Hall under the High Treason Act of 1534, and executed on 6 July 1535, a fortnight after John Fisher (22 June).

Humanism

More was the friend and penitent of John Colet, dean of Saint Paul's, and a friend of Desiderius Erasmus from 1499. He
probably learned Greek from William Grocyn and Thomas Linacre at the end of the fifteenth century and the beginning of the
sixteenth and later translated, from Greek into Latin, epigrams with William Lilly and Lucian with Erasmus.

More had early written English poetry, but his European reputation—already secure by the end of the 1510s—was based on
his humanist compositions. His learned contacts outside England included, among opponents, the Frenchman Germanus
Brixius (Germain de Brie), and among friends and supporters in France Guillaume Budé and Jacques Lefèvre d'Étaples, in
Spain Juan Luis Vives, and in the Netherlands Jerome Busleiden, Frans van Cranevelt, and Pieter Gillis, the dedicatee of
Utopia. In 1509 Erasmus, staying in More's City house on his return from Italy, wrote and dedicated to More his Praise of
Folly (Encomium Moriae), with its Greek pun on More's name in the title. The More household became famous for learned
piety and for care for female education. In the mid-1520s, when More had moved to Chelsea, Vives and the German
mathematician and astronomer Nikolaus Kratzer were his guests. The Swiss painter Hans Holbein the Younger was
welcomed there in 1526–1527 and drew and painted portraits of More and others of the household.

From 1514 to 1521 More supported Erasmus in the controversy over the Folly and Erasmus's Greek New Testament with
translation (Novum Instrumentum, 1516; Novum Testamentum, 1519, etc.). His long Latin letters to Maarten van Dorp of
Louvain, the University of Oxford, and an unnamed monk (John Batmanson) are eloquent statements of Erasmian
evangelical humanism. They contain much strong criticism of scholastic dialectic and of reactionary views concerning the
Latin Vulgate New Testament and its relation to the original Greek. Erasmus in turn made Europe better aware of More the
man and the humanist, especially by promoting the publication of the Latin Utopia (Louvain, 1516; Paris, 1517; Basel,
Froben, 1518 [twice, with Latin epigrams]; first English translation, 1551), and by describing him in a published letter to Ulrich
von Hutten. About 1515–1518, More wrote Latin and English versions of a History of Richard III, which was a substantial
contribution to the Tudor image of Richard as tyrant and monster.

Religious and Political Controversy

Though More publicly underplayed the early manifestations of Luther's revolt, he was already aware of the threat to a well-
ordered English society presented by heresy and anticlericalism, as in the case of Richard Hunne (1514). The epitaph that he
composed for himself in 1532 makes special mention of his severity toward thieves, murderers, and heretics. The writings in
defense of Catholic orthodoxy, the unity of the church, and the ecclesiastical jurisdiction that occupied much of his later life
opened on the European stage. More's first move from an Erasmian to a furiously anti-Lutheran position was prompted by his
perception of the danger to Catholicism of Luther's attack on the sacraments. In 1521 he was—as he later wrote—“a placer
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and sorter out of the principal matters” contained in Henry VIII's Assertio septem sacramentorum. Soon after, in tandem with
Fisher, More began himself to write against European heterodoxy. In 1521 Fisher preached at a burning of Lutheran books at
Paul's Cross and in early 1523 published Assertionis Lutheranae confutatio. A little later in 1523 More followed with a
Responsio ad Lutherum, in often scurrilous Latin, under two different pseudonyms. To Fisher's subsequent voluminous
defenses, More also added, in late 1525 or early 1526 (published 1568), a long Latin letter in reply to the Epistola ad Anglos
of Johannes Bugenhagen (1525), who was apparently under the impression that England was being won over to the
Lutheran cause.

At about this time the English church, aided by the civil authority of More, was moving afresh against heresy. In 1524 the
London booksellers were formally warned against trafficking in heretical works in English. In early 1526 More descended on
the Hansa merchants in their compound at the Steelyard to examine and admonish them also. On 11 February 1526 Wolsey
staged another ceremonial burning of books at Saint Paul's, and there were further formal prohibitions in 1530 and 1531. The
works of William Tyndale (burned at the stake in 1536), strongly influenced by Luther and printed in Germany and the Low
Countries, were being imported. Thomas Bilney (burned 1531), Thomas Arthur, Richard Bayfield (burned 1531), George
Joye, Robert Barnes (burned 1540), and John Frith (burned 1533) in particular spread Lutheran doctrines. More took part in
the examination of Bayfield, Frith, and others.

In early 1529 Simon Fish of Gray's Inn wrote his Supplication for the Beggars. Most of these works were printed in Antwerp.
In Fish's tract the beggars of England are made to complain that alms that ought to go to support them in life are being
diverted to the church for the release of souls from purgatory after death. Against Tyndale, Frith, Barnes, Joye, and Fish,
More wrote at length during the years 1528 to 1533, becoming the chief spokesman in English on the Catholic side. This
activity had been commissioned by Cuthbert Tunstall, his friend, fellow ambassador and bishop, on 7 March 1528. The first
installment of almost a million words written in half-a-dozen years, for more than half of which More was lord chancellor, was
published as the Dialogue concerning Heresies (for short) in June 1529 (second edition, May 1531). This was a refutation,
less unpleasant in tone than some of his later controversial works, of Tyndale's Lutheran doctrines concerning justification by
faith, the nature of the Eucharist, and the efficacy of religious observances such as devotion to the saints, veneration of
images, and pilgrimage. It was also a rejection, spirit and letter, of Tyndale's English translation of the New Testament (1525–
1526). In late 1529 two editions appeared of The Supplication of Souls, More's answer to Fish. Next came More's vast,
unwieldy, harsh, and uncompromising Confutation of Tyndale's Answer (first part, spring 1532; second part, early 1533). In
this work More dealt chiefly again with Tyndale's New Testament, his ideas of “feeling faith” and the real presence, the nature
of the church and its authority, and the relative status of scripture and tradition, giving special attention to Barnes at the end
of the second part and, according to his custom, denigrating the characters of his opponents. At the end of 1532 he
contested the eucharistic doctrine of Frith, the chief English adherent of Johannes Oecolampadius, in his Letter against Frith
(published early 1533).

With the exception of Fish, the authors of the tracts so far attacked by More had been English clerics. Toward the end of
1532 appeared an anonymous pamphlet from a new direction. A Treatise concerning the Division between the Spiritualty and
Temporalty assaulted the clergy for their laxness, their greed for honor and money, and particularly their leniency in dealings
with each other and their oppressiveness to laymen in the ecclesiastical courts. Such criticisms had been gathering force for
half a century. Now they were being voiced by one of England's senior common lawyers, Christopher St. German (c.1460–
1540/41). St. German's Dialogue betwixt a Doctor of Divinity and a Student in the Laws of England had sought to clarify the
respective roles of the civil and ecclesiastical courts. In the Treatise concerning the Division and subsequent pamphlets
recommending the bringing into line of the ecclesiastical with the civil courts by royal authority, St. German was writing with
the approbation—at least—of Thomas Cromwell. More's first reply, The Apology of Sir Thomas More, Knight, published about
Easter 1533, is part reiteration of previous arguments against Tyndale and Barnes in particular, part self-defense against
charges of physical cruelty to and illegal imprisonment and interrogation of English heretics. Chiefly, however, it is justification
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of ecclesiastical court procedure and rebuttal of St. German's other complaints against the clergy. St. German replied and
More retorted rapidly with The Debellation of Salem and Bizance, written in ten days and published about the end of October
1533. In both tracts More affects not to know his opponent's identity. This was necessary because he was meddling in politics
after relinquishing the lord chancellorship in May 1532. At the end of 1533 he returned to matters of religion in The Answer to
the Poisoned Book Which a Nameless Heretic Hath Named “The Supper of the Lord,” published at the beginning of 1534.
This opponent is generally agreed to have been George Joye. It was More's final work in the genre. It is again a strong
assertion of the Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist and the inviolable authority of the church and its tradition, as embodied in
its own determinations, made under the direct inspiration of the Holy Ghost, and in the writings of the Fathers, “the old holy
doctors,” as More calls them.

Devotional Works

Imprisoned in the Tower, More reverted to the sacred and devotional writing that he had begun in the earlier years of the
century with lectures on Augustine's City of God in the church of Saint Lawrence Jewry, his translation into English and
adaptation of the Life of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, written by Pico's nephew, Gianfrancesco, and Pico's maxims on the
qualities of a lover and the weapons of spiritual battle. In the 1520s he wrote a brooding consideration of the “Four Last
Things.” The prayers and meditations More composed in the Tower, together with the annotations in the prayer book, a
combined book of hours and psalter that was his constant companion there, and the incomplete meditation on the agony in
the Garden, De tristitia Christi (which remained in manuscript until 1976), as well as A Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation
(first printed posthumously in 1553), are moving records of his spiritual certainties and uncertainties in his last months as he
strove, in his own words, “to continually remember the immortality of the life to come.” Throughout his life he had reinforced
prayer and meditation with physical austerities such as abstinence and the wearing of a hair shirt; he was never an easy
man, with himself as with opponents.

Reputation

Accounts of More's trial and death, rapidly diffused in Latin newsletters, shocked Europe; he was at once regarded as a
martyr. Later biographies in English such as those written by his son-in-law William Roper, by Nicholas Harpsfield, and by
one “Ro. Ba.,” circulating in manuscript, reinforced this image among More's English co-religionists. Roper was first printed in
1626 at Saint Omer, the others not until the twentieth century. Authoritative for Catholic Europe, replacing Erasmus's letter to
Hutten, was Thomas Stapleton's Latin biography, a prime document of the Counter-Reformation, printed in Stapleton's Tres
Thomae (1588), which stressed the spiritual dimension. In England, except in the works of John Foxe, More's reputation as a
man of holiness, kindness, uprightness, wit, and learning, as well as equitable paterfamilias and judge—a picture essentially
based on Erasmus and Roper combined—long survived. It is still the estimate of R. W. Chambers in his frankly adulatory
biography of 1935. Chambers also claimed for More an important position in the development of English prose. Nineteenth-
and twentieth-century historians, from J. A. Froude to G. R. Elton, have laid emphasis on More's less attractive aspects as
politician and controversialist, especially in his dealings with heterodoxy, discounting More's claim that it was the vice of
heresy rather than the persons of heretics that he detested. Richard Marius's biography, the fullest and most satisfactory to
date, seeks to counter Chambers.

Primary Works
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Presbyterianism  

can be defined as a system of church government in which a series of ecclesiastical courts, composed of both clergy and lay
elders, forms an ascending order of discipline within the church. At the congregational level the minister(s) and elders form a
consistory (the Continental Reformed churches' term) or a session (the Scottish term). Above that is a district court made up
of representatives from the individual churches, usually called either a classis (Continental term,) or presbytery. At the next
level there may be a regional synod to monitor the several presbyteries within its bounds. At the top a national synod or
general assembly (Scottish term) will hear problems within the lower courts and establish policy for the whole church.
Presbyterianism is usually distinguished from episcopacy, in which bishops oversee the work within the churches, and from
congregationalism, a system in which power lies within the local churches (however governed) and higher courts do not exist,
or are merely associational.

It was from Calvin that the rudiments of presbyterianism were borrowed by the French Huguenots in their 1559 Discipline
ecclésiastique, as well as by the Dutch and Scots soon afterward. For Calvin the two marks of the true church were right
preaching of the word of God and proper celebration of Holy Communion and baptism, so church polity was not an essential
element, nor was the discipline of morals that was soon characteristic of Reformed churches. But polity was not unimportant,
and the Genevan model was incorporated and enlarged into a synodical or presbyterian polity in regions where the Reformed
churches prevailed over Roman, Lutheran, or Anglican expressions of reform in the sixteenth century.

Calvin's Fourfold Ministry

In his analysis of the church of the New Testament and the early centuries, Calvin found a fourfold order: doctors, presbyteroi
as pastors, presbyteroi as lay elders, and deacons. Neither the first nor the last proved to be essential to presbyterial order,
for the doctors (professors) as an order never became a core element, despite their mention in all the earliest polity
statements. And, although deacons as collectors and distributors of alms and services were active in all early Reformed
churches, they failed to find a place in higher courts and were often later absent from churches otherwise perfectly
presbyterian in order. But Calvin insisted on a diaconate, an order of lay men (and, in theory, women) to help the poor and
the ill with resources provided by the whole of Christ's body. The church had not recognized “lay” ecclesiastical ministries
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since the early centuries, so the diaconate represented a sharp break with tradition.

The two orders of presbyteroi (“elders” in Greek), the pastors and elders, saw to the moral life of the church, the latter
providing a lay representation in the basic court of Calvin's church, the consistory. All Geneva's pastors and the dozen elders
—elected annually, but often reelected—met weekly with a layman as moderator. Modern folk might wonder at the
consistory's concern about what people did in private, but we can hardly doubt the dedication that motivated laymen to sit on
those courts, especially as two of the elders also met on another weekday as members of the city's Small Council. So the
consistory was both a church institution and a governmental body, its presiding officer not a pastor, but the elected head of
Geneva's Small Council. Most of the penalties it meted out were in the form of admonishment or advice. Often it required
public confession at a service of worship. Sometimes it excommunicated stubborn malefactors and then called on the city
council to impose further punishment. In the latter case the modern reader will detect an inner contradiction in the Reformed
theory of church-state relations: on the one hand Calvin insisted on the church's freedom; but on the other hand, calling on
the state to help cleanse the church was a “Constantinian hangover” that often embittered relations between church and
government officials.

Recent studies show that Calvin had come to his mature teaching by the 1543 edition of The Institutes of the Christian
Religion. Based upon his exegesis of Romans 12:6–7, 1 Corinthians 12:28, Ephesians 4:11, and 1 Timothy 5:17 (“elders who
rule” and “those who labor in preaching and teaching”), Calvin insisted that the New Testament taught that a senate of
nonteaching presbyters was to govern the local church, yoked with the ministerial elder, whose primary calling was to be
teacher, preacher, and minister of the sacraments. Again, this is a break from the Roman church, which assigned all church
offices to clergy, as well as a break with his friend Heinrich Bullinger in Zurich, who left to the Christian magistrate the role of
discipline. It is here that the Calvinist Reformed most clearly refused to identify the church with Christian society, even when
the two appeared to coincide. But in the German Palatinate, as well as Swiss towns like Zurich and Basel, Reformed
churches tended to leave discipline to the government, a position argued so strongly by Heidelberg physician Thomas Lüber
(Lat., Erastus) that “Erastianism” became the byword for placing the church under the Christian magistrate or ruler.

Calvin's teaching about bishops is somewhat ambivalent. On the one hand, he noted the equivalency of presbyteros and
episkopos in the Acts of the Apostles and in the pastoral epistles, and argued that the post-New Testament practice of raising
the “overseers” above the presbyters signaled a corruption of authority in the early church. He believed it had been practically
necessary to appoint some presbyter to be “moderator” over others within urban-rural districts but thought that calling that
moderator “bishop” perverted New Testament language, where the two are equivalent. But Calvin did not make polity a mark
of the church and was able to accept bishops under certain circumstances. He never argued against episcopacy in his
correspondence with Archbishop Thomas Cranmer in England. The Reformed churches in Hungary adopted a modified
episcopacy, and Poland might have done so had the Reformation not been riddled by unitarianism and nearly destroyed by
Catholic rulers, for Calvin had written the king of Poland recommending that he establish a church run by bishops within a
presbyterian, that is, nonhierarchical, system. This “reduced episcopacy,” where bishops moderate presbyteries (or classes)
and are corrected by their presbyter peers, was later advocated in Great Britain by Calvin's friend Martin Bucer, who had fled
there in exile, and in the next century by Irish archbishop James Ussher.

The French and Dutch Reformed Churches

Geneva constituted a tiny urban-rural classis and could not itself be a model for a national church. It was left for the
Huguenots to put in place a consistent presbyterial government for the Reformed Christians of France. In 1559
representatives of the churches met in Paris and wrote their Confession du foy (or Gallic Confession) and the Discipline
ecclésiastique, the latter applying the polity principles outlined in the confession. Like Calvin, the Huguenots did not make
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discipline a mark of the true church—as the Scots did in their Scottish Confession (1560) and the Dutch the year following.
They outlined a structure that called for Calvin's four offices and urged that all who served in church offices should be
elected, if at all possible. One problem for the historian arises because article 30 of the confession insists that all pastors
“have the same authority and equal power under one head…Jesus Christ,” but article 32 reads “It is desirable and useful that
those elected to be superintendents devise among themselves what means should be adopted for the government of the
whole body.…”Who are these superintendents? They never show up in any form among the churches of France, and both
the confession and the discipline explicitly reject any primacy among ministers. The French rotated the moderatorship of their
national synod among the pastors of local churches, so even a temporary superintendency was not followed.

Although the discipline does not carefully name the hierarchy of courts above the consistory, it provides for “colloquies” of
ministers and elders (or deacons) in small areas, for regional synods, and the national synod, which was to meet once a
year. So a four-tiered system was in place. But there were also congregationalist tendencies among the Huguenots,
advocated by Jean Morély and Petrus Ramus, who argued for the same democratic principles that gave congregationalism's
advocates victory over the presbyterial system among English Puritans. But the 1572 Saint Bartholomew's Day Massacre
abruptly terminated that quarrel.

Whereas twenty representatives wrote and approved of the confession of the Huguenot church, the Belgic Confession was
basically the work of one man, Guy de Brès, martyred by Philip II in 1567, six years after his confession was penned. War
with Spain prevented a national assembly until the (Great) Synod of Dordrecht in 1619, at which the confession, the
Heidelberg Catechism, and the articles of the synod itself were adopted as the doctrinal and polity standards of the Dutch
churches in the Netherlands, Belgium, and America. There is nothing unusual in the confession for the student of
ecclesiastical polity. As noted above, it argues for church discipline as a third mark of the true church. The hierarchy of courts
was already operative before Dordrecht.

The only real differences are not found in the statutes, but in the actual practice of church-state relations. That Calvin insisted
on the church's freedom from the state has already been highlighted. Gordon Donaldson, the Scottish historian and
antipresbyterian, says this two-kingdoms approach is what sets the Calvinist Reformed apart and pits monarchs solidly
against the system. But in the Low Countries the Reformed church was not able to make that stick, for after the Synod of
Dordrecht, the Dutch States-General would not allow the national church to meet again for two hundred years. So orthodox
Calvinists, who cheered the triumph of true Calvinism because Dordrecht so clearly and strongly supported predestinarian
doctrine, cannot pretend that Calvin's church survived the synod, for a church dominated and restricted by the state is not the
independent church Calvin insisted upon.

A parallel failure within the Dutch church was the comparative inability of the local churches to set up serious consistorial
discipline, although they tried hard enough. It is apparent from the Netherlands experience that a consistory that imposes
discipline, but without support from the government, will not produce the pure church that the Reformed aimed at. That fewer
than forty percent of the population were even nominally Protestant by the middle of the seventeenth century certainly had a
cautionary influence on Dutch magistrates.

Scotland

The final establishment of the presbyterian system within the Scots Kirk in 1690 was often in grave doubt during the first 130
years or so of the Reformed church's existence there. It was a government that Scotland's monarchs fought bitterly. James
VI (later James I of England) said that “presbytery…agreeth with monarchy as God with the devil” because it allows “Tom,
Will, and Dick” to censure the king. His grandson remarked that it was “no religion for gentlemen.” No doubt both of them
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recalled that time when young King James had his sleeve pulled by arch-presbyterian Andrew Melville, who called him
“God's silly vassal.”

Since the 1570s Scottish partisans have disagreed on whether John Knox and his company intended to establish a church
without bishops. Both the Scottish Confession and the so-called First Book of Discipline call for parity of clergy, but the latter
also envisions the election of ten or twelve superintendents, whose role is to visit in their dioceses, plant churches, and
generally exercise a ministry of episkope. Given that during the Reformation epoch only two of Scotland's thirteen bishops—
most of whom had noble patrons, usually relatives, so that imminent dismissals were unlikely—were actively Protestant, it
was necessary to get on with the difficult task of reforming a country without help from men in office. So an interpolation was
made in the discipline that gives fairly exact directions on the choice of superintendents, the work they do, and how their work
will be judged. (In the end, only five were appointed.)

Most of the other accoutrements of presbyterianism are found in the discipline: the education, trial, and election of godly
ministers of word and sacrament; the election of elders and deacons, and the moral discipline and relief work for which the
two offices are responsible; the annual meeting of the national synod, called the General Assembly; and the rudiments of
presbytery, although that body is called, interchangeably, a “diocese” or a “province.” The word presbytery is not used even in
the Second Book of Discipline (1578), where the provincial synod is named, as well as the congregational “eldarschip” and
the national assembly. But the function of presbytery is in place and actual presbyteries, which replaced ancient diocesan
boundaries, began to be established in the Lowlands about 1581; soon the whole ecclesiastical system would be called by
that name.

The Scottish Reformation is usually dated at 1560, with the first meeting of ministers and laymen—mostly nobility—to decide
national church policy. Whether it can be called a General Assembly or not, it functioned as one in some respects, although
the lay representatives excluded the clergy from voting on the Book of Discipline, and finally refused to approve it. When
Mary departed in 1572, the infant king's regent continued to appoint bishops—against the church's expectations—in order to
provide the church's historical representation in Parliament and the Privy Council. Only a turn of fortunes in that regency
allowed Andrew Melville's program of presbyterial polity as set forth in the Second Book of Discipline to be voted upon by the
General Assembly; it was approved unanimously in 1578.

No one denies that the second book established serious presbyterian polity, for it excluded bishops in a typical Reformed
argument for parity of ministers. But Parliament rejected that measure and the one that returned ancient church revenues to
the national church and local congregations. Both issues touched the nobles in the pocketbook, so there was little chance
that ancient titles or the lands and funds attached to them would be given up and used to support a Reformed church. As
Donaldson described it: while a new Reformed ecclesiastical structure had been put in place by the national church, the old
ecclesiastical structure had the bulk of endowments but was no longer the mechanism by which spiritual functions were
performed.

In 1584 presbyteries were proscribed and the bishops were declared to answer only to the king. It was this “Erastian”
subordination of church to ruler that James VI wished above all, wedding his personal theological Calvinism to an Anglican
theory of church and state. He pursued that policy until he died in 1625, and his son Charles did the same. But presbyteries
did not die under the Stuart kings and continued to pull in uneasy tandem with bishops. Royal control over the Scots church
was asserted in the strongest fashion between 1618 and 1638, when no General Assembly could be called without royal
permission, which was never given. Finally, in 1638, in the famous confrontation between Charles I and the church over the
imposition of the modified English prayerbook upon the church, ministers, nobility, burghers, and commoners struck against
the whole episcopal system and brought it crashing down with the signing of the National League and Covenant.

The subsequent attempt at the Westminster Assembly (1643–1649) by Puritan presbyterians, nurtured on the writings of
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Walter Travers and Thomas Cartwright, to establish presbyterianism in England died aborning, despite the best efforts of the
four Scots minister commissioners who lobbied and wrote on its behalf. Oliver Cromwell's personal preference for a
congregational system without the rigorous discipline and intolerant tendencies of the Scots church session guaranteed a
presbyterian defeat.

Through the vicissitudes of Cromwell's Commonwealth and the return of bishops at the restoration of Charles II (1660),
church sessions and presbyteries continued to work as the backbone of the Scottish church—despite the rule of bishops—
and the presbyterian system without bishops was established in law after the deposition of James II. Unfortunately lay
patronage, the election of local pastors, was returned to the lords and lairds and king in 1712 and weakened the presbyterian
system. That was, in part, responsible for the Seceder split at the end of the eighteenth century, and was at the heart of the
Great Disruption of the national church in the middle of the next century.

See also ANGLICANISM; KNOX, JOHN; and SCOTLAND.
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Puritans.  

The one-word title of this article implies that Puritans actually existed, even that they constituted a creed or ideology known
as Puritanism. So many books exist with titles like The Rise of Puritanism (William Haller, 1938), Tudor Puritanism (M. M.
Knappen, 1939), or, more recently, Puritanism: A Seventeenth-Century Anglo-American Faith (edited by F. J. Bremer, 1993)
that these might seem to be uncontroversial premises. Other books assume a clearcut polarity in the post-Reformation
Church of England and bear titles like Anglican and Puritan: The Basis of Their Opposition, 1558–1640 (J. F. H. New, 1964).
Society and Religion in Elizabethan England by R. L. Greaves (1981)—a prodigious dissection of hundreds of literary
sources meant to identify prevailing attitudes on a large number of religious, moral, and social issues—searches persistently
for distinctively “Anglican” and “Puritan” attitudes. Often Greaves fails to find them, but that does not lead him to question the
categories that are the organizing principle of his work. Rather, he remarks that on this and that topic Anglicans and Puritans
evidently held very similar views.

An article on the phenomenon of witches or witchcraft in the same period would not, by contrast, assume the existence of
witches but would ask why they were thought to exist. Accounts of atheists or atheism proceed along similar lines, resulting
from the fact that, although contemporaries never ceased to complain of atheism, it is not easy for the modern historian to
identify many individuals prepared to deny the existence of God. Talk of atheism is evidence of some anxiety on the side of
those who discussed it rather than of atheism itself.

The term Puritans presents us with a definitional situation that is somewhat closer to witches and atheists than to such
expressions as tall man or fat woman, which are objectively incontrovertible, or even Roman Catholic or Reformed when
those descriptions apply to individuals who belong to churches or confessions bearing those names. Puritan was never a
term of ecclesiological or confessional precision. It is a debilitating naiveté in the historian to suppose that the names and
labels he encounters in his sources are simple descriptions of various ideologies and tendencies. Language can, to be sure,
serve the function of description, but it is also a polemical weapon, and description itself may consist of concealed polemic.
One should be on particular guard against statements (which abound in the early seventeenth century) defining what “a
Puritan is,” for these belong to the satiric literary genre known as characters, the purpose of which was to construct an
identity (not necessarily fictional) for an unfriendly purpose. A student of deviance (Walter Lippman) has remarked, “We do
not first see, then define. We define first and then see.” If there is a language of politics, there is also a politics of language.
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Insofar as Puritans existed to be described, we cannot quarrel with the following statement, written in 1641, of a sympathetic
but controversial author: “Those whom we ordinarily call puritans are men of strict life and precise opinions, which cannot be
hated for anything but their singularity in zeal and piety” (A Discourse Concerning Puritans). The trouble is that such people
have always existed in the history of all religions. Such “precise” Christians were the saints and martyrs and, more obscurely,
the humble country parson of Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. The hint in this definition that Puritans are a social
minority (“their singularity”) also provides a clue about the nature of Puritanism itself. It is a fair assumption, implicit in
countless sources of the period, that Puritans made themselves objectionable by the intrusive nature of their singular zeal
and piety. They were sometimes called “busy controllers.”

Again, the trouble is that there is nothing new in that reactive and interactive state of affairs apart from the name Puritan. One
hears of a young woman in a Wiltshire Village in 1624 who complained of the interference of the parson in her favorite
pastimes. “We had a good parson here before but now we have a puritan…. A plague or a pox in him that ever he did come
hither.” “A puritan” makes a syntactic climax to this carefully constructed complaint and serves an invaluable purpose. But in
similar circumstances two hundred and fifty years earlier, Chaucer's parson had been called a Lollard for rebuking a fellow
Canterbury tourist for swearing (“this man would sowen some difficulty”). In the early fifteenth century Margery Baxter of
Norwich, who was a Lollard (or Wycliffite heretic), and Margery Kempe of King's Lynn, who was not, were both accused of
Lollardy when they complained of swearing.

The historiography of Puritans and Puritanism, leaving aside the promiscuous and careless use of these terms, suggests that
Puritans appeared on the scene during the reign of Elizabeth I, played their parts on the historical stage (especially in New
England and in the English Civil Wars), and subsequently went into declension or suffered some other kind of sea change in
later seventeenth-century England, passing under new names, such as Nonconformist, Dissenter, and even Fanatic. The
English literature on the subject has been much influenced by the conviction of American histories that this minority religious
tendency, translated across the Atlantic, created a cluster of “Puritan” common-wealths that were the seedbed of a
distinctively American civilization.

The reader should now be sufficiently alert to take none of this for granted. To define an individual as a Puritan is to suggest
that this label is the only, or at least the most important, thing to be said about him or her. But the coherence of our concept of
Puritanism depends critically upon our knowing as little about such individual Puritans as possible. Such sources as diaries,
letters, and criminal proceedings suggest that they may have been quite diverse. When one confronts an ostensibly “godly”
Puritan with a tainted reputation (such as Angelo in Shakespeare's Measure for Measure), does one conclude that he was
not really a Puritan since Puritans do not behave like that or, as anti-Puritan satirists and dramatists insinuate, that this is
exactly how Puritans behave? One should also think carefully before describing Massachusetts as a “Puritan”
commonwealth.

So the proper questions to ask are why the name Puritan came into play when it did and why it remained an important part of
the vocabulary of religion and politics, at least until the collapse of the mid-seventeenth-century Interregnum. Puritans did
not, at least at first, call themselves Puritans, and the term is indicative of rancor and division on a scale that had not existed
before the Reformation of Henry VIII's reign. Ostensibly the English Reformation carried into schism a national church united
as never before in belief, liturgical practice, and obedience to its royal head. In reality only a minority of the population was
more than nominally committed to the new religion, and the nation was profoundly divided. Indications of this division were
the terms of insult and derision deployed in the street wars of mid-Tudor England—for example, new-fangled, popish, and
scripture men. Some of these “opprobrious” terms such as pratlingstant, were too much of a mouthful to stick. But in
Elizabethan England Puritan joined Protestant and papist as landmarks on the religious map, together with neuters, used to
describe those allegedly of no religion. To denote those religious conservatives who still attended Protestant services in the
parish church, Elizabethans invented another handy term of reproach, church papists.
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Elizabethan Puritans: “Further Reformation” and Its Frustration

The substance of Puritanism was rejection of conservative, retrogressive elements in the politically enforced Reformation.
There were premonitions in the reign of Edward VI and in the congregations of Marian Exiles. But Puritans had their historical
point of departure in the restoration of a carefully moderated form of Protestantism within the terms of the Elizabethan
Settlement of 1559. The statutes and royal injunctions that, together with The Book of Common Prayer and other formularies,
constituted and stabilized the Church of England in something like perpetuity enforced a liturgy that retained many traditional
features, thus distinguishing the Elizabethan church from other Reformed churches with which it was in substantial doctrinal
agreement. The Anglican church also retained a ministry and a constitution that were substantially reformed. Most
importantly, the church kept the office of bishop and all that went with episcopacy. In many distinctive features, from the
parish system to the laws of marriage, the Church of England was a kind of ecclesiastical fossil not subject to either
Reformed or Tridentine reconstruction.

Traditionally historians of the Church of England have supposed that these arrangements defined an Anglicanism that was
resisted on the right by an unreconciled Catholic minority and on the left by dissident Puritans. But it is not easy to identify
very many Anglicans who were positively attached to those features of the church that distinguished it from other churches of
the Reformation, and it is more realistic to think in terms of a contention between Protestant and Catholic tendencies within a
church politically contrived to conceal and, if possible, reconcile their differences. If the Elizabethan Settlement failed to meet
many expectations, then the Puritans were those who carried their discontent to the length of conscientious nonconformity
and into a literary and political agitation for “further reformation.”

It seems to have been Catholics, not Anglicans, who were the first to call such dissidents Puritans, with the motive of
suggesting that “papists” were not the greatest threat to religious unity. In the seventeenth century it would be said that the
word Puritan was an “essential engine” in the work of reconciling England and Rome. Those called Puritans indignantly
repudiated the word, since to anyone versed in church history it implied the perfectionist heresy of the third-century
Novationists or the Albigensians of the twelfth century. Far from laying claim to purity, Puritans (like Paul) boasted that they
were the chiefest sinners.

The issues on which the earliest Nonconformists took up a rejectionist stance were at first confined to certain ceremonies
and liturgical gestures, such as the vestment of the white linen surplice and the sign of the cross in baptism, deemed to be
“popish” and unlawful. Underlying the so-called Vestiarian Controversy of the 1560s was the justified suspicion that such
ceremonies had been retained for the benefit of those many closet papists still concealed in the church and its ministry. In
effect, the Nonconformists took exception to sharing the same church with such people and questioned the credentials of
such an elastic church. Conformist defenders of what the law said insisted not that the disputed ceremonies were beneficial,
nor that they were essential, but that they were adiaphora—things indifferent—on which the lawful authority of the Christian
prince could legitimately legislate for individual consciences. Nonconformists either denied the indifference of the things in
dispute or held that their imposition robbed them of their in-difference. The imposed ceremonies were incompatible with the
principle of Christian liberty, which in its turn was connected to the Pauline notion of “edification”—a church composed of
lively stones rather than artificially constructed by laws and ceremonies that were not scriptural.

Late Elizabethan apologists for the Church of England against Puritanism, such as Richard Bancroft and Richard Hooker,
told a story of progressive degenerative radicalization, with which the accounts of modern historians are in essential
agreement, though not always agreeing on the causes of radicalization. In the early 1570s a new generation of mostly
younger Nonconformists emerged, with its intellectual leadership at the University of Cambridge and its organizational nerve
center in London. Reacting to the episcopal “persecution” of the first Nonconformists and to a new and more narrowly
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scriptural ecclesiology propagated from Geneva and associated with Calvin's successor, Théodore de Bèze, this generation
announced a more drastic diagnosis of the ills of the Elizabethan church.

It was no longer a matter of mere “shells and chippings of popery,” but of a fundamentally flawed form of worship and of a
ministry and discipline that was unscriptural and actually anti-Christian. This new and harder line was announced in 1572 in
the anonymous pamphlet An Admonition to the Parliament (the work of two young London preachers, John Field and
Thomas Wilcox) and in other ephemeral publications, which led to a major and definitive drafting of battle lines. John Whitgift,
a future archbishop of Canterbury, published an Answer to the Admonition, provoking from the Cambridge Puritan ideologue
Thomas Cartwright a series of Replies. The new radicals have been called, at the risk of a wild anachronism, Presbyterians.
By no means, however, were all Nonconformists (or those not content with all features of the Elizabethan church)
Presbyterians in the sense that they repudiated government by bishops or advocated an alternative hierarchy based on the
authority over local congregations of representative synods.

The Admonition announced that “we in England are so far off from having a church rightly reformed that as yet we are not
come to the outward face of the same.” The authors had second thoughts and altered “not” to “scarce.” The essence of
Elizabethan Puritanism consisted in the after-thought of that “scarce.” The Church of England, according to the Elizabethan
Settlement, left much to be desired, though not everything. It was so far a true church, in spite of its blemished liturgy and
unreformed discipline, that it was possible, indeed mandatory, to remain within its communion, which most Puritans did,
forming a kind of church within the church.

Those who stayed with the “not” were bound to abandon the legally established church, as Protestants had earlier left the
Roman church (both were “Babylon”), and to find another scriptural space in which to lay the foundations of a true church, a
gathered and covenanted body. This was the course taken from the 1560s onward by a succession of small groups of
Separatists, who consciously departed from both Puritanism and the Church of England. The East Anglian followers of
Robert Brown (who would give their name to generations of Brownists) believed that the true church should be composed of
“the godly, be they never so few,” “without tarrying for the magistrate.” Separatism, which was subject to severe repression
and prone to internal dis-integration, found a new leadership in the later 1580s in the pugnacious lawyer Henry Barrow. His
followers formed a church that was to have a continuous if complex and fissiparous history in a diaspora that took the
Separatists first to Holland and later to the Plymouth plantation in New England.

The history of Elizabethan Puritanism has to be reconstructed from unstable materials. Nonseparatist Puritans were blood
brothers of the Separatists but maintained a principled stand against Separatism. Many Separatists, including Brown himself,
returned to the Church of England and its opportunities for employment. So-called Puritans shared many of their aspirations
with powerful forces within the Elizabethan establishment (bishops, privy councillors, and local magistrates). Contemporaries
called these elements “forward” in their outlook on politico-religious issues, which in an age of religious wars were
international in scope and seemed to concern the very survival of England as a Protestant state. (Queen Elizabeth I, by
contrast, was conspicuously “backward.”) At times and especially with the archiepiscopate of Edmund Grindal (r. 1576–
1583), it may have seemed that many of these aspirations would be realized within and by the Elizabethan establishment,
thus eliminating or reducing the need for Puritan Nonconformity. The effective deprivation of Grindal for softness toward
Puritanism (if not for adopting Puritanism itself) was consequently a watershed of some significance.

The subsequent hardening of attitudes on the Conformist side, the queen's ticket, stimulated a radical response. This
happened under Whitgift (r. 1583–1604), Grindal's successor as archbishop and Cartwright's old opponent, who attempted to
impose a total conformity by suspending hundreds of ministers who could not or would not subscribe to an exacting test of
conformity. The broad coalition of ministers, magistrates, and people (“gospellers” or “private Christians”) that formed
Elizabethan Puritanism fought back in a campaign of petitioning, pamphleteering, and parliamentary lobbying, which for a
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time found Whitgift and his few allies in such an exposed position that the future of episcopacy may have seemed in doubt.
Insofar as Puritanism was the cause of “forwardness,” it was espoused by such powerful figures in the Elizabethan state as
Robert Dudley, earl of Leicester, and the secretary of state, Francis Walsingham, politicians who believed, with some reason,
that the real enemy was international Catholicism. In their perception “the godly ministers” were providers and promoters of a
preaching ministry, a commodity as necessary for security as salvation and still in desperately short supply. The archbishop,
by contrast, was silencing the preachers and barring them from their pulpits.

Whitgift, however, had the only ally who mattered, the queen herself. By the early 1590s the cause of “further reformation”
had been defeated politically, the victim of its own provoked radicalization. The Puritan church within the church was now
presented as a dangerous conspiracy, especially by Bancroft, the head of ecclesiastical intelligence and a churchman
destined to succeed Whitgift as primate. In 1593 the Separatist leaders—Henry Harrow, John Greenwood, and John Penry—
were hanged, an act of Parliament was passed under which Protestant “sectaries” could be banished from the realm, and
Puritan ministers of the stature of Cartwright were placed in peril of some of the law's harshest penalties.

All this time those on the wrong side of the ecclesiastical law and of Whitgift's and Bancroft's repressiveness were not called
Puritans with consistency and almost never by Bancroft in his furious polemics against “our pretended reformers.” The
crystallizing of the Puritan stereotype seems to have begun in 1588–1589, when an anonymous author calling himself Martin
Marprelate (almost certainly the radically Puritan member of Parliament Job Throckmorton) published a series of clandestine
and viciously satiric antiepiscopal pamphlets known to English literature as the Marprelate Tracts. It was Bancroft's strategy
to answer Martin “in his own vein,” not only by means of anti-Martinist printed pamphlets but by lampooning the Martinists in
the public theaters. This was how the “stage Puritan” originated. In 1600 Shakespeare's Twelfth Night would present Malvolio
as “a kind of puritan” (a variation on a theme already familiar to his audience), and in 1610 and 1614 Ben Johnson would
stage the most famous of anti-Puritan and anti-Separatist dramatic pieces, The Alchemist and Bartholomew Fair, which
retained its polemical popularity into the 1670s. The stage Puritan helped to fix in the public mind for seventy-five years the
character of the Puritan who seeks financial, political, and sexual advantage under the cloak of hypocrisy. “Marry,” says one
actor to another in a jestbook, “I have so naturally played the Puritan that many took me to be one.”

Epigrams, characters, and satiric verses all helped. These genres would reach their apotheosis in the 1650s in Samuel
Butler's mock-heroic poem Hudibras, a bitter verdict on the civil wars and revolutions that royalists and Anglicans blamed on
Puritan “fanaticism.” In many provincial towns and rural communities of early seventeenth-century England, those rancors
had been anticipated in the antagonism to Puritans expressed in libelous ballads, “ballading” being a recognized form of
direct political action. There was substance in the provincial politics of anti-Puritanism—resentment of ambitious ruling
cliques that promoted a “severe” public morality and were suspected of self-interest. In the country Puritans campaigned
against maypoles and alehouse disorders. In London they opposed the newly institutionalized theaters. But these cultural
conflicts were indebted to the affair of Martin Marprelate and were anti-Martinist in finding a voice and a name.

The Seventeenth Century: Transformations and Contradictions

It is ironic that just when the stereotype of the Puritans became firmly established in the public mind and especially the
sophisticated public mind, the issues contested between Nonconformists and Conformists for much of Elizabeth's reign
appear to have run their course. If a drastically presbyterian restructuring of the church had ever been a serious option, it
now lost all credibility. In 1593 Hooker had completed, at least in draft, the most admired and philosophically magisterial
confutation of Puritanism, The Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity. But these matters no longer attracted much interest, and Hooker
was published only with the aid of a private subvention. There is no evidence that his book had any immediate impact.
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After the publication of the fifth book of The Laws in 1597, Hooker was subjected to a hostile review, A Christian Letter. The
argument of this critic has been endorsed by a modern historian (Peter Lake, Anglicans and Puritans?, 1988). Under cover of
attacking the Puritan platform, Hooker had called in question fundamental tenets of the Church of England as a Reformed
church and for the first time had located the church somewhere between Geneva and Rome, acknowledging it to be a true if
defective church. Hooker did not so much defend Anglicanism as invent it. The response of some Puritans was to abandon
old positions and to roll up their sleeves in defense of the fundamental bulwarks that were now declared to be in danger—
Reformed doctrine (in crude shorthand, “Calvinism”) and a robust confutation of Catholicism as anti-Christian. At the
Hampton Court Conference, summoned by James I in 1604 as a means of resettling the church, the agenda of the “plaintiffs”
retained some of the more moderate concerns of the Elizabethan Puritans but betrayed a new anxiety to underwrite the
church's fundamentally Reformed credentials.

James I, the victor in notable battles against his own Puritans in Scotland, perpetuated the Tudor tradition of equating
religious conformity with simple obedience, uttering at Hampton Court the memorable aphorism “no bishop, no king.” In the
aftermath of the conference, as many as eighty ministers were deprived for Nonconformity or refusal to subscribe, which
tended to perpetuate the good old cause. There were now further eruptions into Separatism, as well as strategies perfected
to enjoy all the benefits of a gathered, covenanted church without separating. These devices were christened by the late
Perry Miller as “non-separating Congregationalism,” and their manifest destiny was realized in the colonies of New England,
where Miller encountered them.

James, however, took to a fine art the distinction between moderate and more radical Puritan tendencies, looked with a
tolerant eye on the former, and, instead of reconstructing the church along the reactive lines of what might be called
“provocative Conformism,” promoted an episcopate that balanced divergent tendencies in the upper echelons of the church.
Many of his bishops—including Bancroft's successor as archbishop of Canterbury, George Abbot, and the archbishop of
York, Tobie Matthew—were enthusiastic patrons of the preaching ministry and dedicated preachers themselves, sharing the
essentials of a Reformed, evangelical, and anti-Catholic faith with the old but by now often conforming Nonconformists.

The consequence was that Puritanism was increasingly absorbed into the establishment or parts of the establishment. The
first priority of many Elizabethan Puritans had always been the promotion of a converting, evangelical experience through the
preaching and pastoral ministry and the “godly” reformation of both individuals and society. Some had felt the tension, if not a
conflict, between these aspirations and a more legalistic preoccupation with ceremonies and forms. Under James I
Puritanism as a program of practical religion came into its own. Its concerns were at once public and private: publicly to
purge the nation and the local community of such “land-destroying sins” as swearing, neglect of the sabbath, and
drunkenness; and privately to prove the salvation of the elect Christian through the strenuous exercise of those spiritual
disciplines characteristic of what has been called “experimental” Calvinism.

At this point Puritanism, if it means anything, means a distinctive style of piety and religious culture, with extensive
implications for the society that cultivated it or suffered its intrusive influence. These implications have included (for some
scholars) capitalism, radical politics, individualism, the rise of the new science, and the invention of the modern family. How
far this was a nationally distinctive religious culture, distinct from that of other Reformed communities, is a question still
neglected by historians whose approach has been linguistically and theologically limited, or who have read back into Colonial
America impressions of the “exceptionality” of the Puritan culture of New England. Was that form of Reformed divinity called
covenant theology a distinctively Anglo-American deviation from orthodox Calvinism, as Miller thought? Was Sabbatarianism
something peculiarly English? The English/New English Puritan model provided Max Weber with the paradigm of the
“Protestant ethic,” which he made the midwife of capitalist and bureaucratic rationality. But it was a preoccupation of late
nineteenth-century German politics that directed Weber along this road.
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How far one should extend the blanket cover of Puritan in any description of early seventeenth-century English civilization
remains problematic. A Puritan bishop seems like a contradiction in terms. Not all “severe” magistrates who cracked down on
sexual crimes and country disorders were motivated by Puritanism. On the other hand, it is certain that early Stuart society
contained a kind of sub-culture of godly people whose exemplary and prodigious piety was recognized both within their own
circles and to outsiders and who, if they were still from time to time called Puritans, now acknowledged the name and used it
for themselves with some pride, understanding it pragmatically if not literally and presumptuously to correspond to the elect
within the Calvinist scheme of things. Their semiprivate, semipublic meetings, or “conventicles,” were also self-identifying, as
well as symptomatic of what one may call semi-Separatism. The historian, too, knows who many of these people were—
gentlemen like the Herefordshire knight Robert Harley, ministers like Harley's great friend William Gouge, and tradesmen like
London furniture maker Nehemiah Wallington. If these Puritans shared many consensual convictions about the reform of
society and its manners, they held them more decisively and energetically.

After about 1620 Puritanism was progressively reconstructed and repoliticized until it became a force capable of resisting
Charles I and of ideologically sustaining a civil war. That was the achievement of Charles I and his archbishop William Laud,
but the new anti-Puritan reaction can be traced from the later years of James I, when the king was incensed by the
widespread opposition to those philo-Hispanic policies that culminated in the abortive “match” with the Spanish Infanta
(1622–1623). As a consequence, the fortunes improved for the anti-Calvinist churchmen whom Peter Lake calls “avant-garde
conformists” (deriving intellectually from Hooker), who were increasingly accused of the Dutch heresy of Arminianism by their
enemies. Puritanism was now reconstructed and confronted by a Conformist religious style as distinctive and self-conscious
as Puritanism itself. If, according to an extreme view, all Calvinists (those “of the religion”) were Puritans, their ranks had
swelled.

The anti-Puritan party, headed by Archbishop Laud, was in charge in the 1630s. At the level of the Court and the episcopate,
it was checked only by its own internal contradictions. But in the country at large its efforts to impose new liturgical standards
and fashions, widely perceived as “popish” and unorthodox, met with massive resistance. With the benefit of hindsight, it
appears the Laudian program was certain to fail or to succeed only in creating a new and more broadly based Puritan
opposition, which after 1640 called Laud to account and provided the religious ammunition for civil war.

In a sense all that has now been covered amounts to the pre-history of the Puritans, for it is with the winning of the civil war,
the destruction of the episcopal Church of England, and the setting up of a republican commonwealth that one reaches what
a famous historian called The Rule of the Puritans in England (C. H. Firth, 1900), a rule anticipated in Massachusetts. Now
most of what had been demanded since the 1570s came to pass, at least on paper. Bishops ceased to exist, and the
cathedrals were dissolved, just as the monasteries had been under Henry VIII. The Book of Common Prayer was replaced by
a Puritan Directory of Public Worship. The sabbath was upheld as never before, and “popish” holidays, such as Christmas,
were abolished. Rural sports and pastimes were disrupted, and the London theaters were closed.

Puritanism, however, had now succumbed to its own internal contradictions, with consequences that ultimately contributed to
the downfall of the interregnal regime and the restoration of both the monarchy and the Church of England. Not all
antiepiscopal Puritans were presbyterians. In the Westminster Assembly non-presbyterian models of a decentralized church,
worked out in the laboratory of the Puritan colonies of New England, found significant support among the Independents and
those of “the Congregational way.” The removal of royal and episcopal constraint and censorship led to an explosion of more
or less radical sects, some as radical as the Quakers, who persist as a major religious force to this day and represent a post-
Puritan phase in English religious history.

The deepest contradiction of all was that between two contrary principles, always held together in tension within English
Puritanism—the principle of a godly and imposed rule and discipline and the contrary principle of religious liberty, requiring
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the toleration of sincerely held religious differences. Such a toleration was dear to the heart of Oliver Cromwell, England's
ruler in the 1650s, although such a toleration had its limits, beyond which were placed, in principle, Catholics, Anglicans, and
many Quakers.

While this profoundly principled contention was continuing, the Puritans were overtaken by events and—whatever their
inclination, whether to dominate or tolerate—were reduced to relative impotence as an alternately repressed and tolerated
religious minority, now deeply unpopular in many quarters for its fatal association with rebellion and regicide. As Dissenters,
never again to be accommodated within the national and established church and eventually no longer called Puritans, the
Puritans continued to make a signal contribution to English social, political, and religious life, not only through the continued
pursuit of Puritan interests and concerns (to be taken up in the eighteenth century by the Methodists and never absent from
the established church itself) but also by the fact of their separated presence, making England a pluralistic and ultimately
liberal rather than a monolithic and repressive society.
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Oliver Cromwell, painting by Robert Walker; in the National Portrait Gallery, London.
Courtesy of The National Portrait Gallery, London

YOUTH AND EARLY PUBLIC CAREER

Cromwell was born at Huntingdon in eastern England in 1599, the only son of Robert Cromwell and Elizabeth Steward. His father had been

a member of one of Queen Elizabeth’s parliaments and, as a landlord and justice of the peace, was active in local affairs. Robert Cromwell

died when his son was 18, but his widow lived to the age of 89. Oliver went to the local grammar school and then for a year attended

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. After his father’s death he left Cambridge to look after his widowed mother and sisters but is believed

to have studied for a time at Lincoln’s Inn in London, where country gentlemen were accustomed to acquire a smattering of law. In August

1620 he married Elizabeth, daughter of Sir James Bourchier, a merchant in the City of London. By her he was to have five sons and four

daughters.

Formative influences

Cromwell was descended indirectly on his father’s side from Henry VIII’s chief minister, Thomas Cromwell, who had assisted Oliver’s great-

grandfather and grandfather in acquiring significant amounts of former monastic land in Huntingdon and in the Fenland. Oliver was the

eldest surviving son of the younger son of a knight; he inherited a modest amount of property but was brought up in the vicinity of his

grandfather, who regularly entertained the King’s hunting party. His education would have presented him with a strong evangelical

Protestantism and a powerful sense of God’s providential presence in human affairs.

During his early married life Cromwell, like his father, was profoundly conscious of his

responsibilities to his fellow men and concerned himself with affairs in his native Fenland, but he

was also the victim of a spiritual and psychological struggle that perplexed his mind and damaged his health. He does not appear to have

experienced conversion until he was nearly 30; later he described to a cousin how he had emerged from darkness into light. Yet he had

been unable to receive the grace of God without feeling a sense of “self, vanity and badness.” He was convinced that he had been “the chief

of sinners” before he learned that he was one of God’s Chosen.

In his 30s Cromwell sold his freehold land and became a tenant on the estate of Henry Lawrence at St. Ives in Cambridgeshire. Lawrence

was planning at that time to emigrate to New England, and Cromwell was almost certainly planning to accompany him, but the plan

failed.

There is no evidence that Cromwell was active in the opposition to Charles I’s financial and social policies, but he was certainly prominent

in schemes in East Anglia to protect local preachers from the religious policies of the King and Archbishop William Laud. He had strong

links with Puritan groups in London and Essex, and there is some evidence that he attended, and perhaps preached at, an underground

conventicle.

Cromwell in Parliament

Cromwell had already become known in the Parliament of 1628–29 as a fiery and somewhat uncouth Puritan, who had launched an attack

on Charles I’s bishops. He believed that the individual Christian could establish direct contact with God through prayer and that the

principal duty of the clergy was to inspire the laity by preaching. Thus he had contributed out of his own pocket to the support of itinerant

Protestant preachers or “lecturers” and openly showed his dislike of his local bishop at Ely, a leader of the High Church party, which stood

for the importance of ritual and episcopal authority. He criticized the bishop in the House of Commons and was appointed a member of a

committee to investigate other complaints against him. Cromwell, in fact, distrusted the whole hierarchy of the Church of England, though

he was never opposed to a state church. He therefore advocated abolishing the institution of the episcopate and the banning of a set ritual

as prescribed in The Book of Common Prayer. He believed that Christian congregations ought to be allowed to choose their own ministers,

who should serve them by preaching and extemporaneous prayer.

Cromwell’s election to the Parliaments of 1640 (see Short Parliament; Long Parliament) for the

borough of Cambridge was certainly the result of close links between himself and radical
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Puritans in the city council. In Parliament he bolstered his reputation as a religious hothead by promoting radical reform. In fact, he was

too outspoken for the leaders of the opposition, who ceased to use him as their mouthpiece after the early months of the Long Parliament.

Indeed, though Cromwell shared the grievances of his fellow members over taxes, monopolies, and other burdens imposed on the people,

it was his religion that first brought him into opposition to the King’s government. When in November 1641 John Pym and his friends

presented to King Charles I a “Grand Remonstrance,” consisting of over 200 clauses, among which was one censuring the bishops “and the

corrupt part of the clergy, who cherish formality and superstition” in support of their own “ecclesiastical tyranny and usurpation,” Cromwell

declared that had it not been passed by the House of Commons he would have sold all he had “the next morning, and never have seen

England more.”

The Remonstrance was not accepted by the King, and the gulf between him and his leading critics in the House of Commons widened. A

month later Charles vainly attempted to arrest five of them for treason: Cromwell was not yet sufficiently prominent to be among these.

But when in 1642 the King left London to raise an army, and events drifted toward civil war, Cromwell began to distinguish himself not

merely as an outspoken Puritan but also as a practical man capable of organization and leadership. In July he obtained permission from

the House of Commons to allow his constituency of Cambridge to form and arm companies for its defense, in August he himself rode to

Cambridge to prevent the colleges from sending their plate to be melted down for the benefit of the King, and as soon as the war began

he enlisted a troop of cavalry in his birthplace of Huntingdon. As a captain he made his first appearance with his troop in the closing stages

of the Battle of Edgehill (October 23, 1642) where Robert Devereux, 3rd earl of Essex, was commander in chief for Parliament in the first

major contest of the war.

MILITARY AND POLITICAL LEADER

During 1643 Cromwell acquired a reputation both as a military organizer and a fighting man.

From the very beginning he had insisted that the men who served on the parliamentarian side

should be carefully chosen and properly trained, and he made it a point to find loyal and well-behaved men regardless of their religious

beliefs or social status. Appointed a colonel in February, he began to recruit a first-class cavalry regiment. While he demanded good

treatment and regular payment for his troopers, he exercised strict discipline. If they swore, they were fined; if drunk, put in the stocks; if

they called each other Roundheads—thus endorsing the contemptuous epithet the Royalists applied to them because of their

closecropped hair—they were cashiered; and if they deserted, they were whipped. So successfully did he train his own cavalrymen that he

was able to check and re-form them after they charged in battle. That was one of Cromwell’s outstanding gifts as a fighting commander.

Throughout 1643 he served in the eastern counties that he knew so well. These formed a recognized centre of parliamentary strength, but,

unwilling to stay on the defensive, Cromwell was determined to prevent the penetration of Yorkshire Royalists into the eastern counties

and decided to counterattack. By re-forming his men in a moment of crisis in the face of an unbeaten enemy, he won the Battle of

Gainsborough in Lincolnshire on July 28. On the same day he was appointed governor of the Isle of Ely, a large plateau-like hill rising above

the surrounding fens, that was thought of as a possible bastion against advancing Royalists. In fact, however, Cromwell, fighting alongside

the parliamentary general Sir Thomas Fairfax, succeeded in stemming the Royalist attacks at Winceby in Lincolnshire and then successfully

besieged Newark in Nottinghamshire. He was now able to persuade the House of Commons, well pleased with these victories, to create a

new army, that would not merely defend eastern England but would march out and attack the enemy.

This new army was formed under the command of Edward Montagu, 2nd earl of Manchester,

early in 1644. Appearing in the House of Commons, Cromwell, besides commending Manchester

for the command, accused some of his fellow officers as incompetents or as being “profane” and “loose” in their conduct. Although not all

members of the House of Commons approved of Cromwell’s using his political position to defame other officers, his friends rallied round

him, and in 1644 he was appointed Manchester’s second in command, with the rank of lieutenant general, and paid five pounds a day.

After an alliance had been concluded with the Scots, he was also appointed a member of the Committee of Both Kingdoms, which

became responsible for the overall strategy of the Civil War. But since he was engaged at the front during the campaigning season,

Cromwell took little part in its deliberations.

After Manchester’s army had stormed Lincoln in May 1644, it marched north to join the Scots and the Yorkshire parliamentarians at the

siege of York. But Charles I’s commander in chief, Prince Rupert, raised the siege. He was, however, defeated in the Battle of Marston Moor,

July 2, 1644, that in effect gave the north of England to Parliament. Cromwell had again distinguished himself in the battle, and when

Manchester’s army returned to eastern England to rest on its laurels, Cromwell criticized his superior officer for his slowness and lethargy.

He did not believe that Manchester really wanted to win the war, and in mid-September he laid his complaints before the Committee of

Both Kingdoms. The quarrel between the two commanders was patched up, but after the defeat at Newbury, caused largely by the earl of

Manchester’s refusal to support Cromwell’s cavalry with his infantry, it broke into the open once more.
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Cromwell now expounded his detailed complaint about Manchester’s military conduct in the House of Commons. Manchester retorted by

attacking Cromwell in the House of Lords. It was even planned to impeach Cromwell as “an incendiary.” Once again, however, these

quarrels were patched up. In December 1644, Cromwell proposed that in the future no members of either house of Parliament should be

allowed to hold commands or offices in the armed forces; his proposal was accepted, and it was also agreed that a new army should be

constituted under Sir Thomas Fairfax. Cromwell, an admirer of Fairfax, put forward his name and then busied himself with planning the

new army, from which, as a member of Parliament, he himself was excluded. But, significantly, the post of second in command was left

open, and, when the Civil War reached its climax in the summer of 1645, Fairfax insisted that Cromwell should be appointed to it. He then

fought at the battles of Naseby and Langport, where Charles I’s last two field armies were destroyed. In January 1646 the House of

Commons awarded Cromwell £2,500 a year in confiscated Royalist land for his services and renewed his commission for a further six

months. Thus he was able to join Fairfax in the siege of Oxford, from which Charles I escaped before it surrendered.

Cromwell was delighted with the way in which the war had gone since Fairfax had taken command of the new army and the lethargic

earls of Essex and Manchester had been removed from their commands. He attributed these victories to the mercy of God and demanded

that the men who had served the country so faithfully should have their due reward. After Naseby he wrote to the Speaker of the House of

Commons urging that such “honest men” should not meet with discouragement: “He that ventures his life for the liberty of his country, I

wish he trust God for the liberty of his conscience, and you for the liberty he fights for.”

But once the war was over the House of Commons wanted to disband the army as cheaply and quickly as possible. Disappointed,

Cromwell told Fairfax in March 1647 that “never were the spirits of men more embittered than now.” He devoted himself to trying to

reconcile the Parliament with the army and was appointed a parliamentary commissioner to offer terms on which the army could be

disbanded except for those willing to take part in a campaign in Ireland. As late as May he thought that the soldiers might agree to

disband but that they would refuse to serve in Ireland and that they were “under a deep sense of some sufferings.” When the civilian

leaders in the House of Commons decided that they could not trust the army and ordered it disbanded, while they hired a Scottish army

to protect them, Cromwell, who never liked the Scots and thought that the English soldiers were being disgracefully treated, left London

and on June 4, 1647, threw in his lot with his fellow soldiers.

Mediation and the second Civil War

For the remainder of this critical year he attempted to find a peaceful settlement of the kingdom’s problems, but his task seemed

insoluble; and soon his good faith was freely called into question. The army was growing more and more restive, and on the day Cromwell

left London, a party of soldiers seized Charles I. Cromwell and his son-in-law, Henry Ireton, interviewed the King twice, trying to persuade

him to agree to a constitutional settlement that they then intended to submit to Parliament. At that time Cromwell, no enemy of the King,

was touched by his devotion to his children. His main task, however, was to overcome the general feeling in the army that neither the King

nor Parliament could be trusted. When, under pressure from the rank and file, General Fairfax led the army toward the houses of

Parliament in London, Cromwell still insisted that the authority of Parliament must be upheld; and in September he also resisted a

proposal in the House of Commons that no further addresses should be made to the King. Just over a month later he took the chair at

meetings of the General Council of the Army (which included representatives of the private soldiers known as Agitators) and assured them

that he was not committed to any particular form of government and had not had any underhand dealings with the King. On the other

hand, fearing anarchy, he opposed extremist measures such as the abolition of the monarchy and the House of Lords and the introduction

of a more democratic constitution.

But all Cromwell’s efforts to act as a mediator between army, Parliament, and King came to nothing when Charles I escaped from

Hampton Court Palace, where he had been kept in honourable captivity, and fled to the Isle of Wight to open negotiations with Scottish

commissioners offering to restore him to the throne on their terms. On January 3, 1648, Cromwell abandoned his previous position and,

telling the House of Commons that the King was “an obstinate man, whose heart God had hardened,” agreed to a vote of no addresses,

which was carried. The Royalists, encouraged by the King’s agreement with the Scots and the failure of Cromwell to unite Parliament and

the army, took up arms again and the second Civil War began.

General Fairfax first ordered Cromwell into Wales to crush a rising there and then sent him north to fight the Scottish army that invaded

England in June. Though his army was inferior in numbers to that of the Scots and northern Royalists, he defeated them both in a

campaign in Lancashire; then he entered Scotland and restored order there; finally he returned to Yorkshire and took charge of the siege of

Pontefract. The correspondence he conducted during the siege with the governor of the Isle of Wight, whose duty it was to keep watch on

the King, reveals that he was increasingly turning against Charles. Parliamentary commissioners had been sent to the island in order to

make one final effort to reach an agreement with the King. But Cromwell told the governor that the King was not to be trusted, that

concessions over religion must not be granted, and that the army might be considered a lawful power capable of ensuring the safety of the
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people and the liberty of all Christians.

While Cromwell, still not entirely decided on his course, lingered in the north, his son-in-law Ireton and other officers in the southern army

took decisive action. They drew up a remonstrance to Parliament complaining about the negotiations in the Isle of Wight and demanding

the trial of the King as a Man of Blood. While Cromwell still felt uncertain about his own views, he admitted that his army agreed with the

army in the south. Fairfax now ordered him to return to London; but he did not arrive until after Ireton and his colleagues had removed

from the House of Commons all members who favoured continuing negotiations with the King. Cromwell asserted that he had not been

acquainted with the plan to purge the House, “yet since it was done, he was glad of it, and would endeavour to maintain it.” Hesitating up

to the last moment, Cromwell, pushed on by Ireton, by Christmas Day finally accepted Charles’s trial as an act of justice. He was one of the

135 commissioners in the High Court of Justice and, when the King refused to plead, he signed the death warrant.

Examining the trial records and death warrant of King Charles I and highlighting Oliver Cromwell’s …
© UK Parliament Education Service (A Britannica Publishing Partner)

First chairman of the Council

After the British Isles were declared a republic and named the Commonwealth, Oliver Cromwell served as the first chairman of the Council

of State, the executive body of a one-chamber Parliament. During the first three years following Charles I’s execution, however, he was

chiefly absorbed in campaigns against the Royalists in Ireland and Scotland. He also had to suppress a mutiny, inspired by a group known

as Levellers, an extremist Puritan party said to be aiming at a “levelling” between rich and poor, in the Commonwealth army. Detesting the

Irish as primitive, savage, and superstitious, he believed they had carried out a huge massacre of English settlers in 1641. As commander in

chief and lord lieutenant, he waged a ruthless campaign against them, though when he refused quarter to most of the garrison at

Drogheda near Dublin in September 1649, he wrote that it would “tend to prevent the effusion of blood for the future,…which otherwise

cannot but work remorse and regret.” On his return to London in May 1650 Cromwell was ordered to lead an army into Scotland, where

Charles II had been acknowledged as its new king. Fairfax had refused the command, so on June 25 Cromwell was appointed captain

general in his place. He felt more tender toward the Scots, most of whom were fellow Puritans, than toward the Catholic Irish. The

campaign proved difficult, and during the winter of 1650 Cromwell was taken ill. But he defeated the Scots with an army inferior in

numbers at Dunbar on September 3, 1650, and a year later, when Charles II and the Scots advanced into England, Cromwell destroyed that

army at Worcester.

This battle ended the Civil Wars. Cromwell now hoped for pacification, a political settlement, and social reform. He pressed through an “act

of oblivion” (amnesty), but the army became more and more discontented with Parliament. It believed that the members were corrupt

and that a new Parliament should be called. Once again Cromwell tried to mediate between the two antagonists, but his sympathies were

with his soldiers. When he finally came to the conclusion that Parliament must be dissolved and replaced, he called in his musketeers and

on April 20, 1653, expelled the members from the House. He asserted that they were “corrupt and unjust men and scandalous to the

profession of the Gospel”; two months later he set up a nominated assembly to take their place. In a speech on July 4 he told the new

members that they must be just, and, “ruling in the fear of God,” resolve the affairs of the nation.

Cromwell seems to have regarded this “Little Parliament” as a constituent body capable of establishing a Puritan republic. But just as he

had considered the previous Parliament to be slow and self-seeking, he came to think that the Assembly of Saints, as it was called, was too

hasty and too radical. He also resented the fact that it did not consult him. Later he described this experiment of choosing Saints to govern

as an example of his own “weakness and folly.” He sought moderate courses and also wanted to end the naval war begun against the

Dutch in 1652. When in December 1653, after a coup d’etat planned by Major General John Lambert and other officers, the majority of the

Assembly of Saints surrendered power into Cromwell’s hands, he decided reluctantly that Providence had chosen him to rule. As

commander in chief appointed by Parliament, he believed that he was the only legally constituted authority left. He therefore accepted an

“Instrument of Government” drawn up by Lambert and his fellow officers by which he became lord protector, ruling the three nations of
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England, Scotland, and Ireland with the advice and help of a council of state and a Parliament, which had to be called every three years.

ADMINISTRATION AS LORD PROTECTOR

Before Cromwell summoned his first Protectorate Parliament on September 3, 1654, he and his Council of State passed more than 80

ordinances embodying a constructive domestic policy. His aim was to reform the law, to set up a Puritan Church, to permit toleration

outside it, to promote education, and to decentralize administration. The resistance of the lawyers somewhat dampened his enthusiasm

for law reform, but he was able to appoint good judges both in England and Ireland. He was strongly opposed to severe punishments for

minor crimes, saying: “to see men lose their lives for petty matters…is a thing that God will reckon for.” For him murder, treason, and

rebellion alone were subject to capital punishment. During his Protectorate, committees known as Triers and Ejectors were set up to

ensure that a high standard of conduct was maintained by clergy and schoolmasters. In spite of resistance from some members of his

council Cromwell readmitted Jews into the country. He concerned himself with education, was an excellent chancellor of Oxford

University, founded a college at Durham, and saw to it that grammar schools flourished as they had never done before.

Foreign and economic policies

In 1654 Cromwell brought about a satisfactory conclusion to the Anglo-Dutch War, which, as a contest between fellow Protestants, he had

always disliked. The question then arose of how best to employ his army and navy. His Council of State was divided, but eventually he

resolved to conclude an alliance with France against Spain. He sent an amphibious expedition to the Spanish West Indies, and in May 1655

Jamaica was conquered. As the price for sending an expeditionary force to Spanish Flanders to fight alongside the French he obtained

possession of the port of Dunkirk. He also interested himself in Scandinavian affairs; although he admired King Charles X of Sweden, his

first consideration in attempting to mediate in the Baltic was the advantages that would result for his own country. In spite of the

emphasis Cromwell laid on the Protestant interest in some of his speeches, the guiding motive in his foreign policy was national and not

religious benefit.

His economic and industrial policy followed mainly traditional lines. But he opposed monopolies, which were disliked by the country and

had only benefited the court gentry under Queen Elizabeth and the first two Stuarts. For this reason the East Indian trade was thrown

open for three years, but in the end Cromwell granted the company a new charter (October 1657) in return for financial aid. Satisfactory

methods of borrowing had not yet been discovered; hence—like those of practically all European governments of his time—Cromwell’s

public finances were by no means free from difficulties.

Relations with Parliament

When Cromwell’s first Parliament met, he justified the establishment of the Protectorate as providing for “healing and settling” the nation

after the Civil Wars. Arguing that his government had prevented anarchy and social revolution, he was particularly critical of the Levellers

who, he said, wished to destroy well-tested institutions “whereby England hath been known for hundreds of years.” He believed that they

wanted to undermine “the ‘natural’ magistracy of the nation” as well as “make the tenant as liberal a fortune as the landlord.” He also

thought that the spiritual anarchy that followed the destruction of the Anglican church had gone too far, for now ordained preachers were

frequently interrupted or shouted down in their pulpits. A radical in some directions, such as in seeking the reform of the laws, Cromwell

now adopted a conservative attitude because he feared that the overthrow of the monarchy might lead to political collapse.

But vociferous republicans, who became leaders of this newly elected Parliament, were unwilling to concentrate on legislation, questioning

instead the whole basis of Cromwell’s government. Cromwell insisted that they must accept the “four fundamentals” of the new

constitution that, he argued, had been approved both by “God and the people of these nations.” The four fundamentals were government

by a single person and Parliament; the regular summoning of parliaments, which must not be allowed to perpetuate themselves; the

maintenance of “liberty of conscience”; and the division of the control of the armed forces between the protector and Parliament. Cromwell

said that he would sooner be “rolled into my grave and buried with infamy, than I can give my consent” to the “wilful throwing away of this

Government,…so owned by God, so approved by men.” He therefore required all members of Parliament, if they wished to keep their seats,

to sign an engagement to be faithful to a protector and Parliament and to promise not to alter its basic character. Except for 100

convinced republicans, the members agreed to do so but were still more concerned with rewriting the constitution than reforming the

laws as desired by the protector. As soon as he could legitimately do so (January 22, 1655), Cromwell dissolved Parliament.

In the aftermath of that Parliament, Cromwell faced a Royalist insurrection. The rising fizzled out—too many of those who had secretly

pledged support to the King waited to see what others were doing—but Cromwell was aware that local magistrates and militia

commissioners had closely monitored the situation. He could rely on the acquiescence of the gentry but not on any commitment from

them. He therefore determined to increase security by sending senior army officers (the major generals) to recruit veterans of the Civil Wars
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into an efficient militia, the costs of which would be defrayed by collections from all those convicted of royalism in the1640s. The major

generals also were encouraged to promote “a reformation of manners”—a program of moral rearmament. They ran into serious trouble

when the next Parliament met a year early (in 1656, to vote on taxes to pay for a war by land and sea against the Spanish). In that

Parliament Cromwell’s broad policy of religious toleration also came under fire, especially in relation to the Quakers. In the spring of 1657

Parliament voted to invite Cromwell to become king, since kingship was an office “interwoven with the fundamental laws” of the nation, as

Cromwell himself stated, and there would be an end to constant innovation. Torn between his desire for “settlement” and his continued

yearning for a godly reformation, he hesitated for many weeks and then declined the title. Cromwell did agree, however, to a new

constitutional arrangement that restored many of the trappings of monarchy, including the restoration of a House of Lords. That decision

provoked a republican backlash, and Cromwell’s final parliamentary session (January–February 1658) ended in bitter recrimination and in

accusations of a new “Egyptian bondage.”

Ever since the campaign in Ireland, Cromwell’s health had been poor. In August 1658, after his favourite daughter, Elizabeth, died of cancer,

he contracted malaria and was taken to London with the intention of living in St. James’s Palace. But he died in Whitehall at three o’clock

on September 3, the anniversary of two of his greatest victories. The embalmers bungled their work, and his putrefying body was secretly

interred several weeks before his state funeral and the interment of a probably empty coffin in Westminster Abbey on November 23, 1658.

In 1661, after the Restoration of Charles II and on the anniversary of the regicide, a corpse that may or may not have been Cromwell’s was

exhumed and hung up at Tyburn, where criminals were executed. That body was then buried beneath the gallows. But the head was stuck

on a pole on top of Westminster Hall, where it is known to have remained until the end of Charles II’s reign.

Assessment

Oliver Cromwell was by no means an extreme Puritan. By nature he was neither cruel nor intolerant. He cared for his soldiers, and, when he

differed from his generals, he did not punish them severely. (For example, when he dismissed John Lambert, he gave him a generous

pension.) He was devoted to his old mother, his wife, and family. (The stories spread by Royalists that he was an admirer of a number of

ladies have little substance to them.) While he concerned himself with the spiritual welfare of his children because he believed that “often

the children of great men have not the fear of God before their eyes,” he committed the mistake of not preparing for the practical tasks of

government his eldest son, Richard, whom in the last days of his life he nominated to succeed him as protector. Music and hunting were

among his recreations. He delighted in listening to the organ and was an excellent judge of horses. He was known to smoke, to drink sherry

and small beer, and to prefer English food; he permitted dancing at the marriage of his youngest daughter. In his younger days he

indulged in horseplay with his soldiers, but he was a dignified ruler. Sir Peter Lely, the famous Dutch painter, pictured him as he was in his

prime (although the portrait was apparently not painted from life); the numerous paintings from life by Robert Walker dating from the

beginning of the Civil War show him looking more of a fanatic.

As lord protector, Cromwell was much more tolerant than in his fiery Puritan youth. Once bishops were abolished and congregations

allowed to choose their own ministers, he was satisfied. Outside the church he permitted all Christians to practice their own religion so

long as they did not create disorder and unrest. He allowed the use of The Book of Common Prayer in private houses and even the English

Roman Catholics were better off under the Protectorate than they had been before.

Although many Quakers were kept in prison for disturbing the peace, Cromwell was on friendly terms with George Fox, the founder of the

Society of Friends, and explored religious questions with him. When in the winter of 1656 a Quaker entered Bristol in imitation of Christ’s

entry into Jerusalem, Cromwell tried, though unsuccessfully, to save him from the fury of Parliament, which voted heavy punishments on

the blasphemer. The year before, Cromwell interviewed two of the leaders of the Fifth Monarchy Men, an extreme sect: he pointed out to

them that they had been imprisoned for sedition but emphasized that no one would hinder them from preaching the Gospel of Christ.

In politics Cromwell held no fixed views except that he was opposed to what he called arbitrary government. Before the execution of

Charles I, he contemplated the idea of placing one of Charles’s sons upon the throne. Cromwell also resisted the abolition of the House of

Lords. In 1647 he said that he was not “wedded and glued” to any particular form of government. After the Assembly of Saints failed, he

summoned two elected parliaments (1654–55 and 1656–58), but he was never able to control them. His failure to do so has been attributed

to “lack of that parliamentary management by the executive which, in correct dosage, is the essential nourishment of any sound

parliamentary life” (H.R. Trevor-Roper). In between these two parliaments (1655–56), he sanctioned the government of the country by major

generals of the Horse Militia who were made responsible for law and order in groups of counties. But he soon abandoned this experiment

when it met with protests and reverted to more normal methods of government. In the spring of 1657 he was tempted by an offer of the

crown by a majority in Parliament on the ground that it fitted in better with existing institutions and the English common law. In the end

he refused to become king because he knew that it would offend his old republican officers. Nevertheless, in the last year and a half of his

life he ruled according to a form of government known as “the Petition and Advice.” This in effect made him a constitutional monarch with
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a House of Lords whose members he was allowed to nominate as well as an elected House of Commons. But he found it equally difficult to

govern either with or without parliaments.

Although in the late 17th century Cromwell was execrated as a brave bad man, it was admitted that he had made his country great. In the

18th century, on the other hand, he was considered a nauseating hypocrite, while the 19th century, under the influence of the writer and

historian Thomas Carlyle, regarded him as a constitutional reformer who had destroyed the absolutism of Charles I. Modern critics are

more discriminating. His belief in God’s providence is analyzed in psychological terms. Marxists blame him for betraying the cause of

revolution by suppressing the radical movement in the army and resisting the policy of the Levellers. On the whole, he is regarded only in a

very limited sense as a dictator but rather as a patriotic ruler who restored political stability after the Civil Wars and contributed to the

evolution of constitutional government and religious toleration.
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